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’After all, beauty is in the eye of the beholder,
and what we see is scattered light’

Stover, J. C.
Optical scattering: Measurement and analysis.
Bellingham, Wash: SPIE Press (2012).



Abstract

The bolometer diagnostic is used in fusion experiments to derive the total radiated power of
the plasma and its spatial distribution. The line of sight (LOS) alignment and characteristic
of a bolometer camera is a crucial parameter for the measurement accuracy of the diagnos-
tic as it is an input to the tomographic reconstruction for determining the radiation profile.
Therefore, a robot based LOS measurement device has been developed which allows the fully
automatic measurement of the two dimensional transmission function of a bolometer camera.
It has been used to assess the performance of different collimator prototypes being developed
for the future tokamak fusion experiment ITER. Measures to mitigate stray light have been
identified and differences from the transmission expected due to the design parameters could be
evaluated. Additionally, the measurement device has been integrated in the tokamak ASDEX
Upgrade during a maintenance shutdown to measure the LOS alignment and characteristic of
the integrated bolometer cameras. As a result, internal camera reflections causing systemati-
cally elevated values of the radiation measurements and misalignments of the LOS in the order
of 2◦-3◦ from the theoretical alignment have been determined. The misalignments are not a
major problem for ASDEX Upgrade, but for ITER the LOS will have to pass through narrow
gaps (10-20 mm) between the plasma facing components and therefore have to be aligned about
one order of magnitude better than in ASDEX Upgrade. Alternatively a similiar in-situ LOS
calibration device will be needed to determine the final bolometer LOS characteristic in ITER.
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1. Introduction

The United Nations are predicting a significant world population growth from 7.2 billion in
2014 to 9.6 billion by 2050 and a further increase to 10.9 billion by 2100 [1]. A grow-
ing world population will obviously result in an increasing demand for energy. The U.S.
Energy Information Administration predicts, that especially the demand for the electric en-
ergy will increase twice as fast and is likely to rise from E2010 = 20.2 PWh/year in 2010 to
E2040 = 39 PWh/year in 2040 [2].

This increasing energy demand is primarily driven by the developing countries, mainly led by
China, India and other Asian countries. Furthermore, the per capita consumption of energy
is linked to the development index of a society: The more developed - the higher the energy
consumption. Due to the constantly improving standard of living in these countries, the in-
creasing wealth of the global world and the continuous industrialization, the world will need
more energy sources then ever before. In the future, electric energy will play an ever greater
role. Technological developments such as the use of electric vehicles will introduce a major shift
in the overall energy value chain.

The energy consumption of the industrial societies and the developing world nowadays is based
on using geologic resources such as fossil fuels, natural gas, oil, coal, plutonium and uranium,
which are limited in supply on Earth. They each come with their own environmental problems:
The greenhouse effect, pollution during mining and the risks of nuclear fission. Unfortunately,
current political conflicts in Ukraine between Russia and the western world reminds the world
once more of the local dependence and problems of geologic resources. The search for alternative
energy sources due to the need to limit carbon emissions and greenhouse gases because of global
warming and climate change issues poses one of the most important challenges of the coming
decades.

Renewable energies such as photo-voltaic and wind turbines are on the rise, but will provide no
ideal solution due to the inherent unpredictability of the environmental conditions. Currently,
an equivalent amount of backup power has to be provided by conventional power plants. The
fact, that the European Energy Exchange electricity prices turn negative on a regular basis
clearly illustrates that problem. A solution for the storage of this huge amount of energy,
which could balance these fluctuations, is not yet in sight. Therefore, a baseload compatible
and non-varying source of electricity is needed.
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Recreating the power production of the sun - nuclear fusion - on earth, could potentially help
the world to solve their future energy needs. When two light atomic nuclei fuse to a heavier
nucleus they release a vast amount of energy. Performed in a controlled manner, the thermal
energy produced in a fusion reactor can be transported via a cooling water cycle into a turbine
generating electrical energy.

The advantages of fusion energy are that no greenhouse gas emissions are released, that it is
easily integratable in the existing power grid and that it would take up relatively little space,
compared with the amount of energy it can produce. Another important point is, that it has no
potential of disastrous consequences for the environment. Fusion has no risk of an uncontrolled
chain reaction, it is inherently safe - the atoms only merge if they collide with a sufficient
high energy. If an error occurs, the reaction is stopped automatically and no external cooling
or additional power is required in the event of system shutdown. Low-level nuclear waste is
generated [3], but no long-lived radioactive waste. Using reduced activation ferritic/martensitic
(RAFM) steels as structural material, the waste can be recyclable within 100 years [4].

But most importantly, the fusion fuels lithium and deuterium, are more or less virtually lim-
itless available because their supplies on earth correspond to a few million years [5]. Their
sources are independent of the political or social situation, thus could prevent future wars over
energy sources. The supply of helium, which is currently required as cryogenic coolant during
operation, could be possibly more problematic for the large-scale expansion of fusion power
plants [6]. The quantity of helium produced by the fusion reaction is not adequate to meet the
needs of a future fusion power station. However, sufficient amounts can be extracted from the
atmosphere.

Producing commercially competitive energy from nuclear fusion is still a long way off. But in
a world ever more dependent on energy it is important to follow all promising options. The
future energy mix should be compromised of a mixture of different sources - and fusion could
be one of it.

1.1 Nuclear fusion

The German physicist and Nobel price laureate Hans Bethe firstly explained in 1939 how nuclear
fusion powers the stars [7]. Since the first attempts in the 1950s, there have been world-wide
intense efforts to harness the potential of fusion with a steady increase of performance.

The most easily achievable and cost effective nuclear fusion reaction on earth is the fusion of
the hydrogen isotopes deuterium (D) and tritium (T ) due to its high cross-section at low ion
kinetic energies and the greatest yield of energy per reaction [8]:

D + T −→ 4He (3.517 MeV) + n (14.069 MeV) (1.1)
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A total of 17.6 MeV of energy is released during each fusion reaction which is about a million
times more than classic chemical reactions for burning fossil fuels which are usually in the range
of a few eV. The products helium (He) and neutron (n) carry the energy as kinetic energy,
distributed according to the inverse of their masses.

The big advantage in fusion is, that deuterium is a naturally occurring isotope, which can
be easily extracted by electrolysis from sea water with a natural abundance of 15 g/m3. Tri-
tium, a radioactive isotope with a half-life of 12.32 years is extremely rare on Earth, but can
be breeded from widely available lithium in the Earth’s crust by exposing it to neutrons:
n+ 7Li −→ 4He+ T + n. The amount of Tritium extracted from one old laptop battery with
the deuterium from a bath tub full of sea water can provide at least enough energy for the
lifetime consumption of a single first world citizen [9].

To enable the nuclear fusion reaction, the two hydrogen nuclei D and T have to come very
close together, exceeding the repulsive electrostatic force of the Coulomb barrier. The most
efficient way to provide the required energy is by confining and heating the particles within a
volume until they are ionized and reach the forth state of matter known as plasma. Once the
particles have sufficient kinetic energy, respectively are moving at very high velocities, enough
to overcome the Coulomb barrier or enable quantum-mechanical tunneling through the barrier,
they undergo the nuclear reaction. In stars such as the Sun, the powerful effects of gravity
provides the necessary confinement.

On Earth, two leading approaches are under development: The magnetic and the inertial
confinement of the plasma. In the magnetically confined plasma strong magnetic fields are
used to keep the hot plasma away from the vessel walls [8]. The plasma is heated using ohmic
heating, neutral beam injection (NBI) and high frequency waves in the cyclotron resonance
frequencies of ions (ICRH) and electrons (ECRH). Inertial confinement fusion compresses a
solid pellet target containing a mixture of D and T to high density and temperature by focusing
intense laser beams on the particles [10].

The tokamak1, which confines the plasma in the shape of a torus, is currently the most advanced
magnetic device. A toroidal and poloidal field is generating helically wound magnetic field lines
which are forming the plasma volume [11] and guiding the plasma particles. JET2, the largest
tokamak in operation, holds the world record in peak fusion power of 16.1 MW [12] with a
fusion gain (ratio of produced fusion power to the net input power) of Q ≈ 0.62 [13].

The work of this thesis has been conducted at the Max Planck Institute of Plasma Physics
(IPP) in Garching, near Munich, which is operating tokamaks since 1973. The current experi-
ment ASDEX3 Upgrade is operating since 1991. ASDEX Upgrade is the largest German fusion
experiment being in operation for more than 20 years and has conducted over 30000 experimen-

1Acronym of the Russian word - "toroidal chamber with axial magnetic field".
2JET, the Joint European Torus is an European tokamak experiment.
3Acronym of the German word - "Axially Symmetric Divertor Experiment".
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tal plasma discharges. The H-Mode, an operational regime with high confinement, has been
discovered on the predecessor experiment ASDEX in 1982 [14]. The divertor, an important
component usually at the bottom of the experiment which diverts the confined plasma from
the direct interaction with the walls and is responsible for exhausting the helium ash, has been
developed at IPP as well.

Unfortunately, current experiments are too small to take further big steps in fusion research,
but the knowledge has reached the point where it becomes possible of demonstrating breakeven
plasma conditions (Q = 1). Scaling laws reveal a dependence of the size of the machine with
the ability of generating enough power to sustain the fusion reaction itself. This is why a new
state of the art tokamak machine is being built in international cooperation: ITER, which is
latin for "the way".

ITER will be the world’s largest experimental nuclear fusion reactor in the tokamak de-
sign. It is currently under construction in Cadarache, France. It is designed to produce
Q ≥ 10, generating up to 500 MW of output power for t = 400 s and thus allowing plasma
physics research with a burning plasma heated mainly by fusion reactions rather than by ex-
ternal heating. Therefore, it will be the first machine demonstrating the principle of producing
more energy than necessary to initiate the fusion reaction. It is a huge international research
and engineering project, 35 nations (27 of which are from the EU) are collaborating and rep-
resent more than half the world’s population. It’s main mission will be "to demonstrate the
scientific and technological feasibility of fusion power"1 of a large scale fusion reactor and to test
crucial reactor technologies. However, the generated heat will not yet be used to generate elec-
tric power. For this purpose, the European community has developed a fusion roadmap within
which this step is planned to be shown with a subsequent machine, a power plant prototype
known as DEMO.

But despite the continuous advancement of important physical parameters of the plasma, fusion
research is still facing many scientific and technological challenges. Therfore, the work to build
ITER is distributed worldwide in different tasks and work packages. One part of the tasks of
the EU, which holds as host of ITER an overall share of 46%, will be the development of 11
measurement systems.

1.2 Diagnostic requirements for ITER

The success of ITER will be judged mainly by two points: Firstly, reaching burning plasma
conditions and demonstrate alpha particle heating and secondly, demonstrating long pulse
(tpulse = 1000 s with Q ≥ 5) operation in a steady state scenario. The measurement of many
physical properties in order to characterize the parameters of the plasma and to study their

1This is the mission statement of ITER which is widely used.
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interactions are mandatory for the operation of any device. ITER will need a large set of approx-
imately 40-50 [15,16] individual measurement systems respectively diagnostics, as denominated
in the fusion community for a measurement system [17]. They will provide machine protection,
the advanced plasma control and of course, support key physics studies. For a safe operation
of the planned life-cycle of 30 years all ITER parts are challenged with an unprecedented level
of complexity and reliability requirements.

A simple up scaling of the current tokamak diagnostic technologies is not possible, new ap-
proaches are necessary. Many constraints due to the physical nature of a reactor grade toka-
mak plasma have to be taken into account. In the following, a brief overview of the numerous
challenges arising and significantly impacting the engineering design of diagnostics for ITER
will is given:

• Hostile radiation environment: High neutron flux of up to 1014 n/cm2s, a possible
radiation displacement damage of 0.1 dpa over the life time [18] and an additional frontal
broadband radiant heat flux out of the plasma of several MW/m2 raise the limits for the
acceptable materials in the vessel. It has to be considered, that the neutron values are
100.000 times higher than in the currently largest operating experiment, JET [19]. The
radiation fluxes have influence on the fatigue or yield strength and can generate micro-
structure instability of certain materials which therefore call for an oversizing of the design
[20]. Worst-case scenarios in a tokamak, such as plasma disruptions and loss of plasma
confinement events during off-normal operations, have to be taken into account for the
determination of the possible conditions, too [21]. Generally, the whole radiation issue is
considered being one of the most challenging of all. Some diagnostics have to rethink all
past material choices due to embrittlement of the materials if used under ITER conditions
[22].

• Electromagnetic loads: In order to keep the generated nuclear heating of auxiliary
systems low, it is encouraged to build as small and as highly integrated as possible [23],
which is completely opposed to the constraints posed by electromagnetic loads. During
certain effects, such as a Vertical Displacement Event, large eddy currents are generated
which enforce the construction of rigid and massive structures. Especially diagnostic com-
ponents have to cope with magnetic fields of up to 8 T. Alternatively, large components
with a fixed and unavoidable location, have to be split in slices in order to reduce the
forces.

• Material choices: Many First Wall (FW) material components in a tokamak suffer un-
der net erosion and sputtering due to the harsh particle fluxes: Charge exchange neutrals,
ultraviolet (UV) radiation, deuterium plasma exposure (ion fluence 3 · 1020 ions/cm2), X-
Ray and Gamma radiation are severly affecting certain materials [25]. The materials
have to survive multi-scale phenomenons through erosion and re-deposition. Hydrogen
and helium implantation is coupled with intense heat fluxes and thermal gradients [26].
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Most of them have to be suitable to high vacuum environments, e.g. with respect to im-
purity concentrations or impurity outgassing down to a vessel pressure of 10−7 Pa. The
safety requirements for material compositions limit the content of certain materials, such
as cobalt, in order to limit the activated products [20]. Thus, due to the particular re-
quirements of ITER, bulk materials such as tungsten, beryllium and low-activation steels
have to be used.

• Remote handling compatibility: All components need to have an extremely high
reliability. Firstly due to replacement cost reasons and secondly and most importantly due
to the limited access, in particular during the DT campaign of ITER. Human access will be
totally prohibited. Consequently, parts requiring modification and maintenance activities
have to provide remote handling compatibility and respect standardization policies in
order to minimize compatibility issues [27].

• Enhanced diagnostic specific requirements: Generally spoken, the more data gath-
ered from diagnostics with a simultaneous increase in accuracy, the better and more
reliable physics studies can be conducted. Moreover, the demand for real-time capability
of diagnostics in order to integrate and connect them to the plasma control, data access
and communication (CODAC) system increased in the past as well [16, 28]. The degree
of automation will have to be enhanced. ITER differs also from the maximum possible
pulse length compared to existing experiments like JET or ASDEX Upgrade. Therefore,
all diagnostics will have to be less susceptible to signal drifts. Water cooling will have
to be considered for the first time for certain parts, which are prone to high heat loads.
Most of the systems will be even more distributed, components will be located in different
locations or even buildings. Some systems will require an unprecedented wide range of
responsivity, such as the neutron camera, which will have to cover seven orders of mag-
nitude. Due to the safety requirements during the tritium operation phase, all safety
relevant diagnostics will have to think about redundancy or other reliability guaranteeing
solutions. More detailed information about measurement requirements for each diagnostic
can be found in publications from the ITER Diagnostic Expert Group [15,29,30].

Summarized, it can be stated that ITER and its individual components will have to operate
in an unprecedented parameter space. However, many developments addressing these prob-
lems are already under progress and several technological solutions are already available. From
the diagnostics point of view, in particular optical systems will be challenged from these con-
straints. For example, due to the intense sputtering of internal components, all mirrors close
to the plasma will have to be cleaned on a regular basis to maintain their optical throughput.
Thus, fully automatic in situ cleaning procedures are under development. Another example is,
that optical diagnostics which up to now were using optical fibers directly in the vessel, e.g.
spectrometers [31], or surrounding the vessel, e.g. force and strain sensors [32], have to rethink
the whole design due to the damage potential of the ionizing radiation environment.
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1.3 Motivation of the work

The bolometer diagnostic, which performs the spatially resolved measurement of the total
radiated power of the plasma in a very broad spectral range is also one of the optical diagnostics
which have to be adapted, respectively redeveloped, for this new and complex environment of
ITER. Bolometer cameras are distributed around the vessel oriented towards the plasma and
perform an integrated measurement along multiple lines of sight (LOS) which allows to calculate
tomographic images. Figure 1.1 is showing a perspective CAD picture of a part of the ITER
vessel showing a subset of the LOS indicated as black lines. This diagnostic is crucial for ITER
because the radiation losses of the plasma are one critical input parameter to determine the
overall power balance and thus the fusion gain Q. In order to provide reliable data for the
Plasma Control System (PCS), the total radiated power will have to be determined within a
measurement accuracy of 10% [16,28].

LOS

ITER

vessel

Cameras

Bolometer

Figure 1.1: Perspective CAD picture
of a part of ITER.

IPP has a long scientific history in the development,
construction, operation and maintenance of bolome-
ters. The metal resistor bolometer (see Chapter 2.1.2),
whose design is nowadays state of the art for many fu-
sion experiments world wide and also the type to be
used in ITER, has been developed [33] and patented
[34] at IPP.

Recently, F4E 1 has awarded IPP a Framework Part-
nership Agreement2 (FPA) contract to perform the
bolometer development for ITER. The first work pack-
ages started in July 2014. Within a duration of 4 years,
the diagnostic specifications have to be developed to a
prototype level allowing to start the procurement pro-
cess. Different subsystems will have to be developed,
such as the radiation detector itself and the different
cameras mounted in front of the detector defining the LOS. Test-equipment, electronics, in-
stallation instructions and even operation manuals are included in the work packages [35]. In
order to be well prepared for the start of this FPA, the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research financed a grant in the framework of which the work of this thesis took place.

The two main challenges for the realization of this measurement system in ITER are the reliabil-
ity of the detector during alternating thermal loads [36] (see Chapter 2.5) and the development
of a bolometer camera design. Aim of this work, is the development of a system for the auto-

1Fusion for Energy (F4E): The agency of the European Union responsible for coordinating the European
work packages for ITER.

2"The Framework Partnership Agreement (FPA) [..] is a formalized relationship between F4E and the bene-
ficiary [IPP] " [35]
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mated measurement of the bolometer LOS alignment and characteristics in order to verify the
camera properties.

1.3.1 ITER bolometer collimator developments

The camera in front of the detector plays an important role in determining the accuracy of
the overall measurement system. For the correct operation of the tomographic reconstruction
algorithms, used to calculate the radiation profile, a detailed knowledge about the LOS char-
acteristics is fundamental. Thereby, the radiation throughput, the orientation and the viewing
cone of each LOS in the vessel are the key input parameters.

But due to the unprecedented hostile ITER environment, such as the high neutron and heat
flux, all bolometer components will have to be hidden behind large Blanket Modules (BM). The
cameras can be distributed around the vessel, some of them will be directly mounted on the inner
structure of the Vacuum Vessel (VV) while others will be mounted on the Divertor Cassette
Body (DCB) or within the port plugs. However, the main difference to current tokamak
experiments will be that the available installation space for the bolometer cameras will be very
restricted. A relatively independent installation of the bolometer cameras in the vessel without
any shielding, will not be possible anymore. The main challenge for the camera development
will be that the bolomter LOS will have to look through the gaps between the BM.

These BMs cover all the internal surfaces of the experimental vessel in order to provide thermal
and nuclear shielding of all sensitive components, especially of the superconducting magnets
of and e.g. diagnostic components. They are constructed in a very robust and solid way, their
typical dimension is 1 m × 1.5 m × 0.5 m (Height × Length × Thickness) with a weight of up
to 4.6 t.

Figure 1.2 shows the preliminary camera integration design. Three different views show the
position of a four channel bolometer camera mounted on the vessel wall, in between the BMs.
The radial view (A) shows a slightly tilted camera with the LOS indicated as diverging black
lines from the camera housing, (B) enlarges the area around the camera. In the front view
(C) the BMs are displayed transparently to highlight the gap. The last image (D) shows two
DCBs, the bolometer is not shown here, but in this case the LOS will be looking trough the
gap of the adjacently arranged DCBs.

The latest published configuration [37] projects a nominal BM gap size of 14 mm. Further design
considerations [38] propose non-standard toroidal gap sizes of 20− 30 mm at specific areas, e.g.
for cut-outs around the LOS. The viewing cones of the LOS will have to fit trough these gaps.
However, the LOS cannot be made infinitesimally small, they need to have a certain poloidal
and toroidal viewing cone in order to achieve a sufficient signal to noise ratio. Furthermore, it
has to be be considered that the LOS will need a certain tolerance to the BM edge in order
to compensate possible thermal expansions of the BMs during operation. Thus, a LOS defined
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by the BM edges is not desired and would certainly not be reliable or restrict the experimental
freedom too much.

A B C D

Bolometer
cameraBlanket

module

LOS

Bolometer in DCB

Nominal gap 

size:14 mm

20-30 mm

for LOS 

Gap size 14 mm

2
5
0
c
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150cm

Figure 1.2: Three different views of the blanket modules on the inner heat shield: From left
to right: Radial view (A), close-up view (B) and front view (C). The Figure on the far right (D)
shows two DCBs. The typical dimensions of the ITER blanket modules are 1 m×1.5 m×0.5 m
(Height × Length × Thickness) with a weight of up to 4.6 t.

Summarizing these constraints, the construction design of the ITER vessel leads to very strict
limitations concerning LOS characteristics, in particular with respect to the toroidal viewing
cone width. Cameras will have to be developed, providing a very precisely defined LOS. Un-
desired effects such as stray light and channel cross-talk will have to be minimized as well.
The application of noise reduction techniques on a software basis, such as performed with data
acquired from a conventional 2D camera, is not possible with bolometric measurements, due to
the line integrated operation of the diagnostic. If a certain error of the LOS characteristic is
not known, each bolometer channel will accumulate this error, which finally results in falsifying
significantly the overall measurement result.

First objective of this work, is to investigate different prototype collimator cameras under
development at IPP, in order to check if the intended LOS characteristics can be achieved.
Therefore, an automated measurement system allowing to characterize the LOS will developed.
Different prototypes will be assessed quantitatively on their qualities in order to develop an
optimal design solution for the camera.

1.3.2 Proof of concept of an in situ measurement device

But apart from the correct camera properties, its has also to be ensured that the LOS are
passing through these BM gaps without being obscured or influenced. A partial occlusion will
have a significant impact on the determination of the correct measurement of the radiated power
[39]. Moreover, in order to allow the proper localization and quantification of the radiation from
the plasma by the tomographic reconstruction algorithms, the final LOS alignment in the vessel
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has to be known. In principal, the diagnostic performance is not influenced by the final LOS
orientation or characteristic. Deviations from the intended properties and even a shadowing of
certain LOS can be accepted. However, these deviations have to be known because they need
to be incorporated in the data evaluation.

Finally, this question is not only important for the bolometer diagnostic itself. An incorrectly
calibrated diagnostic, which is used for machine protection (e.g. surveying the power limits of
the machine), in particular considering the huge amount of energy stored in the ITER plasma,
can have serious consequences for the whole experiment [40]. Developing appropriate calibration
procedures for similar optical diagnostics, such as the infrared system is considered being a task
having the second highest risk regarding the feasibility of the overall diagnostic [41].

Thus, second objective of this work, is to develop an in situ measurement device which shows
the technical feasibility and practicability of measuring and calibrating LOS remotely controlled
in a tokamak fusion reactor in order to define a basis from which a similar system could be
developed for ITER.

1.4 Outline of this thesis

This thesis is organized as follows: After introductory remarks and the global motivation of this
work, which have been given in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 will review the state of the art knowledge
and theoretical background about bolometers. The operation principles of the three common
technologies will be presented with a focus on the metal resistor type. Then an insight into
the data acquisition and processing is given, referencing and discussing the relevance of certain
parameters of a LOS. Possibilities for the construction and realization of a final bolometer
camera are given by presenting the design of ASDEX Upgrade and the one planned for ITER.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the developed measurement setup. Firstly, the technological require-
ments of such a device are analyzed. Next, the final design based on a manipulator, a radiation
source and the use of a mobile coordinate measurement machine ensuring the absolute geomet-
rical calibration of the LOS, is presented. The developed software and measurement procedure
are explained in detail, along with the calibration process and the achieved measurement un-
certainty.

Chapter 4 will discuss the measurement results and is divided in two sections. The first ad-
dresses the measurements and optimizations obtained for the ITER bolometer protoype cam-
eras based on a collimator design which have been performed in the laboratory. The influences
of certain design choices and the influence of different components of the prototype camera
are presented and evaluated. The second subchapter presents the results of the bolometer
LOS measurements and geometrical calibrations in the vessel obtained in a first setup of the
developed measurement device in ASDEX Upgrade.
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Chapter 5 summarizes the information gathered in this thesis. Finally, concluding remarks and
an outlook for possible improvements of the measurement setup are given.
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2. Bolometers and lines of sight in fu-
sion experiments

This chapter describes the fundamentals of the bolometer diagnostic. The first section explains
the measurement principle of bolometry and the physics behind it. Different technical designs
will be compared, but the main focus will be the functionality of the metal resistor bolometer
type, its technical implementation and the digital data acquisition. Finally, in order to calculate
the absolute measurements of the total radiated power from the plasma, the necessary equations
will be discussed along with presenting the fundamentals of plasma tomography.

A further point of focus will be to explain the technical possibilities to define the beam path
of the radiation what we describe here as LOS. Theoretical calculations of the LOS geometry
are presented in order to understand the basic LOS shapes. Another section will show the
technical implementation of pinhole and collimator camera design, which both will be relevant
in this work. At the end of this chapter, the last two sections are used to describe the current
development stage of the ASDEX Upgrade and envisaged ITER bolometer diagnostic. All
components will be described in the adequate accuracy to understand the technical challenges
that need to be solved. The LOS distribution in the ASDEX Upgrade vessel, which has an
impact on the in situ measurement procedure, will be presented too.

2.1 Bolometers: principles of operation

The Bolometer principle was invented in 1881 by the American physicist and aviation pioneer
Samuel Pierpont Langley1. He discovered that when combining an electrical thermometer in a
Wheatstone bridge, a temperature of less than 1/100.000◦ and with upgrades even "differences
in temperature amounting to one-billionth of a degree may be detected". He was an astronomer
and his Biographical Memoir [42] explains that he used it to measure the "distribution of
radiation over the sun’s surface and in sun spots" and to "determine the lunar energy spectrum
and the temperature of the moon". The name was derived from the Greek words "bole" (beam of
light) and "meter" (to measure). During his life time, it was mainly used for astronomy research

1Samuel Pierpont Langley * August 22, 1834 + February 27, 1906
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and even now it is still an important measurement device in this area which is shown by the
fact that one of the three on-board instruments on the Herschel Space Observatory is based on
the bolometer principle [43]. Nowadays it is widely used in many other scientific areas.

In particle physics it is operated as a particle detector system at cryogenic temperatures to de-
tect Weakly Interacting Massive particles or Dark Matter particles. Microbolometer intercon-
nected to large arrays are used in industry applications as fully portable tools: Thermographic
cameras are using the same technique to visualize the energy loss e.g. from buildings in order to
detect thermal bridges. The spectral range of the detector can be adapted, so that the bolome-
ter principle is also used on the Z-Machine at the Sandia National Laboratories measuring the
absolute x-ray fluence and flux [44]. The requirements may vary significantly from industry
application to space research. For bolometers in controlled nuclear fusion research following
items have to be respected.

Objective of the bolometers in fusion devices are to measure the total radiated power from the
fusion plasma with a broad-band detector operating in the range from near IR to soft x-ray.
The operational requirements of a detector being directly in the vessel are very demanding [45]:
They will have to survive in radioactive contaminated environment and be resistant to radiation
damage from neutrons. The detector has to be insensitive to rapid temperature changes of the
environment and peak temperatures of 150◦ (e.g. for ASDEX Upgrade) and should not be
influenced by strong electromagnetic fields and pressure changes. Moreover, the whole system
together with the mounting support has to be highly reliable, capable of bearing great loads in
day-to-day operations due to the difficulty of performing repairs, remotely or during shut-down.

2.1.1 Bolometry in fusion experiments

Bolometry has been used as a fusion research diagnostic for over 40 years [46]. In the beginning,
the bolometers were simply made from a thick film flake thermistor with definitely poorer
properties then nowadays.

For the application in fusion research, three main concepts, which have been established on
large-scale fusion type devices in the past, are presented. The concepts of ferroelectric [47],
semiconductor [48], thermistor [46] and thermopiles [49] bolometer type are not discussed here
since they are currently not applied in fusion devices. The ones in use are:

• The metal resistor bolometer: This type was described by Langley in 1881 and is nowa-
days still the most common design. The state of the art implementation of this type is
composed of three different layers manufactured via thin-film technology: A metal re-
sistor, an electrically insulating but thermally conducting layer and an absorption layer
(see figure 2.1 in the next section). The temperature-driven change in the resistor layer
is used to determine the total deposited energy in the absorption layer. This concept was
developed by Mueller [33] and Mast [50] at JET and ASDEX in the 90’, it resulted in a
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patent [34] and was later upgraded to an array construction [51] for multiple channels in
a single detector.

• The Absolute eXtreme UltraViolet (AXUV) photo diode bolometer: The most recent
principle is based on semiconductor photo diodes [52, 53] using the photoelectric effect.
Photo diodes convert photons of sufficient energy (h·v > Eg) into either current or voltage
using the inner photoelectric effect. They are inexpensive [54], which allows a higher LOS
density compared to the metal resistor type. However, they are not radiation hardened
and they cannot survive high neutron and γ-radiation fluxes and suffer degradation, which
makes them unsuitable for the use on a DT machine such as ITER. In addition, because of
their limited wavelength range and nonlinear sensitivity, they cannot be used to measure
the absolutely calibrated radiated power in the whole emitted frequency range from the
plasma. However, they are highly appreciated as a complementary diagnostic, due to
their direct response to the incident power and superior time resolution of up to 500 ns
[55].

• The Infrared Imaging Video Bolometer (IRVB): This method is using an infrared camera
to monitor the temperature of the back of a segmented foil placed behind a pinhole.
Firstly, Ingraham developed an "Infrared calorimeter for time-resolved plasma energy
flux measurement" [56], which Wurden [57] improved by applying a segmented absorber
to derive multiple LOS and using state of the art infrared (IR) cameras. The concept
is now extensively tested [58], a calibration technique was recently developed [59] at the
Large Helical Device (LHD), Japan. The concept offers excellent spatial and temporal
resolution. With shielding, it could survive harsh radiation conditions. Problematic for
this type is identical to the photo diode concept: This type cannot be used for the absolute
calibrated measure of radiated power because of the non-linear spectral response of the
thin foil [54].

The metal resistor bolometer is considered as being the "classical bolometer type" [57] in the
fusion world, because it is the only type which is expected to meet all the requirements specified
above for parameters of a DT fusion machine such as ITER [60]. All the other types can only
act as a support technology [61], having individual advantages compared to the metal resistor
bolometer, but cannot completely replace it.

2.1.2 Metal resistor bolometer

The metal resistor bolometer used here, is referred to as the "ASDEX-type" because they
have been originally developed for the ASDEX tokamak [50], the tokamak experiment prior
to ASDEX Upgrade. Another common expression is the "foil bolometry" [55] to distinguish it
from other bolometer types. In figure 2.1 a schematic diagram of the most important parts of
the metal resistor bolometer can be seen.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of the metal resistor bolometer parts: A) Detector in a
side-view. B) Meander shape of platinum conductor path. C) Two detectors connected in a
Wheatstone Bridge. D) Four channel detector in a top view. E) Four channel detector and
detector cover. F) Full ITER prototype bolometer with detector housing and cable connection.

A metal resistor bolometer is made from three layers which are manufactured using a combi-
nation of photolithographic and etching processes, vapor deposition and sputtering such as for
the fabricating of integrated circuits (A). Silicon nitride (Si3N4), a chemically relatively inert
material, is used as a substrate. An absorber material (Pt) is deposited on top of the substrate.
Just below and on the identical area, two metal resistors in a thin meander shape consisting of
two interwoven passing Pt conductor paths (R1,R4) are applied (B). The substrate layer in the
middle acts as an electrical but not thermal insulator.

When incoming electromagnetic radiation incidents on the absorption layer, it is absorbed and
transformed into thermal energy, resulting in heating up the whole detector. The resistance
change (R1, R4) is then converted into a voltage or current signal which is measured to deduce
the radiated power. Combined with a second and identical meander shape (C), a Wheatstone
bridge [62] (R1, R2, R3, R4) can be realized corresponding to a single bolometer channel.
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Thus, one resistance thermometer can act as a reference absorber (R2, R3) to compensate for
externally induced temperature drifts or nuclear heating (by neutron absorption). The standard
detector design has four channels, which in turn consist of eight identical meander shapes (D).
The four channel detector is mounted inside a detector housing which shields one resistance
thermometer from the plasma. In order to dissipate the incoming thermal energy, the whole
detector is integrated in a detector housing, acting as a heat sink. To complete the whole
measurement system, the detector housing is screwed together with a custom cable connection.

The temporal evolution of the power absorbed by the detector can be calculated from the
bolometer bridge voltage δUbolo by the following differential equation [50]:

Prad(t) = κheat

(
dδUbolo
dt

+ δUbolo(t)
τdetc

)
(2.1)

κheat is the effective heat capacity and τdetc the cooling time constant of the detector foil,
which is again determined by the physical parameters of the whole setup, such as thickness,
heat capacity and heat transmission coefficient of the materials used. They can influence the
sensitivity and response time of the bolometer and can be improved by using different absorption
and substrate materials. Here, different inert metals such as platinum (Pt) or gold (Au) for the
absorber are used. But usually the choices are limited by other constraints, such as radiation
hardness [63].

Furthermore, the thickness of the absorption layer determines the highest photon energy from
the plasma, which still can be absorbed. The typical necessary thickness of this layer is phys-
ically fixed; For ASDEX Upgrade it is in the range of ∼ 4 µm to achieve a sensitivity for up
to 8 keV photons, for ITER a thickness of ∼ 12 µm will be needed, due to the higher photon
energies up to 25 keV [60]. The membrane thickness should be kept as small as possible in
order to avoid increasing the overall time response of the detector. The thinner and smaller the
membrane, the better the sensitivity. Usually, the membrane thickness is also determined by
engineering constraints of the manufacturing process and the required mechanical robustness.
The thickness of the resistive layer on the bottom is determined by the necessary meander
resistance in the range of 0.5− 1.2 kΩ in order to achieve a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. The
typical dimension of each absorber (A) is 1.5 × 4 mm and included in a four channel detector
(D) it reaches a size of 2 × 3 cm. At ASDEX Upgrade the currently achieved effective time
resolution in the best case is 2 ms and taking into account electromagnetic noise at the worst
case 30 ms [55].

The metal resistor bolometer in the design presented above is used in many fusion devices. It
is operating at the largest fusion device of the world JET [64], it has been recently integrated
in the new Korean tokamak K-STAR [65] and Chinese tokamak EAST [66] and will be used in
the most modern Stellarator W7-X [67], which is currently under construction.
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2.1.3 Data acquisition and absolute calibration procedure

The data acquisition (DAQ) at ASDEX Upgrade is based on a LabVIEW application using
an FPGA connected to electronics developed in house[45]. A tokamak environment is a very
noisy environment for all kinds of electronic circuits due to its numerous sources of external
electromagnetic (EM) interferences. Thus, under real operation conditions, a few issues have
to be resolved.

The DAQ applies a 5− 10 V AC peak-to-peak square wave voltage at 2.5 kHz to the bolometer
full bridge. This has the advantage of allowing high gains of the operational amplifiers in order
to reduce possible interference signals. Cables with a length of up to 40 m are used to shield the
bolometer electronics from neutrons and other EM noise. However, this introduces an additive
cable series capacity, inductance and resistance in the measurement circuit, which have to be
compensated. The series inductance can be neglected, due to the high carrier frequency, but
the signal cables and current supply lines between amplifiers and detectors have to be taken
into account in the calculation.

Furthermore, before each plasma discharge, the cooling time constant τdetc and the effective
heat capacity κheat have to be determined for each bolometer detector as the parameters depend
significantly on the environmental conditions and which vary over time. Moreover, due to the
manufacturing process, the variations of the foil thickness can be up to ∆Tabs = 2.5µm for an
absorber nominal thickness of Tnominal = 12.5µm [68]. This corresponds to a variation of 20%
and thus requires at least one calibration.

The calibration is done by short-circuiting two resistors of the full bridge, so that only the
reference or measurement detector can be measured individually. Then, the detector area is
heated with a direct current (DC) of known power. Aim is to use as little power as possible to
avoid overheating of the detector and because of the temperature dependence of the parameters,
while maximizing the Signal to Noise (S/N) ratio. At ASDEX Upgrade Pcalib = 5 mW is
considered being a good trade-off. The current is abruptly changed and from the voltage decay
the cooling time constant τdetc and the heat capacity κheat can be derived, respectively fitted.
The DAQ electronics are implemented in parallel so that all calibrations can be conducted
simultaneously. More details of the DAQ electronics, exemplary for W7-AS [45] or ASDEX
Upgrade [69] can be found elsewhere.

Taking all these constraints from the practical use into account, the equation 2.1has to be
extended. The absorbed power from the bolometer Prad(t) can be derived from the unbalanced
bolometer full bridge Ubolo(t) with the following equation [45]:

Prad = 2
Usrc

(Rmd + 2Rcab)κheat
√
α

[
τ(∂Ubolo

∂t
+ Ubolo(1−

U2
srcβ

4κ(Rmd +Rcab)2 )
]

(2.2)

with α and β :
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α = 1 + (ωsrcCcab(Rmd +Rcab))2 (2.3)

β = 1− (ωsrcCcabRmd)2 + (ωsrcCcabRcab)2

1 + (ωsrcCcab(Rmd +Rcab))2 (2.4)

The parameters are: Usrc is the amplitude of the AC source voltage, ωsrc is the frequency of the
AC voltage, Ubolo the bolometer bridge voltage (the measurement signal), Rmd is the meander
resistance (≈ 1.2 kΩ), Rcab the resistance of the connecting cables and Ccab the capacity of the
connecting cables.
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Figure 2.2: Internal signals of the DAQ [33]: (A) A step function of incident radiated power
Picd. (B) The resulting bolometer bridge voltage Ubolo. (C) The time derivative of the voltage
∂Ubolo
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. (D) Corrected term with cooling time constant dδUbolo
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+ δUbolo(t)
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Figure 2.2 shows a schematic drawing of the relevant signals from which the main properties of
the metal resistor bolometer equation 2.1 can be derived. All signals are shown as normalized
values. Subfigure A shows a step function of incident power on the detector of the duration
tpow = 200 ms. The response of the bolometer bridge voltage Ubolo acts like a resistor-capacitor
circuit (RC circuit) and shows exponential increase to the maximum value. Here, shown for
a thermal time constant of τdete ≈ 25 ms (Time to reach 63.2% of its final value for a step
response). To determine the power Prad, the energy per time unit has to be calculated, which
is shown by applying the derivative, see Subfigure C. Finally, corrected with the cooling time
constant τdete a measure of the absorbed power can be calculated (Subfigure D).

Work is in progress for further optimizing the DAQ and improving the algorithm: For steady-
state operational scenarios in ITER (≈ 30 min projected discharge times) the constant heating
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by the current flow during a measurement will have to be compensated. At ASDEX Upgrade
this corresponds only to an ohmic heating of PΩ−heat = 83 mW due to the considerably short
discharge times of 10 s [45]. One possibility is to regularly recalibrate the heat capacity κheat
and cooling time constant τdetc, while closing the bolometer aperture with a shutter [70]. Al-
ternatively, the change of the constants can be compensated in real-time by using the bridge
current Ibolo as a measure for the bolometer holder temperature [71].

Another issue is the influence of the neutral gas pressure on the detector. It has been shown,
that pressure changes can have a significant influence (≈ 12%) on the meander resistance due
to the strain-gauge effect. However, the strain-gauge factor of the detector can be obtained
experimentally and then compensated with a parallel monitoring of the pressure change [72].

2.1.4 Application of bolometric measurement data

Bolometers are considered being an "old diagnostic" [58] because they are one of the key di-
agnostics for the machine protection and used for basic control of the experiment [16]. The
acquired measurements of the radiated power distribution of the plasma is fundamental for
many studies. Typically, the data is used to determine the absolutely calibrated values of
radiation losses of certain plasma effects. Understanding the energy loss mechanisms of a toka-
mak plasma is crucial in order to develop techniques to control them [48]. The experiment
ISTTOK1 is e.g. using bolometric tomography to control the plasma position during a plasma
current reversal [73]. Study of ion and electron transport processes [74] and the behavior of
plasma detachment2 is examined [75]. In order to understand plasma instabilities, the diagnos-
tic is mentioned in recent studies as ’well suited tool for detecting and localizing slow and fast
events of the plasma’ [55]. Moreover, it provides data to understand MARFEs3, which play an
important role in determining the fueling and density limits of a tokamak experiment [74].

ITER is planned to operate in the so-called Type I ELMy H-mode. This mode is considered
being a high performing and stationary scenario with high plasma density, good energy confine-
ment and suited for DT operation in ITER [8]. However, many physical process of this mode
have not yet been fully understood and the bolometer diagnostic is playing an important role
trying to answer some of these open questions. For instance, the tomographic reconstructed
profiles of the radiated power can help to track the diffusion of impurities [76] or analyze the
confinement of energetic particles such as fusion born alpha particles during this special mode.

1ISTTOK is a small Portugese limiter tokamak operating since 1990.
2Plasma detachment is a regime where the plasma becomes completely detached (separated) from any solid

surface, such as the divertor [8].
3A MARFE (multifaceted asymmetric radiation from the edge) is a plasma phenomenon characterized by

greatly increased radiation and density fluctuations at the inner major radius edge of the plasma [8].
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Furthermore, knowledge about the radiation distribution is used to evaluate the radiation
energy from different plasma instabilities, such as type-I Edge Localized Modes (ELM1) and
thermal quenches2. Usually, these instabilities are striking and damaging the plasma facing
components [77] which leads to target erosion [78]. ELM studys are considered being very
important for ITER, since they impact the global confinement and fusion performance [79].
The plasma radiation variations during these events are considered as important to understand
[80]. In particular studies concerning machine protection, for e.g. analyzing the maximum heat
load which occurs during plasma disruptions [81] the bolometer data is fundamental. Finally,
an essential question for ITER or even for a future fusion power plant are questions concerning
the extension of component lifetimes which primarily are influenced by the amount of absorbed
radiation power.

2.1.5 Tomography

Tomography is an imaging method used to calculate a two dimensional image of an object,
referred to as a ’tomogram’, from data gathered from a measurement system from multiple
directions, usually in a non-invasive way. Typically a camera is moved around the object to
be observed but this is only possible if the object is not changing in the measurement period.
Alternatively numerous cameras containing multiple detectors (LOS) are placed around it, as
in a fusion experiment, with the advantage of having temporally resolved measurements.

From the data acquired and the knowledge of the LOS distribution (see figure 2.3 for the LOS
distribution in ASDEX Upgrade) and characteristic, a cross-sectional image of the object can
be calculated by applying different mathematical procedures called tomographic reconstruc-
tion, inversion or deconvolution algorithms. Multiple images obtained in different planes can
even be merged to generate a three-dimensional image of that structure. Different physical
phenomenons, such as electromagnetic radiation from different energy levels and particles (e.g.
electrons, ions) can be used to observe that object.

In fusion devices, tomography is performed for a multiplicity of wavelengths and particle en-
ergy: The soft X-ray range is measured (e.g. for monitoring thermal instabilities or plasma
disruptions), γ-ray tomography is performed (e.g. for measurement of radial distribution of fast
ions) and neutron tomography (e.g. for monitoring the neutron-flux of the fusion reaction).
Finally, relevant for this work, tomography of bolometric data in order to determine the spatial
profile of the radiated power.

The mathematical challenge of the tomographic reconstruction lies in the fact that ’many
nonlocal measurements, such as line integrals [have to be] processed mathematically to estimate

1ELMs are unwanted plasma edge instability events which consist of repetitive (periodically but irregular)
bursts of the edge plasma driven by the pressure and current

2A thermal quench is a fast release of heat energy caused by certain plasma instabilities [8].
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local physical quantities’ [82]. The two dimensional Radon transform1, which represents the
data obtained as the output of a tomographic measurement, has to be solved:

fi(r, ϑ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x, y)δ(x cosϑ+ y sinϑ− r) dx dy (2.5)

fi(r, ϑ) are the measurements obtained by a multitude of LOS (i) viewing the plasma from
the projection angle ϑ. The delta-distribution (δ-funktion) represents the (infinitely thin) LOS
which are convoluted with the radiation profile g(x, y). The value r is the distance (radius)
between the LOS and the origin of the X-Y coordinate system (CS) in the center of the ex-
periment. The angle ϑ is between r pointing to the LOS and the X-Axis. More advanced
tomographic algorithms respect the geometric properties of a real detection systems, but these
methodical details are not in the scope of this thesis (see the references cited in this section).

For most tomographic applications in a tokamak toroidal symmetry is assumed, which means
that the "diagnosed quantity [...] does not vary in the direction perpendicular to the recon-
struction plane over a thickness that is measured by the 3D detection system" [83]. Therefore
the measured quantity in one poloidal cross-section can be used to project the radiation pro-
file on the whole vessel and it has the advantage that the cameras can be spread toroidally.
However, in order to avoid an excessive amount of different cables in the vessel to increase the
maintenance complexity, usually most of the detectors are placed very close to each other.

Figure 2.3 shows two poloidal cross-section drawings of ASDEX Upgrade. Subfigure A shows
the orientation of LOS from two cameras crossing the vessel from the right. The colors are
representing the integrated power density along the LOS (in MW/m2). Subfigure B shows the
calculated two dimensional radiation profile, the colors are representing here the power density
projected on the whole tokamak vessel (in MW/m3). Numerous numerical implementations of
the Radon transform exist, at ASDEX Upgrade a pixel based approach is used, therefore small
rectangular ’pixels’ can be identified in the figure.

A strong radiation peak left of the X-point2 can be identified, the red line indicates the magnetic
flux surface which are almost intersecting (X). The orange lines represent the contour lines
of unwanted artifacts having a negative emissivity. Obviously this is physically impossible,
however, a frequent part of the result. Here, it can serve as an examples of the uncertainty of
these reconstructions. Usually, the quality and reliability of the results depend strongly on the
manual assessment of the diagnostic operator.

These artifacts can hardly be corrected completely because from a mathematically point of view
the solution is classified as an ill-based problem - its has not no unique solution. A simplified
explanation using the pixel based approach is that there are more pixels then available LOS.

1The Radon transform is a generalization of the Abel transform which is a projection of fi(r) along only one
particular dimension.

2The X-point is the saddle point for the flux function in a tokamak. The magnetic induction field is zero,
thus forming a X in the divertor [8].
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Additionally, three other issues are amplifying the problem: Firstly, the data contains always
noise. Secondly, some areas are having a limited LOS coverage. Thirdly, no detailed knowledge
of the LOS characteristics is available.
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Figure 2.3: Subfigure A shows the LOS of two cameras, the colors represent the power density
along the LOS. Subfigure B shows the two dimensional radiation profile, the colors represent
the power density projected on the whole tokamak. The orange lines represent regions with
artifacts, the red line the magnetic flux surface. Strong radiation around the X-point2 can be
identified. ASDEX Upgrade Shot # 30506, t = 4 s.

This means that the equations cannot be solved correctly without additional information. By
adding appropriate conditions, based on the specific physical behaviour of the measured radi-
ation profile, e.g for ASDEX Upgrade having a D-shaped plasma, conditions such as radiation
gradients in relation to the flux surfaces and the geometry of the magnetic equilibrium are
needed to reduced the complexity of the calculation [55]. In the past computational power was
a problem for the calculation. Nowadays, using parallel computing, even a real time tomography
calculation can be performed [69].

Typically, reconstruction algorithms are "trained" with samples of known radiation profiles
("phantoms") and then compared with the results in order to asses the quality of that guess
and to improve the internal parameters, such as the weighting or even the exclusion of certain
LOS. Different computer-assisted techniques [84] are used at ASDEX Upgrade. In this way, it
is possible to optimize the reconstruction to a particular plasma behaviour but this still proves
to be very unstable with respect to noisy data.
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2.2 Lines of sight

A LOS normally refers to a straight, infinitely thin and unobstructed line between an observer
and an object. However, when this term is used in applied geometric optics, LOS have a certain
shape, width, height, divergence, and are limited by several engineering requirements.

At first, the constraints and goals of an optimal bolometer LOS distribution in the environment
of a tokamak is presented. Next, the quantities that characterize the LOS shape of a bolometric
systems, such as the finite detector size and the finite sizes of bounding apertures are explained.
Finally, in order to allow the comparison of a theoretical LOS transmission with a measured
transmission (see the results in Chapter 4), a simplified theoretical model for the calculation of
the LOS characteristics is provided.

2.2.1 Optimal distribution

Several general constraints and requirements for the distribution of the LOS in a tokamak
should be taken into account:

• The interesting and important areas in a tokamak, from the radiation physics perspective
are: X-point, divertor, plasma edge and the bulk plasma region of the vessel. Aim is
to achieve a relatively even distribution of the LOS in order to avoid irregular spatial
sampling because this can cause problems for the tomographic algorithms.

• Toroidal symmetry is still an assumption in order to simplify the calculations. Due to
toroidal asymmetric perturbations , e.g. from toroidally localized gas or pellet injection
outlets1 in the vessel or localized plasma behaviour, e.g. from field-aligned post-ELM
filaments [85], it should be favored to align as many LOS as possible in one poloidal
cross-section in order to minimize errors enduced by these effects.

• The LOS from different cameras which have the same field of view should be positioned
interlaced. If an individual camera fails, it results only in a loss of resolution instead of
the complete blindness in a certain area [38].

• Having at least one camera placed on the top of the vessel viewing the full vertical cross-
section has the advantage that the total radiated power from the plasma (Prad) can be
calculated in a simple way, without performing a tomographic reconstruction calculation.
The precondition is that the camera must view the vessel vertically in order to have a
reference for the circular plasma volume of the tokamak.

1Pellet injection is an effective method for deep fueling of the fusion fuel by centrifugal acceleration [13].
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• In order to improve the measurement accuracy, high radiation areas should be measured
separately from areas with low radiation in order to be able to optimize the light yield of
each camera.

• It is advantageous having a couple of LOS which are viewing the plasma from opposite
directions or are overlapping in order to inspect the data for correctness [82]. Error
sources that mainly affect only one side of the vessel, such as the localized plasma heating
with ECRH can then be filtered out or identified.

As a rule, the higher the amount of LOS the quicker and better convergence of the tomographic
reconstruction algorithms, which leads to a higher resolution, measurement accuracy and lower
noise. It must be noted that areas having no intersected LOS, can not be spatially resolved.
Typically, the overall cost of the system limits the final LOS number. Numerical simulations can
be conducted in order to optimize and validate the LOS positions, distribution and theoretical
reconstruction quality with a series of phantom radiation profiles. Moreover, LOS deviations
from their expected orientation can be simulated to qualify their impact on the reconstruction
[86] or Gaussian noise can be added to the signals, allowing filter testing in order to minimize
undesirable artifacts [73].

2.2.2 Optimal LOS shape: trapezoidal or cone

Principally, two different one dimensional LOS shapes can be distinguished for a pinhole camera
with a single detector, respectively one LOS: The trapezoidal and the cone (or triangular)
beam shape. Figure 2.4 shows three schematics of the geometric reproduction of these two
possible transmission functions. The transmission is normalized (a.u.), aperture width and
detector width are indicated. The values in these figures are only provided as typical examples,
bolometer camera and transmission are not to scale.
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Figure 2.4: Geometric reproduction of the transmission function of three different detector
- aperture aspect ratios. For a detector width smaller (A) and larger (C) than the aperture
width the transmission is trapezoidal, for a detector having the same width as the aperture,
the transmission is triangular (B). Bolometer camera and components are not to scale.
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Here, aperture opening and detector are supposed to be arranged vertically, one above the other,
and parallel to each other. Due to this symmetrical design, the corresponding transmission
functions are also symmetric. The dotted lines highlight the significant locations of camera and
transmission function. The transmission function results from a projection of the detector and
aperture edge points on a horizontal plane. In this figure the dotted lines are projected on the
orientation axis (X-Axis) and then elongated to their transmission value (Y-Axis).

In Subfigure A, the aperture width is smaller than the detector width. The first radiation
beam can incident for an alignment of 1.3◦ (perpendicular to the detector). The maximum of
the LOS will be reached as soon the entire width of the entering beam covers the detector.
Assuming a constant measurement across the detector surface, the transmission remains at a
constant level, from 0.2◦ to −0.2◦, and decreases on the other side equally and reaches zero as
as soon as the last ray of the incident beam left the edge of the detector. This shape is then
denominated as trapezoidal.

The more the aperture size increases the closer the signal rise and fall come closer to each other,
which can be seen in Subfigure B. For the equal width of aperture and detector, only with an
exact vertical alignment of incident radiation towards the detector the maximum signal can be
reached. Then, the transmission has a triangular shape. For an aperture width larger than
the detector width, the signal becomes trapezoidal again, see Subfigure C. Due to engineering
constraints and mostly due the fact that a certain S/N ratio can only be reached with a certain
detector size, usually the detector - aperture aspect ratios in Subfigure B and C are relevant
for bolometer cameras.

Once the amount and distribution of the LOS have been determined (compare previous section
2.2.1) the shape is optimized taking into account following issues: In the case for an optimal to-
mographic reconstruction, it has been shown that a 50% beam overlapping at the FWHW (Full
Width Half Maximum) of poloidally adjacent channels is advantageous for reducing aliasing for
the reconstruction of high-frequency spatial components [87]. The decrease of the transmission
function of one LOS is compensated by the overlapping of the rise of the next LOS. Thus, the
sum of the transmission functions is always at the maximum and a complete sampling of a
poloidal projection space is performed [88].

In toroidal orientation, the LOS width is usually optimized for an optimal S/N ratio in order to
be able to map the entire dynamic radiation range of the individual experimental conditions.
However, it must be considered that the aperture width can only be extended to the limit until
toroidal bending and toroidal asymmetries can be neglected [82].

2.2.3 Theoretical calculation of the transmission function

Several methods exist to quantify the properties of a two dimensional bolometric detection
system. The following statements in this section are based on [83,89–92]. This section explains
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how to calculate the transmission function of a bolometric detection system with a geometrical
approach, comparable to the drawings shown in figure 2.4. It shall be noted that the transmis-
sion is calculated independently from the wavelength and optical effects such as reflections or
further scatter components.

The line integrated measurement f (with the unit W) by a multiple detector system can be
described as:

fi(x, y) =
∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

Ki(x, y)g(x, y) dx dy, (2.6)

with i being the index for each bolometer channel, Ki(x, y) being the two dimensional geometric
function defined by the geometric parameters of the camera and g(x, y) being the radiation
profile. Here, the origin of the (x, y) CS is defined in the center of each detector (for a multiple
channel camera). Thus, it allows to describe the geometric camera parameters also with respect
to their incident angles, which are more practical values: Ki(θ, ξ). ξ is the angle in the vertical
plane (poloidal orientation) and θ in the horizontal plane (toroidal orientation). This function
is then referred to as the transmission function or simply as the transmission.

Considering a symmetrical camera design, as presented in Section 2.2.2, the transmission func-
tion can be represented by the superposition of two individual imaging systems (here for an
individual LOS): K(θ, ξ) = kθ(θ) + kξ(ξ). Moreover, considering that the toroidal width of
the LOS is smaller than the plasma structures to resolve, the transmission function can be
approximated by:

Ki(θ, ξ) ∼= Eiδ(x cos ξi + y sin ξi − ri) (2.7)

with Ei being the Etendue (scalar value) of the respective LOS (i). The straight line equation
x cos ξi + y sin ξi − ri describes the straight LOS (compare Equation 2.5). Thus, the measure-
ments are assumed to be exact line integrals weighted with the Etendue. The Etendue can be
calculated by integrating over the geometric function:

Ei =
∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

Ki(θ, ξ) dθ dξ (2.8)

The Entendue is a measure for the light-yield on the detector or the throughput of the respective
camera channel. This approximation is currently applied for both bolometer systems in ASDEX
Upgrade (see Section 2.4). However, the transmission function has to be calculated first.

The transmission can be defined as the fraction of the intensity I0 of a parallel beam of radiation
which reaches the detector. The detected intensity ID(ξ, θ) depends on the incident angles (ξ, θ),
and the areas of the aperture entrance (P ) and exit (A). If the areas (A and P ) are considered
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being parallel, lθ(θ) and lξ(ξ) being the illuminated components of the detector in toroidal
respective poloidal axis, the detected intensity can be calculated by [92]:

ID(ξ, θ) = I0 · kθ(θ) · kξ(ξ) = I0
lξ(ξ) · lθ(θ)

P
cos ξ cos θ (2.9)

Figure 2.5 shows the corresponding drawing of a typical geometry of a single bolometer collima-
tor in the poloidal plane and the reference CS. Here, the collimator is slightly tilted upwards.
y+
D − y−D is the width of the aperture exit (A) (which corresponds to the detector width in the
poloidal plane) and y+

P−y−P is the width of the aperture entrance (P). LC is the collimator length
and LD is the distance from the collimator exit to the detector. The critical angles αi are defined
by following equations: α1 = arctan[(y−P − y+

D)/(LC +LD)], α2 = arctan[(y−P − y−D)/(LC +LD)],
α3 = arctan[(y+

P − y+
D)/(LC + LD)] and α4 = arctan[(y+

P − y−D)/(LC + LD)].

For the case of an aperture width larger than the detector width y+
P − y−P > y+

D − y−D (see
Subfigure C in Figure 2.4), the poloidal length lξ(ξ) can be calculated by:

kξ(ξ) =



[y+
D − y−P + (LC + LD) tan ξ] cos ξ if α1 ≤ ξ < α2

[y+
P − y−D − (LC + LD) tan ξ] cos ξ if α3 < ξ ≤ α4

(y+
D − y−D) cos ξ if α2 ≤ ξ ≤ α3

0 if ξ < α1 or ξ > α4

(2.10)

Similiar considerations apply for the other case, y+
P − y−P < y+

D− y−D. The transmission function
in toroidal orientation has to be calculated differently. Depending on the desired viewing cone
width and the restrictions by other in-vessel components (see Chapter 1.3.1) it is sometimes
necessary to add additional structures in the LOS channel. Here, the resulting channels are
then denominated subcollimators.

Figure 2.6 shows a schematic drawing of the typical geometry for a bolometer collimator with
three subcollimators in the toroidal plane. Here, the detector width is indicated in the drawing
by z+

D − z−D.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic drawing of a typical geometry for a bolometer collimator in the poloidal
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of a typical geometry for a bolometer collimator in the toroidal plane
with three subcollimators as considered for ITER. The dotted lines indicate the critical angles
β1−4.

Three cases have to be distinguished here (z−P,i ≤ z−D < z+
P,i < z+

D, z−D < z−P,i < z+
P,i < z+

D

and z−D < z−P,i < z+
D ≤ z+

P,i). The contributions of all subcollimator transmissions have to be
added: kθ(θ) = ∑n

i=1 l
i
θ(θ). The critical angles are defined by β1 = arctan[(z−P,1 − z+

P,1)/LC ],
β2 = arctan[(z−P,1− z−D)/(LC +LD)], β3 = 0, β4 = arctan[(z+

P,1− z−D)/(LC +LD)]. The first case
is shown here, the others are similar:
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kiθ(θ) =



(z+
P,i − z−P,i + LC tan θ) cos θ if β1 ≤ θ < β2

(z+
P,i − z−D − LD tan θ) cos θ if β2 ≤ θ < β3

[z+
P,i − z−D − (LC + LD) tan θ] cos θ if β3 ≤ θ < β4

0 if θ < β1 or θ > β4

(2.11)

2.3 Camera head design: pinhole or collimator

Typically, multiple detectors are integrated into one camera. The choice of the appropriate
camera design plays a principal role during the first development stage of the diagnostic. How-
ever, space constraints do not always allow to select the optimal design. The different available
types will be reviewed in this section.

Figure 2.7 shows a schematic diagram of the six principal camera versions. Subfigure A is
the simplest version, one detector with a single small hole also referred to as "pinhole camera".
Usually the detector is parallel to the aperture plane and perpendicular to the camera. Subfigure
B shows a planar pinhole camera with multiple detectors viewing trough the same aperture.
This is a common combination of several detectors, due to the advantage of having many LOS
within little space and cost. Sometimes the detectors are tilted in direction to the aperture to
optimize the light yield. Disadvantage of this design compared to a collimator design is, that the
Etendue of each channel is different. Detectors looking through the aperture from the center of
the housing have an increased sensitivity compared to the ones at the edge. Subfigure C shows
a parallel collimator version. The aperture holes and the collimation direction is perpendicular
to the viewed object. This design is widely used for X-ray tomography [93]. Subfigure D shows
a radially converging collimator camera: The holes are focused towards the object located in
the center of the field of view. The camera is usually larger than the viewed object, however
with the advantage of having a superior resolution compared to parallel-beam collimators, a
design commonly used for medical applications [94]. Subfigure E shows a radially diverging
collimator or fan-beam shape camera which corresponds to the flipped camera Model D. It is
used to enlarge the observable area and for large structure imaging. Certainly, the designs are
not fixed, they can be a mixture or hybrid [95] of the previous versions, which is exemplary
shown in Subfigure F. This type can be used to achieve increased sensitivity and resolution if
only one camera is available.

Bolometric camera head designs for fusion application have been varied a lot in the past. One
of the bolometer cameras projected for the Stellarator W7-X [67] is a large pinhole camera
featuring 40 channels and corresponds to the design B. ASDEX Upgrade bolometers currently
only have cameras of the design B, but it is planned to add additional collimator cameras during
the next maintenance phase. The JET bolometer camera KB5V [96] is arranged as a diverging
collimator camera (E).
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Figure 2.7: Schematic drawing of different camera versions. (A) Single aperture and single
detector, (B) Pinhole camera with multiple detectors, (C) Parallel hole collimator camera, (D)
Converging collimator camera, (E) Diverging collimator camera, (F) Mixed collimator camera.
The dotted lines indicate the orientation of the LOS.

2.4 Bolometer diagnostic at ASDEX Upgrade

ASDEX Upgrade has two main bolometer systems: An AXUV diode and a foil bolometry
system. The foil bolometers are integrated in the vessel since the start up of the experiment in
1991. The AXUV diode system has been recently installed in 2010 [97], but will not be further
discussed in this work.

The foil bolometer system is based on a four-channel module. The basic design has not been
changed since its introduction from Mast [50] in 85’. Apart from the change of the insulating
carrier foil substrate of the sensor, from Kapton to Mica and then silicon nitride, only further
cameras have been added in the vessel to increase the amount of available LOS. During the start-
up of ASDEX Upgrade 32 LOS were available. Integrated in six cameras, the system features
now 116 LOS. Eight LOS have been added recently (the FHS camera, see next section) viewing
the divertor from the upper high field side [55]. In the next section, the basic camera design
will be presented explaining the current approach of determining the LOS orientation in the
ASDEX Upgrade vessel.

2.4.1 Camera design, material and housing

Due to the continuous upgrade of the bolometer diagnostic in ASDEX Upgrade and the resulting
gradual improvement of the cameras, different camera housing designs exist, but all of them
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are based on the same pin-hole design. As an example, the FHC camera is presented in detail.
Figure 2.8 shows in Subfigure A a computer-aided design (CAD) drawing and in Subfigure B
a photo. The front coverage has been removed for a better view of the components.

A B
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Figure 2.8: Subfigure A is shows a CAD image of the FHC bolometer camera and Subfigure
B shows a photo of the opened camera housing. 12 detector arrays (of 4 channels each) are
mounted in the camera. The photo shows the numerous cables which are needed to connect all
detectors. The smooth aluminium surface appears by the reflected flash of the photo camera
which illuminates certain areas. The points measured by the Coordinate Measuring Machine
(CMM) are indicated by stars.

The housing of the cameras is based on aluminium plates which were screwed and partly welded
together to create a pie-shaped box construction so that they can be easily accessed. The camera
is based on the pinhole camera principle or design B as explained in Section 2.3. The FHC
can also be regarded as three separate cameras, due to their three individual pin holes. Most
components of the housing are "off the shelf" materials and have not undergone any special
treatment. The four channel detectors, in white aligned at the bottom of the camera, are all
aligned towards their respective pinhole and are placed next to each other on a semi circle.
Thus, the three parts of the FHC camera are symmetrical to the vertical plane, hence the part
on the left and the right are identical. Front and rear are similar as well. Three four channel
detectors are in the left and right part of the camera and six are mounted in the center part.
The detectors are connected to special low noise and low impedance cables in the back via
custom plug-in connections. The large amount of necessary cables can be seen in the photo.
The other cameras in ASDEX Upgrade are built according to the same principle, with minor
differences depending on the amount of LOS.

In order to determine the orientation of the LOS in respect to the ASDEX Upgrade CS, the
camera is mounted on its intended position and certain points of the camera are measured
with a Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) (see Chapter 3.1.3). A few of these points are
indicated in the Subfigure A. The edges of the housing are measured and some edges of the
four channel detector at positions where access is possible. The remaining positions of the
single detectors have to be calculated from the measurements and synchronized with CAD
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data. However, this process still depends on the correct manufacturing and integration of the
camera.

2.4.2 Line of sight distribution

Knowledge about the LOS distribution in ASDEX Upgrade is an important factor for preparing
the in situ measurement and asses the theoretically possible amount of LOS which can be
accessed by the calibration and measurement device (see Chapter 3.2). Therefore, the bolometer
foil LOS distribution in ASDEX Upgrade is presented in this section. Figure 2.9 shows the
distribution as toroidal view in Subfigure A and as a poloidal view in Subfigure B. Boxes with
the camera names show the approximate positions of the cameras and the orientation of the
LOS in the vessel are indicated with black lines. The LOS have their source in the camera
housing and continue until they reach a PFC. A high density of LOS can be found around
the X-Point, the divertor area and plasma edge due to the physics demands for a high spatial
resolution in this area and in order to minimize aliasing effects.
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Figure 2.9: ASDEX Upgrade LOS distribution. Subfigure A shows the toroidal, Subfigure B
the poloidal LOS distribution. The boxes indicate the approximate positions of the cameras.
The separatrix is shown by the dotted grey line, the center of the magnetic axis is shown by
the black dotted line (A) and as a star (B).

Six pinhole cameras are capturing the entire poloidal cross-section of the plasma vessel: The
FVC camera (32 channels) has a vertical and horizontal view, the FHC (48 channels) a hori-
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zontal view, the FHS (Eight channels) focuses on the high-field side1 of the plasma, the FLX
(Eight channels) views the X-point and finally FDI and FDO (both eight channels) view the
inner and outer divertor. The system also features an additional camera for the monitoring of
ECRH stray radiation. This camera is not treated in this work because its measurements are
not relevant for the calculation of Prad, neither used for tomography. All cameras, apart from
the FHS, are installed in Sector 5 of the ASDEX Upgrade vessel which significantly simplifies
the in-situ measurement setup (see Chapter 4).

2.5 Bolometer diagnostic for ITER

The bolometer diagnostic for ITER is still in the development stage. That the general re-
quirements for diagnostics in ITER are very challenging, has been discussed in detail in the
introductory chapter of Section 1.2. In this section, a brief overview of the status of development
and the future steps shall be given.

The first proposal of a bolometer system for ITER was published almost 20 years ago under the
assumption for the first ITER design2 [98]. Most of the conclusions drawn at that time are still
valid, such as using a distributed camera layout and arranging the bolometer camera between
the blanket and divertor modules. The metal resistor bolometer detector technology is currently
the only type which has a high development state including wide application experience in
various fusion experiments. The bolometer system at JET, which is based on the metal resistor
type (respectively the "ASDEX-type", see Chapter 2.1.2), is considered being the most relevant
to derive the next development steps for ITER [60].

One major task was to develop alternative radiation resistant materials acting as substrate
and absorber on the detector with adequate thermal and dielectric properties [63, 99]. It was
established that the originally used substrate materials Mica3 or Kapton R©4 cannot be used [22],
due to the neutron induced degradation and swelling of these materials. Many irradiation tests
have been performed in the past in order to evaluate alternative materials [100–103]. The use
of a low stress silicon nitride for the carrier material (substrate) is currently considered the best
option in order to survive the ITER radiation dose rates [60]. For the meander material, gold
is considered being critical as the high neutron fluencies expected in ITER will transmute it
to mercury, thus it was substituted with platinum having a ten times smaller thermal neutron
capture cross-section than gold. However, the final material composition is not yet determined
and work in this area is still under progress.

1The high-field side is the area left from the circular axis of the torus in a poloidal cross-sectional view [8],
respectively left of the star, in Figure 2.9 (B).

2Also know as ITER-98 Design and Physics Basis.
3Mica is a group of sheet silicate minerals.
4Kapton is a high heat-resistance polyimide material developed by the company DuPont.
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At IPP, a prototype detector based on silicon nitride with a Pt meander and absorber has
been been manufactured firstly in ’05 [104]. As a next step, a 12 µm thick absorption layer
was successfully deposited on the sicilium nitride membrane in 12’ [60] to ensure the necessary
attenuation length for the 25 keV photons generated in advanced scenarios for ITER. The
spectral sensitivity [105] has been measured in cooperation with the Physikalische-Technische
Bundesanstalt in Berlin and confirmed a sufficient absorption range.

Secondary engineering constraints have to be respected, such as performing an integration study
[23] in order to evaluate spatial requirements e.g. in the relevant diagnostics port plug (Equa-
torial Port Plug 1 of ITER). There have been many occasions which required the reassessment
due to the continuous change of the ITER design. One of the major ITER design updates, was
to integrate the Edge Localised Mode (ELM)/Vertical Stability (VS) coil. If and how these
coils exert an influence on the limited space availability had to be studied [39]. Additionally,
work to evaluate possible bolometer electrical contacts, connections and cables [103, 106] have
been conducted, besides investigating and proposing the appropriate electrical infrastructure
with connectors and feedthroughs [107].

As explained in the motivation in Chapter 1.3, IPP has already been working during the past
five years on developing preliminary designs for the ITER cameras. In the next section, the
current status of the camera design proposed from IPP will be presented, besides a brief review
of the past development steps in order to justify the design choices.

2.5.1 Camera design, material and housing

Several versions of a camera prototype have been designed, manufactured and investigated.
Objective was to gather an understanding of all major parts influencing the camera performance.
Studies in order to optimize the LOS distribution in a poloidal cross-section of the vessel have
been conducted in the past with the ITER-98 design [89] and were recently performed again
with the current design. Thus, the two principal camera types have been evaluated by proposing
a draft design of a five channel collimator and a pinhole camera.

Most of the cameras will have to be placed between the support structure and the FW elements
of the vessel, which results in little available space, respectively limiting the camera length.
Moreover, the constraints described in the motivation of the work (see Chapter 1.3), will have
to be respected. It was established that in order to reach the extremely narrow LOS width of
only a few degrees, only a collimator type camera could be realized [38] at these locations. All
in-vessel and divertor cameras (≈ 60% of the LOS) will be based on a collimator design, but
for cameras mounted in other areas, e.g. the equatorial port plug (EPP), pinhole cameras could
be envisaged.

Figure 2.10 shows the three gradually developed designs of the collimator as a CAD image
from the years ’11, ’12 and ’13. Components which not necessarily influence the LOS, such as
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Figure 2.10: From left to right, the three collimator cameras are shown which have been
developed in the last years ’11, ’12 [108] and ’13. Here they are shown in a cutaway view
generated from the corresponding CAD drawing to illustrate the LOS. The subcomponents
such as top plate, collimator body and apertures are higlighted with different color shades.

thermal contact foils, connections screws, cables and sockets are not shown. The LOS and the
four main components of the collimator are denominated in the drawing of each model version.
In the following, these main components will be explained in more detail:

1. The collimator body or also to be referred as collimator housing which is the largest
and central part of the camera. Its length Lc is one of the main parameters which
determines the viewing cone width (see Chapter 2.2.3). Model ’12 and ’13 consist of
two half sections, the back and front collimator housing. Only the back part is shown
in the sectional drawings of Figure 2.10. The Models ’11 and ’12 contain additional
channels in the collimator housing which are manufactured by wire erosion and milling.
The collimator housing of the Model ’13 is only an empty case which can be equipped
with up to 12 apertures defining the LOS.

2. Multiple apertures can be mounted inside the collimator housing in the Models ’12 and
’13. Thus, the aperture openings can be adapted to the desired viewing cones without
changing the whole assembly. In the ’11 Model the LOS are only defined by the wire
eroded channels (see Figure 2.10)

3. A top plate can be screwed on top of the collimator housing, which corresponds to the
first or top aperture. Furthermore, it provides the precise fit of the two housing parts
which are screwed together. Details about this top plate will be explained in the section
2.5.3 for the Model ’12.

4. The area on the bottom of the collimator housing is reserved for the detector. Here, the
models were designed so that the standard four channel detector from ASDEX Upgrade
can be used. Furthermore, a mounting bracket is located at the end of the collimator,
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allowing a connection to the vessel wall or with the laboratory clamping device (see Figure
3.5).
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Figure 2.11: Isometric CAD
view of the collimator prototype
Model ’12.

One of the driving parameters was to build a collimator
which can endure a maximum level of heat flux through all
components, particularly the apertures must not be twisted
or deformed due to large temperature gradients of up to
δT = 300◦ (T = 450◦C at the top plate and T = 150◦C
at the vessel mounting). For this purpose, the decision was
taken early to manufacture the collimator components from
a Molybdenum-titanium-zirconium1 (TZM) alloy. It is con-
sidered as candidate material for many ITER high-heat flux
applications such as for the divertor heat sink or optical
diagnostics equipped with in-vessel metallic mirrors [109].

TZM has various advantageous properties such as allowing
operating temperatures up to 1400◦, a lower thermal ex-
pansion coefficient and improved thermal conductivity com-
pared to standard stainless steel alloys2 used for the bolome-
ter cameras in the past e.g. in ASDEX Upgrade or JET.
Furthermore this material provides a high level of strength,
good resistance to radiation swelling, good corrosion resis-
tance, good machining characteristics and its ultrahigh vac-
uum compatibility is confirmed by acceptable outgassing
rates [110].

The stability criteria influenced also the first camera Model
’11 which was milled from a single piece of TZM. The four
channels have been directly wire eroded into the material
which can be described as one single very thick aperture
corresponding to the camera length. Measurements with
the manual version of IBOROB [91] revealed the downside
of that design: Reflections along the entire length of the
channel walls lead to a widespread LOS in both poloidal and
toroidal direction compared to the desired theoretical one (see Chapter 4.1.1 for more details).
However, a benefit of this basic design was the simplicity of manufacturing and probably the
best possible thermal properties.

Thus, an advanced and more modular design was developed: The Model ’12 which can be seen
in detail in Figure 2.11. It shall be noted that most results concerning the ITER collimator

1TZM contains: 99.2-99.4% Molybdenum, 0.50% Titanium, 0.08% Zirconium and 0.01-0.04% Carbon.
2Thermal conductivity for TZM: λT ZM = 126 Wm−1K−1 compared to a stainless steel alloy (AISI 316,

austenitic and non-magnetic): λAISI−316 = 16.3 Wm−1K−1.
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camera of this work are based on this model (see chapter 4.1). Therefore it will be explained
in more detail than the other models.

The camera housing has no longer the task to define the LOS. It only acts as a support for the
apertures. The channel walls are only separating each channel and shielding the detector from
unwanted radiation from all other directions. The housing contains five insertions allowing to
integrate the slightly curved apertures. Two locating pins at the edge of the camera body are
used to proper align and fasten each aperture in its position. In addition, the apertures are
counter-sunk into the housing with slightly recessed grooves. This ensures that no radiation
can pass through a remaining small slit between aperture and body.

Different openings can be integrated in the apertures without changing the whole camera body
design. Since different LOS width are considered being an advantageous property for ITER in
order to provide the best S/N ratio, respectively light yield at different camera locations in the
vessel, this design has been choosen. Additionally, with a modular design, it would be easier
to make comparative experiments in order to analyze the effects of the different components.

The overall aperture width is sequentially increasing from aperture 1 to 5 due the spreading of
the LOS over its length in the camera. The top rectangular aperture is denominated top plate
(see Section 2.5.3). The apertures are numbered consecutively (see Section 2.5.2) and labeled
in the figure for proper identification: The first aperture (1) is closest and the last aperture (5)
is furthest to the detector. The four channel detector is integrated in the camera housing and
not shown in the figure.

The Model ’13, which is also shown in the Figure 2.10 was the subsequent design. The reasons
for these design changes will be discussed in the results chapter 4.1. However, it is only shown
for the sake of completeness, it was not investigated as part of this work. The next section will
describe the different aperture and top plate types developed for the Model ’12.

2.5.2 Aperture design

The apertures have always been manufactured as a set of five. Figure 2.12 shows the four
different aperture versions which have been developed and studied during this work. The base
frame of alle apertures is the same, but they feature different toroidal and poloidal openings.
Moreover, they have been built slightly over sized to allow variable channel openings and later
modifications without pushing to the outermost manufacturing limit. The channel openings are
rectangular and equally large for all four channels within one aperture. However, the aperture
size depends on the aperture number (1-5), they are following the LOS broadening within the
collimator.

The base frame of the apertures was manufactured using a Computerized Numerical Control
(CNC) machine and the channel openings and the holes for the locating pins via wire and die
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2 Subcollimators

Figure 2.12: The four different aperture version of the ’12 collimator camera model: BL0001
has the smallest opening with three subcollimators (A), BL0003 a medium size with two sub-
collimators (B) and BL0005 has the largest (C). BL7 is a modified version of BL0001, the inner
part has been milled out (grey area in Subfigure D).

sinker Electric Discharge Machining with a specified accuracy of 0.02 µm by the manufacturer.
This manufacturing process is currently considered being one of the most precise while creating
such small and complex objects. The definitive accuracy limit can be exemplary understood
by the aperture openings. They are not exactly rectangular as it seems in the figure, because
the minimum inside radius is defined by the wire diameter.

2.5.3 Top plate design

The top plate corresponds to the last aperture on top of the collimator housing. Figure 2.13
shows the four different top plate versions. Six countersunk screws connect the top plate to the
housing, the screw holes are indicated in Subfigure D. The top plate of the collimator camera
Version ’12 is not curved as the apertures, but the aperture holes are following the alignment
of the LOS. Thus, the holes are slightly tilted according to the orientations (see Section 2.5.4).
The exact design parameters of the top plate, the number of subcollimators Nt, the poloidal
opening dp and the toroidal opening dt, are summarized in table 2.1.

The toroidal opening dt is referred to the toroidal width of each subcollimator, if they exist.
For BL0005 it simply corresponds to the total toroidal width of the aperture. E.g. for BL0001:
Nt = 3, dt = 1.23 mm : Nt ∗ dt = 3.69 mm. The difference between BL0005 (dt = 4 mm) is in
account of the division bars which have a thickness of 0.15 mm.

One version will be explained in more detail: Top plate version ITERBolo-6 in Subfigure C
features a grid in order to filter microwave stray radiation from the external Electron Cyclotron
Resonance Heating (ECRH) systems. The ECRH uses microwaves to heat the plasma and
can provide several MW of output power. However, if stray radiation reaches the bolometer
detectors a power is measured, which cannot be related to plasma radiation and thus is a source
of quantifiable uncertainties.
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Figure 2.13: Four different top plate designs for the ITER bolmeter prototype camera. Sub-
figure A is showing the version with 2 subcollimators coressponding the BL0003 apertures and
Subfigure B corresponds to the BL0001 apertures. The version ITERBolo-6 (C) has an inte-
grated microwave filtering grid in the aperture openings. The mounting holes are indicated
exemplary for the version ITERBolo-9 (D) corresponding to the BL0005 apertures.

Therefore, a special grid was integrated in this top plate to act as attenuating wave-guide for
microwaves in the relevant frequency range for the ITER ECRH (∼ 170 GHz). It consists of
small channels with a toroidal width of tmicro = 0.54 mm and a poloidal width of pmicro =
0.4 mm). The length of the channels is 5 mm, which results from the need to achieve a certain
damping1.

Table 2.1: Design properties of the four top plates for the collimator Model ’12.

Top plate No. of subcollimators Nt Poloidal opening dp Toroidal opening dt
ITERBolo-6 1 3.73 mm 4 mm
ITERBolo-7 3 1.5 mm 1.23 mm
ITERBolo-8 2 4 mm 1.93 mm
ITERBolo-9 1 3.73 mm 4 mm

The remaining grid material between the holes is about 0.15 mm thick which is necessary due
to material stability issues, particulary important to endure the temperature gradients (see
collimator design in section 2.5.1). Disadvantage, is certainly the lower light yield. Comparing
the effective aperture area of top plate ITERBolo-8 (Subfigure D) without a grid and the version
with a grid ITERBolo-6 (Subfigure C), about 50% difference can be calculated.

1Measurements with a microwave test setup at the University of Stuttgart could confirm a damping of at
least 70 db in the range of 125− 225 GHz [111].
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2.5.4 LOS configurations

Figure 2.14 shows the theoretical transmission of BL0005/ITERBolo-9(6) as calculated with
equation 2.9. This aperture and top plate configuration has one of the widest viewing cones.
The coordinate system for this and the following figure is located in the respective detector of
each channel. It can be seen that the toroidal orientation is the same for all channels because
they are vertically (poloidally) arranged, one above the other.
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Figure 2.14: Normalized theoretical transmission function (Channel 1,2,3,4) of configuration
BL0005/ITERBolo-9 in toroidal (left) and poloidal (right) orientation. The shape is trapezoidal
in poloidal orientation and triangular in toroidal orientation.

The toroidal LOS shape is triangular and the poloidal LOS shape is trapezoidal. Due to the
large poloidal opening of dp = 3.73 mm (see Figure 2.4 (C)) the aperture size is larger than
the detector size, which in this setup corresponds to 1.5 mm length in the poloidal orientation.
Moreover, because of the diverging design of the collimator camera the LOS are not overlapping
or are bordering each other. The larger distance between Channel 2 to Channel 3 and the
symmetry of Channel 1/2 and 3/4 is as expected from the symmetric design (compare Figure
2.12 showing the aperture design).

Concerning the toroidal width, the maximum range amounts to ∆θmax ≈ 4◦ and
∆θFWHM ≈ 2◦ at its FWHM. The toroidal maximum for all channels is at θ = 0◦ which
here is trivial, because the CS is defined in the center of the channels. The poloidal channel
orientation, which corresponds to the center or main focus of the transmission, is listed here
for each channels: ξ1

max = 5.15◦, ξ2
max = 2.58◦, ξ3

max = −2.58◦, ξ4
max = −5.15◦.

Figure 2.15 shows the theoretical transmission of the configuration BL0001/ITERBolo-7. Here,
the aperture openings are much smaller and correspond to a narrower viewing cone. For the
toroidal width, the maximum range amounts to ∆θmax ≈ 1.2◦ and ∆θFWHM ≈ 0.6◦ at its
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Figure 2.15: Normalized theoretical transmission function (Channel 1,2,3,4) of aperture con-
figuration BL0001(BL7)/ITERBolo-7 in toroidal (left) and poloidal (right) orientation. The
legend applies to both plots. In the toroidal orientation all channel curves overlay exactly,
which is as expected.

FWHM. The poloidal maximum width amounts to ∆ξmax ≈ 1.4◦ and ∆ξFWHM ≈ 0.7◦ at its
FWHM. The toroidal and poloidal orientations are for all aperture designs the same.

BL7/ITERBolo-7 has in principle the same parameters as BL0001/ITERBolo-7, respectively
the same theoretical transmission function. The differences will be visible later in the mea-
surements (see section 4.1.3.4). BL0003/ITERBolo-8 is a mixture between the two presented
versions. In poloidal orientation, it has a slightly larger poloidal trapezoidal flat top and in the
toroidal orientation the LOS width is between the values shown in the two previous plots (not
shown here).



3. Experimental setup

This chapter describes the experimental setup of IBOROB, the ITER Bolometer Robot Test
Rig, shown in Figure 3.1, which was developed to measure the alignment and the characteristics
of the LOS both in the laboratory and in ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (see Figure 4.22). Firstly,
a requirement analysis is performed to determine the properties of all necessary parts. The
physical basis, which consists of the manipulator, the radiation source and a system for the
absolute calibration, is presented. The final implementation of the system is presented divided
into sections for the hardware and software. The latter consists of a remote control program
which was realized as a National Instruments LabVIEW program with the help of the Imaging
Lab Robotics Library for KUKA [112] and combined with the existing bolometer Data Acqui-
sition (DAQ) [69]. The capability of the software is explained with a focus on the measurement
procedure. The kinematic path planning and correlation of measurement signals are addressed
as well. Finally, the constraints of the system and the measurement accuracy are discussed.

Bolometer

with

collimator
KUKA Light

Weight Robot

(LWR)

Coordinate measuring 

machine: FaroArm

Radiation source

Laboratory 

experimental table

Bolometer

mounting

device
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6
0
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Figure 3.1: Perspective CAD drawing of IBOROB in the laboratory setup. KUKA LWR on
the left, the FaroArm in the middle and on the right two bolometers mounted on the aluminium
profile via the clamping elements. The table has a 20 cm pitch pattern of holes.
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3.1 Requirements for a line of sight calibration device

Main objective of this work is to develop a device to allow the measurement of the geometrical
calibration and characterization of the LOS of bolometer cameras. For this reason, a search
was undertaken examining the procedures, methods and architectures of systems actually in
place for similar challenges.

Methods to allow the geometric calibration of cameras used for photogrammetry already exist
and are well established. Classic close-range digital or analog photo cameras, which acquire
directly a two dimensional image, are commonly geometrically calibrated by observing a pre-
defined pattern (e.g. a chessboard consisting of 8 × 8 black and white squares) from different
viewpoints. This set of images, which is called a bundle adjustment, is then usually solved by
a least-squares algorithm according to an optimality criterion involving all image projections
[113] which finally allows to calculate the camera calibration parameters.

Cameras with larger focal lengths, e.g. devices for remote sensing (telescopes) or aerial mapping
[114], which have a more comparable optical system like bolometers, use a combination of a
collimated light source with a goniometer. The designated camera to be calibrated is mounted
on a pan-tilt table where it can be flexibly rotated and tilted in front of a collimated radiation
beam. The orientation of the goniometer is then correlated with the camera image and allows
to derive the viewing direction of a set of pixels [115].

A goniometer based approach could be used to determine the precise angular orientation of
the bolometer LOS in the laboratory. A positioning goniometer consists usually of an electro-
mechanical stage which can rotate an object very precisely in respect to another axis in space.
But for measurements in the vessel this is not applicable due to the fixed positions of the
bolometer arrays in the fusion experiment. These techniques are not suited to address our
problem directly, but can be used to derive a dedicated approach.

The Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS), which is a diagnostic to measure
the ion temperature, rotation velocity and impurity density, needs also to determine the exact
alignment of the LOS to operate at full performance and functionality [116]. However, this
system has the possibility to exchange the spectrometer and replace it with a light source
without the intervention of the optical equipment which define the LOS. By backlighting the
optical fibers the light beam of the source shines in the torus and can then be measured
directly. Simply by putting an object like a piece of paper in the light path, "the position of the
focal points and the optical heads are measured" [31] with a Coordinate Measurement Machine
(CMM).

The measurement of neutron emissivity is performed by means of neutron flux monitors. This
diagnostic also needs an appropriate calibration strategy in order to guarantee a certain spatial
resolution. The Vertical Neutron Camera (VNC) of ITER will be composed of two fan-shaped
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collimating structures with a total number of 11 collimators (here called apertures) [117]. The
plan for this diagnostic is to move a neutron emitting calibration source inside the experimental
vessel. A re-calibration in an external room (Hot cell or neutron test area) on a regular basis of
individual detectors should be made available as well [15]. This moving calibration source will
be used for both absolute intensity calibration and a geometrical calibration of the camera.

Related ideas can also be derived from the Thomson Scattering system proposed for ITER to
measure the central electron temperature and density profile. In order to provide a constant
level of diagnostic performance, a calibration of this diagnostic has to be performed regularly
in situ. Apart from the need of a spectral calibration, which is performed using a broadband
light source with known spectral profile, the current developers [118] state "Though in practice
it will be desirable to measure separately the calibration of the collection path optics and the
spectrometer plus detectors. The collection path optics are likely to have an age related calibra-
tion [...] while the spectrometer may have an angular dependent calibration of the interference
filters giving rise to a different calibration for different scattering source locations [...]". More-
over, the ITER thermography diagnostic, which provides data about the spatial and temporal
evolution of the first wall surface temperatures, makes the same proposal: "A calibration source
mounted on a robot to be used during shutdown" [41]. In other words these are all requests
for the development of a geometrical calibration device for the optical paths of different ITER
diagnostic systems.

All these development proposals are based on a similar approach:

The spatial calibration of diagnostic optical properties by movement of a
radiation source on well-known coordinates in the vessel.

Summarized, two basic items are necessary for the development of a geometrical calibration
system for bolometry diagnostics:

• An energy source radiating in the spectral range of the bolometer detector with sufficient
power to generate an acceptable high S/N ratio.

• A manipulator which can move and orient the radiation source precisely and whose po-
sition and alignment is known in relation to the experimental vessel.

The following sections will define the appropriate requirements for a LOS calibration device.
Besides the fundamental physical requirements, criteria which facilitate the technical realization
in ASDEX Upgrade, will be discussed.

3.1.1 Manipulator

The essential part of the setup is the manipulator which will be used to move the radiation
source in the three dimensional space of the expected LOS area. Principally, the final complete
assembly should be able to be operational in a laboratory environment and in ASDEX Upgrade.
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The functional properties, such as the measurement accuracy, can be different depending of the
operation environment, but this is an issue which will be evaluated later in this chapter, see
section 3.5. The essential physical criteria of a suitable manipulator are listed in the following:

• Absolute position accuracy should be in the mm-range. As a matter of course, this value
will influence the overall measurement accuracy of the LOS calibration tool. Due to its
importance, this issue will be discussed in detail in Section 3.1.3.

• Adequate load capacity of the manipulator to carry the weight of the radiation source
including optional optical components with supports.

• Get in and out of the vessel through the standard opening, the A-Port, a radially aligned
port of 0.9 m length, 0.8 m height and 0.4 m width.

• Capability to fit and maneuver in the limited geometric space of ASDEX Upgrade, e.g.
in the divertor, while enabling a significant work area, see the Figure 4.22 of the poloidal
cross-section.

• The manipulator must be able to work independent from the normal floor alignment in
a perpendicular or in a parallel alignment to the gravitational force, i.e allowing ceiling-
or wall-mounted operation.

• Weight of the manipulator and generated leverage forces are not allowed to exceed the
limits of the vacuum vessel wall bolts. An installation of new bolts is unwanted from the
vessel operators and due to space restrictions hardly possible. This means that a perfect
form closure mounting device will have to secure a stable and fixed orientation.

• All items, parts and cables from the manipulator, which are in the vessel, have to comply
with the Low Voltage Directive (LVD1.) due to European Union regulations [119] on work
in closed containers [120].

Following criteria should be fulfilled as best as possible because they would significantly reduce
build, test and installation efforts. Though they are not considered as show-stoppers if the
selected manipulator does not comply with all these capabilities:

• The manipulator should be as flexible as possible: For a typical industrial joint-arm robot
this means for each joint a minimum operating angle of 120◦.

• The necessary floor space, respectively the manipulator foot, should not be much larger
than a factor of 2-3 compared to the arm diameter, as otherwise the starting position of
a flexible mounting device will be very limited (see Chapter 3.2.1). This also applies for
components of the arms which should not be made of complex geometric structures like
e.g. some small pallet robots.

1Low Voltage Directive (LVD) 2006/95/EC, 12. December 2006
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• CAD data should be available for a virtual commissioning allowing the simulation of the
implementation of the system before final procurement.

• Virtually unrestricted access to control the system, easy to use programming language and
as far as possible open network connectivity for the implementation of a remote control
system. In that regard, a system limited to classic integration with a Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) with a Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) system like
e.g. Siemens Simatic would not be ideal.

• It would be advisable, if the forces that the manipulator is able to apply on other com-
ponents can be restricted, in order to limit possible damage of devices in the vicinity.

• Due to the lack of experience at IPP concerning commercial robotics and manipulators,
it would be advantageous if the company which provides the manipulator offers basic
training and engineering support during the start of the project. Being in close proximity
to IPP would be a benefit, to simplify and reduce costs of maintenance and possible
repairs.

It is becoming clear that the requirements to operate such a device in situ, are much more
stringent than in the laboratory, alone on account the fact that a laboratory environment
provides more space. Thus, the parameters of the manipulator will be mainly defined by the
requirements given for the vessel operation.

Because of the high fraction of automatism especially in the heavy industries, e.g. automobile
industry, robotic technologies are widely available. There is a large choice of robots available
from over 10+ robotic firms worldwide. At the time of the beginning of the project1 an assess-
ment of different manipulators available on the market was conducted. In Chapter 3.2.1 the
selected manipulator is described.

3.1.2 Radiation source

The radiation source is needed to uniformly irradiate the bolometer camera. For the selection
of a radiation source, a broad-band light source, which represents the same spectrum and power
as emitted during a typical fusion reaction in a tokamak, is the most appropriate. However,
such a radiation source (apart from a fusion plasma itself), simply does not exist.

For the selection of a proper radiation source, the following requirements need to be considered:

• Radiating in the spectral range of the detector, preferably in a range of high energy
absorption of the detector, alternatively this can be compensated by providing sufficient
output power.

1The ITER Bolometer BMBF Project started in Nov 2008.
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• Parallel radiation (low beam divergence) of the source is required to determine its exact
orientation during the measurement procedure.

• Radiation source diameter has to be large enough to cover the entire surface of the
aperture entrance of the bolometer.

• Uniform power output, constant within ∆P ≤ 1− 5%. This value is determined so that
the measuring uncertainty is influenced to the smallest degree possible.

• Complete setup must not exceed the maximum load limit given by the manipulator.

• The output power and consequently the power, which is deposited on the absorber has
to be adjustable to adapt the power density when working with different experimental
set-ups. This allows to carry out the measurements in a optimal S/N ratio.

• Light source shall not add usability constraints such as a long time to stabilize or a short
lifetime resulting in regular source exchange.

There exists a wide range of commercial light sources for calibration tasks. Usually, quartz
tungsten halogen lamps are used as a general light source for visible and NIR (Near-infrared)
applications. Deuterium (D2) lamps can produce highly stable, reproducible and intense UV
(ultraviolet) radiation. Noble gases (Neon (Ne), Xenon (Xe) and Krypton(Kr))-lamps con-
nected via optical fibers can provide line radiation in similiar wavelength ranges with a high
intensity. A fully wavelength tunable light source like an optical parametric oscillator (OPO)
would also be desirable. Combined with an integrating sphere, any radiation source can gener-
ate a uniform output. However, these set-ups are too heavy and too large for the manipulator
and probably very expensive as well.

Laser sources can serve most of these attributes through excellent efficiency and high reliability
with the disadvantage that they typically provide only a very narrow frequency range. The
applicability of the results from one measurement wavelength of the laser to other relevant
frequency bands of the bolometer detector will pose an additional challenge. Nonetheless, the
decision was made in favor of a laser setup (see Section 3.2.2). Therefore, the results will have
to be interpreted carefully. The arising implications will be treated as part of the discussion in
the measurement results (see Chapter 4).

3.1.3 Absolute position calibration

The absolute positions and orientations of all parts of the system have to be determined prior to
measurement. Otherwise, global statements of the alignment of the LOS can not be made. All
diagnostic components in a tokamak experiment are usually oriented towards a special vessel
coordinate system, the Torus Coordinate System (TCS) or the ASDEX Upgrade CS (described
in Chapter 4.2.4).
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Manipulators usually offer the possibility to calibrate themselves, collectively referred to as
self-calibration. They can determine their position with respect to an internal system. This
ability is used for certain manipulators which loose their calibration values once they have been
shut down, comparable to the resetting of a capacitive caliper. However, this calibration values
are then only stored in the internal software and usually are not accessible form outside besides
being relative values. This self calibration should not be confused with the absolute position
calibration performed with IBOROB because this function is limited on the manipulator itself
and does not allow to measure additional external points.

Thus, at least one initiatory global calibration with an external system will have to be per-
formed. ASDEX Upgrade is an experiment under continuous development. After each shut-
down many systems are changed and upgraded, a regular external recalibration is necessary
anyway. Moreover, points in remote and difficult accessible areas have to be reached, such as
the bolometers in the divertor area, so a small device with the smallest possible measuring tip
would be required.

For these purposes, the portable CMM "Faro Arm Platinum R©" [121] is widely used at ASDEX
Upgrade. It was used recently for the installation of a fiber-optic sensor in order to verify its
correct position [32] and is used on a regular basis during machine maintenance and diagnostic
upgrades [116]. The CMM can determine its position in the TCS by measuring certain pre-
defined points which are evenly distributed in the experimental vessel. Afterwards, conclusions
towards the orientation in respect to the magnetic flux surfaces, separatrix or other scientific
important positions can be drawn. For the construction of W7-X1, it is widely used by the
metrology team [122]. The FaroArm, is based on a multi joint, manually positionable arm
which allows to measure points in a three dimensional environment with a volumetric accuracy
of up to ±0.086 mm. Ball probes with different lengths and diameters can be mounted to the
arm to allow the flexible access in narrow areas.

Here, it will be used to determine the bolometer head positions in reference to the manipulator
CS. Additionally, it includes the software "Cam2Measure R©" which provides many features which
simplify its application. For instance, a plane or a circle can be constructed out of 3 measured
points and the position of an object in space can be calculated while indicating the achieved
measurement accuracy.

3.2 Description of the ITER bolometer robot test rig

The complete system which was finally built was named ITER Bolometer Robot Test Rig
(IBOROB). A schematic diagram of all components of IBOROB is shown in Figure 3.2. It
consists of a KUKA robot as a manipulator, a laser with an attached beam expander as a radi-
ation source, a remote control interface the electronics of the data acquisition and the FaroArm

1Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) is an experimental stellarator currently being built at IPP Greifswald, Germany.
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used as a supporting tool. The principal tasks and responsibilities of the main components,
manipulator, radiation source and remote control, are listed in the diagramm as well. The
mutual dependency is represented by solid lines. The dashed lines indicate the elements which
are important for the data exchange.
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the IBOROB system. The dotted lines indicate between which
components data has to be transmitted.

In the following sections of this chapters, all components for IBOROB will be presented together
with the reason behind the choice and the main criteria for their selection. The first presented
part will be the robot.

3.2.1 KUKA Light Weight Robot

The Light Weight Robot (LWR) of the version 4 from the German robot company KUKA1 was
choosen as a manipulator. The LWR is based on a 7-axis actuator design and can be seen on
Figure 3.3. The Figure shows the robot and the KUKA Robot Controller (KRC), which is a
industrial style computer including the power supply for the robot. On top of the KRC is the
KUKA Control Panel (KCP), a remote hand control interface with a small screen including
the main function keys, such as enabling the drives, starting and stopping of programs and
manual position control. Custom made cables connect all the components. The LWR meets all
stringent conditions demanded in Section 3.1, especially the geometrical ones, and addresses
most of the usability aspects. As the name suggests, the robot has only a weight of 16 kg
and simultaneously offers 7 kg of load capacity which makes him very portable and flexible,
an advantageous property for the transport from one laboratory to the other. The robot can
be mounted and operated in any orientation which was an important requirement to perform
measurements in ASDEX Upgrade.

The positioning accuracy is certainly an important requirement for a manipulator. The manual
indicates a repetition accuracy of ±0.05 mm (ISO 9283) and KUKA staff made the statement

1The company KUKA was named by the German company founders in 1898: Keller und Knappich Augsburg.
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that the absolute accuracy is ±1 mm. The positioning accuracy is usually not specified for
robots and depends on the accuracy of the calibration process. Both values have been verified
by the Institute for Process Control and Robotics from the University of Karlsruhe which used
the LWR for the development of a computer aided surgery of the human skull [123]. Having
a reference for these parameters is important, in particular since robot manufactures rarely
indicate the absolute accuracy due to the fact that it depends on the application environment
and usually leads to poorer values. In what way the manipulator accuracy influences the overall
IBOROB system will be discussed in the final Section 3.5 of this chapter.

KUKA Light

Weight Robot

(LWR)

End-e!ector

KUKA

Control 

Panel (KCP)

KUKA

Robot

Controller

(KRC)

Ethernet

interface

Rotation

axis

Figure 3.3: The KUKA Lightweight Robot (LWR) on the left with KUKA Robot Controller
(KRC) and KUKA Control Panel (KCP) on the right (image from [124]). The seven rotation
axis, the end effector and ethernet interface are indicated.

The LWR is not an ordinary joint-arm robot, given that he has seven joints and not as usally six,
which would be sufficient degrees of freedom allowing to move and orientate in all directions. It
allows the robot to e.g move the elbow around an object or reorientate the axis without affecting
the hand position and orientation. This kinematic redundancy was not a must requirement for
this application but it can be very useful when operating in a crowded space like an experimental
fusion reactor. Generally the robot is smooth and slender, without any disturbance contours,
e.g. a large foot, thereby the risk of interference problems with other objects for the integration
in the vessel is reduced.

The ease of handling and programming the robot benefits from the teach-in capability by
moving the end-effector by hand in a force-controlled mode. The teach-in positions can be
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recorded, simplifying joint trajectory testing and helping to program the movements. The
joints of the LWR, respectively the elbow of the robot, can be adapted to the environment, e.g.
twisted manually in an optimal angle so that the next movement can be done to its maximum
extension. In the past, such work had been solved by sophisticated simulations or more time
consuming try-outs. This ability paid off in particular during the short time slot in which the
measurements of the ASDEX Upgrade bolometers were conducted.

The LWR is widely used in the robotics research landscape due to open communication and
control interface [124]. KUKA developed for this robot a communication standard that enables
the exchange of data via a UDP or TCP/IP interface called Fast Research Interface (FRI).
It allows the direct low-level real-time access of the robot controller, including a complete
parameter set for all available control architectures (Force-Control, Stiffness-Control, Position-
Control) and the direct setting of position coordinates is possible at a rate up to 1 KHz.

Most standard commercial off-the-shelf robots are integrated into production lines via a sepa-
rate Programmable Logic Controller (PLC1) which usually does not allow to change internal
parameters and only start or stop preprogrammed code. This can be ideal for industrial appli-
cations, but for a project in development stage a more open interface is preferred. Furthermore,
we would need additional hardware to connect a PLC based robot with the bolometer electron-
ics. The FRI can be run on a remote PC which is connected via Ethernet to the KRC and can
therefore easily be integrated in the existing network of the laboratories or the experimental
hall of ASDEX Upgrade.

All in all, the KUKA LWR was the only manipulator at the time of the procurement in 2009
that would allow to develop an in-situ measurement and calibration tool for the bolometer
LOS in ASDEX Upgrade. The key advantage of the LWR to other robots at the time of
the procurement, the integrated force and torque sensor which allows an impedance control
over the torque sensor feedback, was not a necessary capability for us. But in terms of robot
size, flexibility, connectivity and accuracy the robot is state of the art for our application.
Interestingly the application of the LWR for "Research outside robotics field: [...] e.g., robot is
used to automate measurements" is mentioned in one of the first publications of the developers
[124], which describes in general terms the objective of the robot in this work.

3.2.2 Laser and beam expander

As a radiation source, a single-Mode diode laser 638 nm (red) version of the iBeam smart model
familiy from TOPTICA Photonics AG was selected. The specifications of the laser are shown
in table 3.1.

The laser offers a Gaussian power distribution by the transverse electromagnetic mode: TEM00,
sufficient power up to 100 mW, a superior pointing stability (75 µrad divergence for an estimated

1In Germany known as SPS (Speicherprogrammierbare Steuerung).
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Table 3.1: Specifications of Toptica iBeam smart 100 mW, 638 nm laser. Only the specification
necessary for the IBOROB system are shown. Data from the manufacturers manual [125].

Specification Parameter
Spatial mode TEM00, M2
Beam diameter (typical at 1/e2) 1 mm
Divergence (typical) < 1 mrad
Beam shape circular, ellipticity < 10%
Power stability (drift over 48 h at ∆T ± 5◦) < 0.5%
Pointing stability < 5µrad/K
DC input requirements 12 V / 2 A
Operating ambient temperature range 15◦C − 40◦C
Dimensions (L×W×H) 100× 40× 40 mm3

Weight < 250 g
Max. heat dissipation (baseplate at 50◦C) < 12 W
Digital communication interface RS-232 ≤ 115.200 baud
CDRH qualification Class IIIb

operating range of ∆T = 25◦ (5◦C− 30◦C) which corresponds to a maximum angular displace-
ment of 0.0042◦). All physical specifications, such as a compact dimension of the laser including
its driver electronics (the necessary current supply can be mounted externally) and the total
weight correlate with the manipulator capabilities. The control of the laser can be realized
through a RS-232 interface, a common standard for serial communication and transmission of
data. Thus, the laser control does not require special programming or development of drivers
and can be implemented easily in the LabVIEW control system, see Section 3.3.6. The re-
maining specifications like e.g. polarization, wavelength range, maximum analog and digital
modulation bandwidth are not relevant for this setup.

The laser is classified by Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) in class IIIb
because of an output greater than 5 mW which requires certain safety measures. The entire
setup has to be checked by the local Laser Safety Officer who determines the appropriate control
measures. Apart from basic protective equipment like laser protective eye-wear and laminated
laser warning signs, an equipment lamp and an extra switch was inserted in between the laser.
For the measurements performed in ASDEX Upgrade all vessel openings and ports have to be
blocked to prevent any laser light from leaving the vessel. The primary entry port is closed
with a shutter and sealed with a lock for the time of the measurement operations.

To generate a broad and parallel radiation source of a sufficient diameter for the bolometer
aperture openings a beam expander was mounted in front of the laser. A fixed power beam
expander from the company Edmund Optics [126] with 20x magnification was chosen. It has
a focus mechanism allowing to generate a parallel radiation output. The laser beam with
a diameter ∅las−in of ≈ 1 − 2 mm (diameter visible to the naked eye) enters the 20x beam
expander resulting in a diameter ∅las−out of 27 mm large laser beam which corresponds to the
lens diameter.
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According to the manufacturers information, the focus should be very precise maintaining the
bore sight accuracy while changing the focus due to its non-rotating optics. However, a value
is not given. During the calibration process and in order to obtain the overall measurement
accuracy of IBOROB, this value has to be determined (see Section 3.4.1.1).

The mechanical construction of the laser and beam expander attachment can be seen in a CAD
image in Figure 3.4. The last part of the robot arm is based on a spherical head (in black)
within which the last rotation axis (here vertically aligned) is incorporated (compare to CAD
Figure 3.1 of IBOROB in the laboratory). It is equipped with a standardized DIN ISO 9409
robot adapter plate on which the laser and the beam expander attachment can be mounted.
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Figure 3.4: Laser and beam expander attachment mounted on the end effector of the KUKA
LWR. Laser beam, focus gear ring of the beam expander, CS of laser and basic construction
parts are indicated.

The laser and the beam expander attachment for the robot includes a thermal insulating plastic
ground plate in order to avoid a thermal bridge between the laser electronics and the last robot
joint motor. The operating temperature limit of the laser is 40◦C and the robot joint can reach
similar temperatures during normal operation. Thus, both have to be thermally separated.
In particular when performing a measurement over a long period, it must be guaranteed that
the electronic components don’t overheat - and then switch off automatically. Therefore, in
order to improve the heat dissipation, an aluminium ground plate of 1 cm thickness containing
multiple grooves forming a heat sink structure is mounted in between the laser electronics and
the insulation layer.

This aluminum ground plate serves also as connection to the beam expander attachment. It
is bolted sideways to the rest of the attachment which consists of two semi circular holders
serving as mounting brackets for the beam expander. They position the expander at the right
position with respect to the laser aperture opening.

To define the orientation of the laser and beam expander device towards the robot flange
(DIN ISO 9409 robot adapter plate) during assembly and dismantling, two locating pins are
integrated in the bottom of the aluminium ground plate (not shown in the figure). Therefore,
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once mounted, the position in respect to the robot flange is fixed with an exactness down to a
few micrometers.

Nevertheless, the CS of the laser has to be recalibrated after each disassembly, due to the
changing alignment in the range of a few degrees. It should be noted, that it is advantageous
for the subsequent calibration procedure (see Section 3.4.1.1) to orient the laser in one of the
robot end-effector axis, here the Z-axis. The origin of the CS and the exact orientation of
the X- and Y-axis is irrelevant due to the central symmetry of the laser mode. For these
components, all parts have been manufactured via turning and milling processes at IPP, the
bolts are standard parts, hex socket steel M4 and M6 screws. In the next section the remaining
system integration parts of IBOROB will be explained.

3.2.3 Mounting devices for the vessel and laboratory

In order to combine all components presented above, some additional parts for connecting and
alignment purposes had to be developed. Different parts for the operation in ASDEX Upgrade
and in the laboratory have been necessary. The following section will focus on the construction
details of the mounting device for ASDEX Upgrade and the two different laboratory clamping
devices. Finally, a brief insight in safety related procedures will conclude the "hardware" part
of this chapter.

For the laboratory setup the robot is mounted via an adapter plate using screws on a brushed
stainless steel table (see CAD Figure 3.1 in the introduction of this chapter or a photo, in
Figure 4.1, in the results Chapter 4.2). The table is very heavy, its weight is approximately
100 kg to keep the robot steady, with a minimum of sway during fast motions like emergency
stops. The table is a 3 cm thick perforated plate, with 10 cm × 10 cm regular hole patterns,
which allows an efficient and flexible positioning of all involved devices.

To position bolometer and collimator at an appropriate height and alignment; a profile rod can
be screwed at various positions on the table. In order to allow a free individual orientation of
the bolometer camera, two versions for the clamping element connected to the profile rod have
been developed. A version with a fixed position and a version with a flexible ball joint. A CAD
drawing of the two versions is shown in Figure 3.5. Subfigure A shows the ball joint clamping
with the collimator prototype Version ’11 and below, Subfigure B shows the fixed joint clamping
with the following collimator Version ’12. The aluminum profile rod and the cables which exit
from the detector are indicated as well. The bolometer and detector is screwed via 10 screws
onto the clamping element, so that it is possible to mount different collimator versions or to
change the aperture configurations without affecting the orientation. The ball joint clamping
was in particular advantageous to study and to perform experimental FaroArm measurements
with different camera orientations.
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Figure 3.5: The two bolometer camera clamping elements for the laboratory measurement
setup mounted on an aluminum profile rod. Version A on top is equipped with a ball joint and
version B on the bottom with fixed horizontal clamping orientation. Cables, mounting screws
and apertures are indicated.

For the operation of IBOROB in ASDEX Upgrade a custom mounting device compatible with
the vessel properties had to be developed. However, there are not many places available to
place and mount the robot. The vessel outer wall is occupied throughout with other diagnostic
devices and equipment of an experimental fusion device such as heating systems, leaving little
room for IBOROB. A recently used laser welding application [32] with a similar weight as the
robot was mounted on a type of rail which passes circularly around the tokamak.

However, a mobile mounting device is not necessary for our application because most of the
bolometer cameras are located in the same sector (see 2.4.2). The mounting has to be ex-
tremely stable and able to withstand strong mechanical forces which can occur during powerful
accelerations, should allow a certain position flexibility in order to optimize the axis alignment
in respect to the bolometer cameras and should not take up any more space in the vessel than
is absolutely necessary.

The CAD image of the mounting device in ASDEX Upgrade can be seen on Figure 3.6. Three
possible alignments are shown: Horizontal (A), vertical to the left (B) and vertical to the
right (C). The device consists of three main parts: 1.) A U-shaped carrier, which is always
horizontally aligned and adjusted to fit exactly the shape of the inner vessel wall. 2.) A circular
base plate which can be rotated around the central axis in steps of 90◦. These two parts are
then screwed to the inner vessel wall through exactly that axis, realized by a large M14 screw.
Thus, it can flexibly be placed in one of the 16 sectors (22.5◦ steps) of the vessel. 3.) The
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Figure 3.6: Isometric CAD view of the mounting device for IBOROB in ASDEX Upgrade. It
can be mounted horizontally as shown in Subfigure A, or rotated in 90◦ steps e.g. vertically to
the left or to the right, shown in Subfigures B and C.

robot support, a semicircular plate bolted to the circular base plate, upon which the KUKA
LWR can be bolted. The U-shaped carrier has two spring pins on the side which have to be
unplugged to allow the circular base plate to rotate. Mounting holes for the robot, the central
axis and the spring pins are indicated in the figure as well.

The final decision concerning the orientation of the robot will be discussed in the results Chapter
4.2.4. A foto of the mounting device mounted in ASDEX Upgrade can be seen in Figure 4.18.
All parts have been manufactured from stainless steel.

3.3 Software for remote control

In order make this "proof of concept"-system as comparable as possible to a future ITER system,
the device has to be operated by remote handling, as autonomously and as simple as possible
(see motivation of the work in Section 1).

Therefore, a software for the remote control of all components of the system has been de-
veloped using National Instruments LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering
Workbench). LabVIEW is a visual programming language which is a widely used program for
computer controlled measurements and also used at IPP for the bolometer data acquisition [69].
The remote control software developed during this work, enables the remote configuration and
remote control of all functions of the KUKA LWR without using the manual control (KCP).
The laser can be toggled and the data acquisition and operation of the bolometer electronics
can be controlled. A real time supervision of the position and status of the measurement pro-
cedure is made available and functions are integrated in a user-friendly graphic menu interface.
On-line error diagnostics and troubleshooting can be performed remotely.

The remote access to the internal robot path planning was one objective of this work. Firstly,
the approach was taken to use the FRI as described in Section 3.2.1. The FRI could certainly
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provide this task, due to its low level access down to internal system parameters such as
the control sample time. Many network and control interfaces, based on the FRI, have been
under development and are still improved by large research associations (OROCOS [127] and
OpenKC [128]), mostly focused on robotic control algorithms. However, due to the vast number
of possibilities, this also involves a large complexity.

ImagingLab, an Italian (robotics) software company, released in 2012 a LabVIEW based net-
work interface denominated "Robotics Library for KUKA, Toolkit for Directly Commanding and
Controlling KUKA Robotics from NI LabVIEW" [112], which also covers the ability of remotely
controlling a KUKA robot. Although the company had no experience with operating a LWR,
the software was successfully brought into operation.

The library allows to connect a host computer to the robot via a TCP/IP Ethernet connection.
Once connected, the user can permanently read and write into all essential variables (Boolean,
integer, char, string) of the robotic system. It is slower, however, as the FRI (FRI Sample Time
TFRI = 2 ms, ImagingLab Sample Time TImgLab = 100− 250 ms1), but still sufficiently for our
application. The library gives access to the internal LWR measurement data such as the joint
angles and relative positions in respect to certain coordinate systems. The robot status (Drives,
errors, control mode) can be supervised and even performance data like the temperature of the
joints or safety relevant parameters like overall speed limits can be accessed. If the type and
the name of the variable are known to the user, full read and write access to complete data
arrays and clusters, which are e.g. used for the description of coordinate systems, is possible.
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of main interacting software components of IBOROB. The input variables
are on the left, the controlled software applications and programs on the right. The systems
and interfaces used are marked in grey.

However, path planning and robot movement commands still have to be realized through a
program in the KUKA Robot Control Language (KRL). The remote control interface will have
to form a kind of symbiosis between the ImagingLab library and the KUKA KRL. A KRL
program can not be remotely changed, transferred nor modified. But different programs can

1The sample time is not specified by the manufacturer, but was determined for our case experimentally. It
depends approximately on the amount of Read/Write functions used in parallel, see Section 3.3.4.
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be loaded, started, stopped and triggered by other external events supervised by a LabVIEW
application. Thus, a variable modular program was developed. The parts will be explained in
the following sections.

The diagram in Figure 3.7 shows an overview of the developed IBOROB software parts. Four
objects are interacting with the main control program, which works as a stand-alone software
program: It has to control the laser, trigger the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based
Data Acquisition of the bolometer detectors, perform the global path planning and control the
robot movement. As input variables the geometric data sets from the FaroArm have to be
processed. The emergency stop still has to be allowed and introduced externally. The following
sections will explain all parts including the post processing of the measurement data.

3.3.1 Robot movement and path planning

Most of the robots used in industry, including the KUKA LWR, are programmed via an indus-
trial robot language. Usually each manufacturer has developed its own version. The KUKA
company developed the KUKA Robot Control Language (KRL) which can be optionally re-
motely controlled by a PLC when operating with several machines or additional tools, such as
a gripper or here a radiation source (see Section 3.2.1). The KUKA programming language is a
high-level procedural programming language [129,130] which supports functional programming.
The language focuses on usability over optimal program efficiency shown by the fact that it is a
directly interpreted language and does not require a compilation. During the execution of the
program a pointer shows the position of the program flow, which makes it easy to understand
the course of actions.

The robot can be operated in two main modes: The automatic mode, where the drives1 are
engaged, and the manual mode which is used for testing or programming purposes. Here, a KRL
program which is running in the automatic mode was developed containing all robot movements
necessary for the measurement and calibration of the LOS. The motion of the robot’s joints,
the end effector or used tool (here: the radiation source) position can be described in different
coordinate systems. Thus, positions and orientation of the tool CS can be freely set with
respect to different CS. The internal robot control calculates then the joint angles and optimal
intermediate positions. The IBOROB program is organized as follows:

The sequence of each movement and the principal direction of the movement is predefined but
the variables and CS frames are empty and defined and filled by the remote control. A CS frame,
which is denominated as a type E6POS variable is an array of REAL values which contains two
3x1 vectors: X,Y,Z for the position and A,B,C for the orientation2. The same applies for a joint
frame, which is defined by a 7x1 vector, due to its seven axis (A(X)): A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,E13.

1"Drives" is a common term used by KUKA for the motors of a robot [129].
2The KUKA CS are defined as following: X-Axis (C-Rotation), Y-Axis(B-Rotation), Z-Axis(A-Rotation).
3The seventh axis is not a standard in robotics, therefore denominated as "Extra-Axis" E(X).
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For the movements specific commands of the KRL are used, e.g. LIN REL E6POS(1) for
E6POS(1)=(0,0,0,10,0,0) means performing a linear movement, i.e. interpolating a straight
line between the position and the one given by E6POS(1) and rotating the Z-axis around +10◦

while maintaining all other positions and orientations. This is just one example of the used
instructions, more details as well as other movement types, can be found in the manual of the
robot, the programming language documentation and previous performed work [131].

3.3.2 Implementation of the laser control

To enable a fully automatic measurement it was necessary to implement the laser control in
the LabVIEW application as well. The Toptica iBeam smart family of single-mode diode lasers
can be configured and controlled through a RS-232 (115.200 baud) communication and via a
COM/TTY port driver. LabVIEW provides standard software libraries for these connections.
Toptica provides a list of ASCII line commands which have to be communicated to the laser,
e.g. : la on means to switch the laser on and pw 50 to set the laser output to 50 mW. Sending
the corresponding commands makes the electronics perform the task. Two principal properties
had to be improved, the time delay and the overall code stability:

• A significant time delay of about 100− 200 ms exists between sending a control message
and the final execution. The provided examples from Toptica showed the same delay,
therefore an inefficient programming structure can be excluded as the reason of that
problem. Given that it is important for the application not to perform measurements in
an undefined status of the laser, a receipt acknowledgement was added. After each new
command, the status of the modified parameter is interrogated and therefore verified.

• The laser electronics or the RS-232 connection were not 100% stable. During some lab-
oratory experiments the laser control crashed - the laser didn’t react any more on the
commands. The RS-232 connection had to be closed and reconnected to establish control
again. For such cases, a watchdog was implemented which restarted the system after a
certain time. Due to this unreliability, the time delay as explained above, could not be
compensated by phase shifting the command in advance. Especially for the measure-
ments in ASDEX Upgrade the system needs a high reliability because of the limited time
available for in-vessel experiments.

The dimensions of the ASDEX Upgrade experimental hall are large, the distance between the
vessel and the DAQ computers are about 50 m and the RS-232 cable lengths are limited to
≈ 15 m. There is no clear definition of the cable length by the standard (ANSI EIA, TIA-232,
1997), however a maximum capacitance is defined, which results for normal non low-capacitance
cables in a maximum distance ≈ 15 m. For the ASDEX Upgrade measurements a RS-232 -
Ethernet transceiver was integrated in the cable connection between laser electronics and remote
control computer. The Ethernet transceiver translates the serial data to Ethernet packages and
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sends them over an existing Twisted-pair CAT-5 peer to peer connection, thus allowing larger
connection distances.

3.3.3 Integration of the electronic data acquisition

The foil bolometer data acquisition system at ASDEX Upgrade is based on a National Instru-
ments PXI system running Microsoft Windows with LabVIEW 2009. The basis of the PC is
a rugged industrial-style based platform which contains a multi-core embedded controller in
a 8-Slot 3U PXI Express Chassis. Additionally, it is equipped with four NI FlexRIO FPGA
Modules cards in the Eurocard format. Each module is used to measure up to 32 channels via
a Virtex-5 FPGA. Furthermore, it offers the possibility of real-time parallel signal processing
which is an important capability for tomography [69].

The digital in- and outputs are connected to custom-built electronics which in turn are con-
nected via shielded connectors and cables to the bolometer cameras. The electronics consists of
commercially available 16 bit digital-to-analog converters which provide the necessary source
current for the measuring bridge while simultaneously measuring the bridge voltage of the
Wheatstone bridge of each bolometer channel.

For the operation at ASDEX Upgrade, the application is started and configured by the respon-
sible bolometer operator. During an experiment, the data acquisition is started by one of the
global ASDEX Upgrade trigger signals. For IBOROB, the data acquisition part had to be inte-
grated into the main LabVIEW control application, as seen on the diagram of Figure 3.7. The
laboratory and ASDEX Upgrade version only differ in terms of number (Four channels in the
laboratory and 112 for ASDEX Upgrade) of acquired channels and the used operating system,
Windows XP for ASDEX Upgrade and Windows 7 in the laboratory, but are in principle the
same. The data acquisition works in the following way:

The process of calibration (κheat and τct) and measurement is completely integrated on the
FPGA in VHDL1 automatically from the LabVIEW flowcharts programs. For the high-speed
buffered data acquisition it uses DMA2 transfers by using a FIFO architecture which has the
advantage of allowing the FPGA to use the host RAM as if it were one of its own. Thus,
transferring large amounts of data in a multi-channel construction is possible.

When no radiation is incoming, the bridge is balanced and no bolometer bridge voltage can
be measured. As soon as radiation is impacting the detector it is heated up and a voltage
difference can be observed. For the calculation of the absolute value of the incident power the
voltage value is further processed with its derivative over time and the material constants (see
Section 2.1.3 and [45]). In this work, for the measurement of the transmission of bolometer
cameras, only the bolometer bridge voltage is used.

1VHDL = VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits) Hardware Description Language.
2Direct Memory Access.
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3.3.4 Mutual remote control of subroutines

The principal task of the LabVIEW remote control program is to act as a master program which
starts and stops all necessary subroutines needed for the measurement procedure (see Figure
3.7). The three main parts of IBOROB (laser control, robot movement, and the bolometer
DAQ) have to be synchronized and put in their correct order. The input information from
the control interface (see Section 3.3.6) is used for logical decision making and branching to
different sections of the program. For instance, it has to be ensured that the laser has already
been switched on for a certain time before the DAQ acquires data.

The main function used of the ImagingLab Robotics Library for KUKA is a Read/Write func-
tion block which gives access to all internal variables of the robot system. The empty positions
and CS frame defined in the robot control language (see Section 3.3.1) are filled with values
according to the requirements. But only setting the position variables of a predefined movement
procedure would not offer the desired flexibility. Thus, the execution of these functions is made
dependent of some conditions (position and alignment of the robot) which can be defined by
the LabVIEW control interface (see Section 3.3.6). FOR or IF loops can be started or stopped
by changing their conditions.

Most of these case distinctions are realized by several boolean (BOOL) and integer (INT) variables
which indicate the status of its respective subroutine. For instance, there is a boolean variable
connected to the RS-232 laser control which is designated to switch the laser on (1) and off (0)
again. This variable is changed to on when the robot arrives at the measurement position e.g
after a certain step has been done. In a similar manner the execution of all other subroutines
is controlled. However, due to the inherent uncertainty of the used TCP/IP protocol and
the demanding requirements with respect to the process reliability (collision free movement)
each network data transmission has to be checked. This means that after a variable has been
transferred, the value is subsequently read and compared if it is equal with the sent value.

3.3.5 Data processing and filtering

For measurements where only relative statements are necessary and which are performed in
quasi steady-state conditions, the bolometer bridge voltage can be used as a measure of the
intensity of deposited power on the detector, which simplifies the DAQ. In particular during
long measurements, the derivation (and integration) of the bolometer bridge voltage introduces
additional noise and taking into account the relatively low power of the laser compared to the
plasma radiation, the S/N ratio of the overall setup should not be further deteriorated.

To obtain a measure of the deposited power, the DAQ simply needs to wait a certain constant
idle time in the order of a few thermal time constants of the detector to reach the thermal
equilibrium. Herein, one thermal time constant of the detector amounts to approximately
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100 ms. This is only possible when the power is not changing, hence the robot respectively the
radiation source has to wait on the current position until this measurement has been successfully
performed. Hence, the measurements are conducted in a steady state condition of the detector.

The DAQ is then triggered by the remote control program to acquire a certain amount of
samples (≈ 500 samples) of the digitized signal and the average value is taken to achieve a
signal smoothing and filter out any high-frequency noise. The value is then written into a
buffer and written into a (ASCII1) measurement file after the whole measurement is finished.
Further data processing is then performed with a numerical analysis computing program. Here,
MATLAB (matrix laboratory) from the company MathWorks, has been used.

The radiation power detected by the sensor, can slightly vary due to the inaccuracies of the
robot positioning (see Section 3.5). Larger disparities occur due to the different aperture
opening sizes. The differences in absorbed power can be over 50%, e.g. for the aperture with
and without the microwave grid (see Section 2.5.3). Therefore, a normalization to the maximum
of each measurement is performed to ensure comparability of multiple measurements. It should
be noted that the theoretical transmission is based on a normalized signal as well. Sometimes,
the bolometer electronics had problems determining a correct offset of the measurement. For
such cases, linear and time independent transformation of the signal, such as an offset correction
or the removal of individual outliers, have been performed. The general characteristic of the
LOS has not been influenced, only the meaningfulness and interpretability has been improved.

3.3.6 Control interface and measurement parameters

The LabVIEW based control interface allowing to set the measurement parameters and to
supervise all other relevant parameters can be seen in Figure 3.8. The standard built-in libraries
of controls and indicators have been used to generate a practical user interface. All parameters
have been limited to certain input values, so that e.g for the robot motion collisions with other
objects are avoided. For standard measurement scenarios untrained staff, such as students can
use the test rig in the laboratory without supervision and the risk of creating damage to the
components.

The settings are saved for each measurement in a separate ASCII measurement file to facilitate
the post processing of the data. All of the main functions have been realized as sub-functions
and can be stopped separately, e.g. for troubleshooting reasons. They are presented in the
following:

1. Laser Control: Firstly, it contains the laser boot-up sequence which performs a test if
the RS-232 connection to the electronics is working correctly. Then it allows the setting
of the three operation modes of the measurement: Continuously powered on, operated
synchronously by the robot position or a manual control for testing purposes. Finally, the

1ASCII = American Standard Code for Information Interchange.
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Figure 3.8: Screenshot of the control interface of IBOROB realized with LabVIEW.

laser power (1-100 mW) can be controlled. The status of the internal variables are shown
by multicolored displays. More details of the technical realization have been explained in
the previous Section 3.3.2.

2. Main Control: Once the robot is operated in automatic mode, which means the drives
have been switched on and the brakes have been deactivated, the position respectively
program control is transferred to the remote computer running the LabVIEW control
application. Only the external emergency stop is still capable of influencing the status.
Now, all primary functions such as program selecting, loading, starting, stopping and
confirm (a manual confirmation command), can be controlled remotely. Here, it is mainly
used to load the program for the laboratory or ASDEX Upgrade measurements.

3. KUKA Status Control: This part is mainly used for monitoring the robot status
parameters like operating mode, such as overall speed joint or end effector speed limits,
the drive status, the status display of emergency or deadman switch. The remote IP-
Address of the robot has to be specified in this sub function as well.

4. Measurement and Coordinate System Control: The key part for the accuracy of
the remote control application. The measurement parameters can be configured, such
as the robot step size (δξ, δθ), toroidal and poloidal scan width (∆ξ and ∆θ). For the
laboratory setup the desired channel can be selected directly in the program. For the
ASDEX Upgrade measurements different programs have to be loaded separately due to
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the different pre-positions and orientations of the robot. The measurement procedure,
one or two dimensional, can be selected. On the far right the internal CS data can be
supervised and adjusted if the geometry of the setup is changed.

5. Data Acquisition Control: In this part the bolometer data acquisition can be moni-
tored. Individual or also several channels can be supervised simultaneously. The sample
frequency (Standard sampling time of bolometer electronics TDAQ = 0.8 ms) can be de-
termined, the range of the analog-digital converter (10− 20− 40− 80 mV) and the total
number of samples per robot position can be selected e.g. for measurements with the
continuously powered on laser. The real time visualization of the measurement data has
been recognized as an important tool to prematurely identify configuration errors without
it being necessary to wait for the completion of the measurement period.

3.4 Measurement procedure and settings

After the description of the hardware and software parts of IBOROB, the measurement princi-
ple will be explained in the following section. As each measurement system has to be calibrated
prior to measurement, the developed procedure of globally calibrating the measurement device
and its components will be explained, too. Two different options have been used for the mea-
surement of the LOS: The one and the two dimensional measurement procedure. Both methods
will be explained next to the description of an efficient parameter choice of the measurement
configuration software. Finally, the overall measurement accuracy of IBOROB is evaluated.

3.4.1 Absolute calibration of the system

To achieve a reliable and absolutely calibrated result for the transmission function, all system
components of IBOROB have to be geometrically aligned in respect to each other: The internal
robot CS, the orientation of the laser and the orientation of the bolometer camera. For a
calibration measurement in the vessel, additionally the orientation of the vessel CS has to be
known. For the positioning accuracy of the robot we depend on the manufacturer, assuming a
correct operation of the robot including the separate axis calibration with the vernier scale (see
manufactures manual [129]). Apart from that, the central objective is to know these orientations
to the highest possible accuracy because they have a direct impact on the calibration accuracy.

Different measures have been taken: At first, locating pins and positioning holes have been
mounted on the carrier frame of the laser and beam expander attachment (see Figure 3.4) and
the mounting device (see Section 3.6) in order allow identical procedures for the measurement
with the FaroArm. All components such as the mounting device have been manufactured
respecting the highest tolerance grades of DIN ISO 2768 and certainly none of the optical
components should be loose or slightly moving.
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The laser and beam expander have been connected to each other on a carrier frame (aluminium
ground plate with circular mountig brackets, see Figure 3.4). After the integration, these
components have not been disassembled during the time of this work. But the connection of
the laser and beam expander between the robot end effector had to be separated regularly
for maintenance. The same applies for the adapter plate of the LWR of the laboratory setup,
the bolometer clamping element and the mounting device for ASDEX Upgrade. These issues
are prerequisites, however, do not contribute directly to the knowledge of the final alignment
accuracy of all CS.

The external parts can be calibrated using the FaroArm Platinum, the laser and beam expander
have been calibrated using a specifically developed method using the robot capabilities of the
KUKA LWR software. They are described in the two following subsections.

3.4.1.1 Laser and beam expander orientation and position

Aim of this part of the calibration procedure is to determine the orientation of the laser CS
relative to the robot CS. The origin of the laser CS (X,Y,Z) can be taken from the CAD
drawings of the laser and beam expander mounting device. Due to the manufacturing accuracy
it is important to emphasize that the aim is to determine the physical orientation (A,B,C) of
the laser beam and not of the components housing. In robotics, the laser which is mounted on
the end effector, corresponds to the TOOL CS. This CS is a variable coordinate system with
the last joint center as its origin, oriented typically with the Z-Axis in the mounting direction
of the end effector (see Figure 3.4). It can be changed manually in the tool settings or via the
remote control interface (see Chapter 3.5).

Once the laser orientation is properly integrated into the TOOL CS, the internal robot control
algorithms can take care of the exact positioning. Usually, these kind of tool calibrations are
done by approaching the tool center point (TCP), which is mostly defined in the center of the
tool, manually (with the KCP) to a fixed reference point from various directions [132]. The
geometric parameters of the robot and the kinematic model are then used to calculate the
TCP. For stationary or fixed tools this is a proven and successful method [133]; however the
accuracy requirements are typically lower. For instance, in a standard weld application in the
automotive industry a level of precision of a few degrees for the welding angle is sufficient.

The challenge in our setup is, that the laser has to be projected on a plane in order to be
measured. For achieving the highest accuracy possible, an iterative method using the manual
control functionality of the robot has been developed. The diagram in Figure 3.9 shows the
calibration process: The laser is targeted on a wall at a large distance (here, Dcalib = 17 m)
from the robot in an experimental hall. At first, the laser is aiming on the start position. Then
a rotation of the TOOL CS of 180◦ in its own CS around the z-Axis (expected orientation of
the laser) is performed. In the Figure, the points are indicating the position of the laser on the
wall.
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Figure 3.9: Calibration process of the laser CS: The TOOL CS of the robot is rotated around
the X- or Y-Axis and systematically (A-G) adapted. First, a semicircle is projected on the wall
until the kinematic accuracy of the manipulator is reached which can be seen by an undirected
dithering (indicated by the star).

If the actual laser CS and the TOOL CS match, no movement of the laser apart from undirected
dithering, determined by the friction, joint encoder accuracy and limitations of numerics of the
robot, can be observed. For the Figure 3.9, a total deviation of about ∆calib(A) ≈ 0.33◦ is
shown at the beginning (A) which corresponds to a circle with a diameter of ∅calib(A) ≈ 20 cm.
However, it can not be differentiated between wrong settings of either the X- or Y-Axis. By
stepwise (A-F) adapting the parameters of the X- and Y-Axis and observing the deviations,
the robot TOOL CS data can be approximated to the real orientation of the laser CS.

Finally (G), the laser CS is determined to the accuracy of the robot system, no circle can be
observed anymore. The remaining area in which the laser spot fluctuates can be used as measure
for the possible alignment accuracy in our setup. In the case presented in the Figure about
∅calib(G) ≈ 1.2 cm remain at the end which corresponds to an uncertainty of ∆calib(G) ≈ 0.04◦.
This final value is noted for the overall accuracy calculations of IBOROB (see Section 3.5.1).
During the repeatedly performed recalibrations (e.g. after transport of IBOROB), deviations
of up to ∆calib(A) ≈ 1.5◦ could be observed.

This laser calibration process is performed with the beam expander focused on the wall to a
small laser spot ∅focus = 1 − 2 mm in order recognize the movements more easily. The focus
of the beam expander is changed via a non-roating lens (see Section 3.2.2). Therefore it is
necessary to know if the laser axis changes when the focus is adjusted because the measurements
are performed in the defocused state ∅focus = 27 mm. The change in focus results in a deviation
of up to 5 mm at the calibration distance of Dcalib = 17 m which is corresponding to an angular
error of ∆focus = 0.016◦.
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3.4.1.2 Robot orientation and position

The next step in order to globally determine the alignment of all IBOROB components is to
measure the orientation of the robot CS with respect to its surroundings, i.e. either the CS of
ASDEX Upgrade or that of the assembly in the laboratory.

For the operation in ASDEX Upgrade, the FaroArm is mounted next to the robot and deter-
mines the ASDEX Upgrade CS by measuring reference points evenly distributed all over the
vessel. These reference points have been defined by the vessel engineers in the past and their
accuracy cannot be checked. However, the points have proven their validity as reference for
the physical orientation of all position-relevant diagnostics for a long time. The points allow
to construct a CS which is used to make global statements of the LOS orientation. In the
laboratory an external CS, e.g. the laboratory table or the bolometer camera housing, has to
be defined.

To determine the orientation of the robot, the following method was applied: The robot is
moved manually controlling the TCP of the laser and beam expander along the ±X, ±Y and
±Z axis of the global robot CS. In parallel, the positions of the TCP are recorded by the CMM.
Movements within a range of ≈ 300 mm are sufficient not to influence the global measurement
accuracy (see Section 3.5.1) too much considering the repeat accuracy of the KUKA LWR of
0.1 mm (arctan 0.1 mm

300 mm ≈ 0.02◦). Depending on the available space in the laboratory, large axis
movements up to 1 m can be performed. The application of this method in the vessel is shown
in the results Chapter 4.2.4.

The robot foot center can be determined by measuring several points around the circumference
of the robot foot and projecting this circle on the base plate surface of the mounting device,
using the FaroArm software. Together with the positions of the bolometers, which have been
measured with the FaroArm as well, the data can be transferred to the remote control program.
By targeting with the laser known external points, such as the bolometer aperture openings, it
can be checked easily if the calibration was successful.

3.4.2 One dimensional measurement

The measurement of LOS works as follows: After power on of the system, the robot is set into
automatic mode and the remote control interface of the robot is started. All components are
calibrated as explained using the methods of Section 3.4.1. The CS of all required parts are
determined with the FaroArm and transferred into the database of the remote control software.
Once the network control is connected, the measurement settings are defined (see Section 3.3.6)
and the measurement procedure can be started.

At first, the robot moves to a pre-position for which the orientation of each axis is specified
and the laser is facing approximately the position of the bolometer. Next, the robot aligns the
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laser CS perpendicular with respect to the reference CS and aims centrally on the aperture
opening of the bolometer camera. The reference CS can be the bolometer CS in the laboratory
(freely definable, e.g. by the collimator and camera housing) or in the experimental vessel it is
the ASDEX Upgrade CS. Then, the start position of the measurement, which corresponds to
the boundary value of the entire measurement, is approached by the robot. The operator can
perform a brief check if everything goes well before the transmission measurements are started.

Performing a one dimensional measurement with IBOROB means that the LOS transmission
from one channel is measured along the horizontal or vertical orientation of the bolometer
camera, i.e. toroidal or poloidal orientation, respectively. If a measurement in one orientation is
performed, the other orientation remains constant and should be selected so that the maximum
transmission is met. Meanwhile, the laser remains always oriented on the aperture opening.
In the following this is referred to as a poloidal or toroidal measurement. The center can be
determined by interpolating a preceding coarse two dimensional measurement (see next Section
3.4.3) or alternatively it can be approximately determined with a manual movement of the robot
and a simultaneous data acquisition.
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Figure 3.10: Subfigure A shows a diagram of a toroidal one dimensional measurement over
the total time. Subfigure B shows an enlarged picture, the individual steps can be recognized.
Subfigure C explains one step in detail, indicating laser control, network communication delay
and sample acquisition.

Figure 3.10 shows a diagram with three gradually enlarged signal charts. Subfigure A shows
a toroidal measurement which consits of a toroidal movement from θ(t0 = 0 s) = −3◦ to
θ(te = 60 s) = 3◦ over the time axis. The poloidal orientation is not changing, ξ = 0◦. Subfigure
B magnifies the area around θ(t = 30 s) = 0◦. It can be recognized that the robot performs
incremental movements with a step size of δθ = 0.1◦. After every step the measurement is
triggered. Here, each measurement takes about δt = 1 s.

The process for each individual measurement is explained in detail in Subfigure C: As soon as
the measurement point (defined by the orientation) is reached, the command to switch the laser
on is transmitted. Due to the transmission delays and the following acknowledgement, referred
to as network communication in the figure, some time passes by (see Section 3.3.2)(≈ 200 ms).
Moreover, it has to be ensured that the bolometer detector reaches thermal equilibrium (see
Section 2.1). This is followed by the acquisition of a certain amount of samples, here shown for
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500 samples (Amounts of samples * sample time = measurement time, 500 samples ∗ 0.8 ms =
400 ms) which are then further processed by the DAQ part of the program (see Section 3.3.5)
including the position data of the robot.

Finally, the laser is switched off and the next measurement position is approached. For mea-
surements with low resolutions and short measurement times, the laser on-off control may be
omitted (see section 3.3.6, operation mode ’continuously powered on laser’). At the beginning
of the development of IBOROB, as the remote control interface had not been developed yet,
measurements had been performed in this operation mode. In this case, only the corresponding
DAQ was triggered on and off. But especially for the two dimensional measurement, which will
be explained in the next section, this is not possible. It would lead to too large volumes of data
which the bolometer DAQ cannot handle and the signal drifting over time would substantial
deteriorate the signal.

3.4.3 Two dimensional measurement

The two dimensional measurement allows to determine the complete LOS transmission in
toroidal and poloidal orientation. Figure 3.11 shows six diagrams which explain this proce-
dure in detail.
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Figure 3.11: Subfigure A illustrates the incremental data acquisition during a movement in
the toroidal orientation. Subfigure B shows the gradual movement in poloidal orientation after
the completion of one toroidal measurement. Subfigure C shows the sampling of the whole
measurement area. Subfigures D and E show an example of (theoretical) poloidal (kξ(ξ)) and
toroidal (kθ(θ)) transmissions. Subfigure F shows the corresponding two dimensional measure-
ment results of K(θ, ξ) in a contour plot with the dot size indicating the transmission value.
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Subfigure A shows the beginning of the measurement. Measurements are gradually acquired,
as explained in Figure 3.10. But in this case, the robot starts the measurement at θ(t0) =
ξ(t0) = −3◦. At first, the robot proceeds only in the toroidal plane. Then, one poloidal
step is performed and the next toroidal plane is measured, see Subfigure B. Finally, the whole
measurement area is covered with the robot, here with a resolution of δξ,θ = 0.1◦ (see Subfigure
C). The necessary time periods for each Subfigure (∆t in A,B,C) are indicated, and can be
approximated according to: 1 s sample time per step for 60 toroidal steps * 60 poloidal steps
+ 60 repositioning movements (≈ 1 s) = 3660 s ≈ 1 h.

Subfigure D shows the poloidal transmission of an exemplary (theoretical) LOS, here in a trape-
zoidal shape for a toroidal alignment of θ = 0◦. Subfigure E shows the toroidal transmission
for a poloidal alignment of ξ = 0◦, here in a triangular shape. The result of a two dimensional
transmission measurement is illustrated by the contour plot in poloidal and toroidal orientation.
The dot size in the plot represents the normalized transmission value.

3.5 Assessment of measurement procedure

In the following, a brief evaluation of the measurement procedure will be carried out. Section
3.5.1 will show data to asses the overall measurement repeatably and Section 3.5.2 will derive
the absolute angular measurement uncertainty of IBOROB.

For the following calculation has to be considered, that if errors are performed during the
calibration process of the different involved components, it is difficult to deduce them later
form the measurement results. Small errors have only an influence on the accuracy, not on the
overall functioning of the device. Moreover, the calibration has to rely on parameters such as
the definition of the internal origin of the robot CS.

3.5.1 Overall measurement repeatability

The measurement repeatability, the degree to which repeated measurements under unchanged
conditions show the same results, has been determined for IBOROB. Multiple measurements
with the same measurement settings for different aperture setups using BL7, BL0005, and
BL0003 apertures of the Model ’12 have been performed in order to obtain a certain statistical
likelihood. The measurements are never exactly the same, the values are in a range around the
true value or offset from it. The results can be seen in the table 3.2.

Five measurements have been performed with three different configurations in poloidal and
toroidal orientation. Then, the standard deviation σ has been calculated in order to show how
much variation exists around the average value. σsignal is the value calculated when IBOROB
moves in the area outside of the LOS and σnoise represents the variations calculated during
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Collimator Type σtotal(ξ/θ) σnoise(ξ/θ) σsignal(ξ/θ)
BL7/ITERBolo-7 0.7 % / 1.3 % 0.5 % / 1.0 % 0.8 % / 1.3 %
BL0005/ITERBolo-9 0.4 % / 0.3 % 0.3 % / 0.3 % 0.8 % / 0.5 %
BL0003/ITERBolo-8 0.6 % / 0.5 % 0.7 % / 0.4 % 0.8 % / 0.8 %

Table 3.2: Measurement uncertainty calculations for IBOROB in the laboratory setup.

the rest area where no significant transmission can be measured. σtotal is the overall standard
deviation. The worst standard deviation amounts to 1.3 %. Thus, no error bar will have to be
added to the results because the repeatability error is within the range of the line thickness of
the plots.

The reasons for the deviations can not be separated. The laser electronics could influence the
constancy of the power output and the whole data acquisition part can introduce uncertainties:
the D/A converter in the electronics, cables which absorb interference from electromagnetic
noise and external radiation power fluctuations. In addition the position repeatability accuracy
of the robot will have an influence.

3.5.2 Absolute angular measurement uncertainty

In order to estimate the measurement uncertainty concerning the absolute angular accuracy
following issues have to be respected:

• The laser and beam expander orientation with respect to the robot CS could be deter-
mined with an uncertainty of ∆calib ≈ 0.04◦ (see Section 3.4.1.1).

• The difference between focused and unfocused laser amounts to ∆focus = 0.016◦.

• The robot absolute positioning accuracy is assumed to be 1 mm [123]. The measurements
in the laboratory and in ASDEX Upgrade have been done at a measurement distance of
600 mm to the bolometer aperture (top plate opening of ITER prototypes or pinhole of
vessel cameras). This corresponds at an angular uncertainty of ∆robot = 0.1◦.

• The FaroArm absolute measurement accuracy depends on the setup, e.g on the stability
of the support and the distribution of the reference points. The laboratory setup could
reach a position accuracy of 0.1 mm, in comparison to the ASDEX Upgrade setting of
about 0.5 mm. Considering 500 mm of movement range of the robot, this corresponds to
an angular accuracy of ∆Faro−Lab = 0.01◦ and ∆Faro−AUG = 0.05◦.

These values allow to calculate two measurement task specific uncertainty values. For measure-
ments assessing only the principal LOS characteristics, such as the shape, the relative width of
the LOS and the existence of internal reflections, the systematic inaccuracies can be neglected.
Therefore, many of the measurements performed in the laboratory setup of IBOROB have
only to take the absolute position accuracy of the robot into account. The resulting overall
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measurement uncertainty then corresponds to ∆Lab = 0.1◦. For the measurement in ASDEX
Upgrade and for measurements in the laboratory, where statements with regard to the global
alignment will be made, all possible systematic deviations will have to be taken into account.
This results in an overall measurement uncertainty of: ∆calib + ∆focus + ∆robot + ∆Faro−AUG =
0.04◦ + 0.016◦ + 0.1◦ + 0.05◦ = ∆AUG ≈ 0.2◦.
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4. Results of line of sight measurements

In this chapter, the results of the LOS measurements of the ITER bolometer collimator pro-
totype Versions ’11 - ’12 and of the in situ measurements of the ASDEX Upgrade bolometers
will be presented. The results of the ITER prototypes are arranged according to the main out-
comes and are followed by the derived statements and conclusions. The results from the ASDEX
Upgrade bolometer measurements are being accompanied by different sections explaining the
solutions to the challenges that arise from the in-situ measurement.

4.1 ITER prototype bolometer measurements

The ITER prototype bolometer measurements have all been conducted with the laboratory
setup of IBOROB (see Chapter 3). A picture of the experimental setup can be seen on Figure
4.1, all key components of IBOROB including a few collimator parts are indicated.
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Figure 4.1: Picture of IBOROB mounted on a table in the laboratory. A laser beam has been
added with an image processing program. The KUKA KCP, the remote control computer based
on the NI PXI plattform, the laser protection goggles and a couple of dismounted apertures
and top plates can be seen on the laboratory table.
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In total, a set of about 100 different collimator configurations, integrated in a database con-
taining over 800 single measurements, have been acquired as part of this thesis work. Apart
from testing the overall system performance, such as determining the measurement uncertainty
and performing system tests during the gradual development of IBOROB, the main objectives
concerning the bolometer camera development have been the following:

• Review and verification of the principal design by comparing the theoretical calculated
LOS characteristic with the transmission measurements.

• Assessment and evaluation of various collimator/aperture configurations.

• Identification of all individual LOS influencing parts, in particular their effect on stray
light enhancement and reduction.

• Gaining more understanding about the internal camera physics and optical effects in order
to make the right choice for future design changes and developments.

Figure 4.2 shows a two dimensional LOS measurement plot of the ’12 ITER bolometer collimator
prototype in the version BL0005/ITERBolo-6 (see Chapter 2.5.1 for nomenclature) with a
full set of apertures, referred in future parts of the work as the A12345 configuration. This
measurement consists of an overlay of four different quadratic (∆ξ = ∆θ = 3◦) measurement
areas, one for each LOS, acquired with varying angular resolutions. Since this bolometer camera
is based on a collimator design each LOS respectively channel has to be measured separately.
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Figure 4.2: Two dimensional measurement of all four channels of the ’12 ITER bolometer
collimator prototype version BL0005/ITERBolo-6 with different measurement resolutions. A
full (A12345) aperture set and a top plate with integrated microwave filtering grid was used.

Just as the theoretical transmissions (see Chapter 2.2), the measured transmissions are pre-
sented normalized to the maximum value of each detector channel. The values are taken from
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the DAQ measurements of the bolometer bridge voltage in the Wheatstone bridge of the detec-
tor (see Figure 2.2, Subfigure B). They are plotted against the inclination angle in the poloidal
(vertical) or toroidal (horizontal) angle in the laboratory CS. A mesh plot is generated with a
Delaunay triangulation [134], the fill color is defined by the average value in the triangle. The
noise of all four channels is below 5%, minor differences in the S/N ratio create a difference of
the background color, in the plot visible by a lighter or darker blue, e.g. for Channel 2 beeing
darker than the others.

For this measurement, the collimator is mounted in the laboratory with the fixed clamping
device, thus the four channels are vertically aligned (compare mounting device Figure 3.6)
which corresponds to a poloidal LOS alignment in the vessel of a tokamak CS. Oriented with
respect to the laboratory CS, Channel 1 and Channel 2 are aligned in the positive poloidal
direction and Channel 3 and 4 in the negative poloidal direction. The laboratory CS is defined
as a right-hand Cartesian CS in the center of each camera detector with the Z-Axis in direction
of the robot and the X-Axis facing upwards. The FaroArm (see Chapter 3.1.3) is used to provide
the absolute position of the camera housing with respect to the robot CS. However, most of the
statements can be derived from a relative position or alignment (e.g. directly from the robot
CS) such as the alignment of the channels towards each other, the distances in between and
the radiation throughput.

Four different resolutions respectively robot step sizes, noticeable in the plot by the differently
sized triangles, have been used in these measurements to visualize the differences and illustrate
the effects on the accuracy of the conclusions drawn. Table 4.1 summarizes the parameter
settings and results of that measurement. In the CAD CS, the alignment of the bolometer
channels corresponds to the construction design respectively theoretical calculations.

Table 4.1: Measurement settings for the ’12 ITER bolometer collimator prototype correspond-
ing to the two dimensional transmission measurement of Figure 4.2.

Measurement parameters Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 4
CAD CS pol. orientation (ξCAD) 5.15◦ 2.58◦ −2.58◦ −5.15◦
Lab CS pol. orientation (ξMEA) 5.25◦ 2.49◦ −2.94◦ −5.42◦
Angular resolution (δξ, δθ) 0.1◦ 0.05◦ 0.2◦ 0.4◦
Meas. time 61 min 242 min 15.5 min 4 min
Samples acquired 3660 14.520 930 240

The measured poloidal orientation of the Channels in the laboratory CS is determined by
calculating the center of gravity of the signal. Channel 1 and Channel 2 are acceptable within
the limits of accuracy in the laboratory (∆Lab = 0.1◦).

Due to the poorer angular resolution of the measurement of Channel 3 (δξ = 0.2◦) and 4
(δξ = 0.4◦) more details are lost and the error of the interpolation increased which can bee seen
as smoothing of the signal in particular at the edges (ξ = −6◦). Finally this can lead to a false
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interpretation of the transmission, signal variations such as the modulation on top of the signal
on Channel 1 can only be identified with a sufficient resolution (see Section 4.1.3.1).

Only for the determination of the orientation, respective the main emphasizes of the signal,
lower resolutions between δξ,θ = 0.2◦− 0.4◦ are sufficient. For time-critical measurements, such
as for the ASDEX Upgrade measurements presented in Section 4.2 a step size of δξ,θ = 0.15◦

was chosen as a compromise.

The IBOROB LOS calibration device has been gradually developed during the time of this
work. At the beginning of the work, only one dimensional measurements could be performed,
mainly because the remote control program was not available yet. IBOROB was not fully
automated, for each measurement point the bolometer DAQ had to be started manually and
each movement step had to be confirmed with the manual hand control (KCP), which resulted
in a lot of effort for a high sampling rate. Therefore, in particular for the Model ’11, it was
only possible to measure with a very low angular resolution δξ,θ = 0.5◦.

However, this has not been a considerable disadvantage for the laboratory measurements. Given
that most properties of the different design variations can be identified and recognized more
clearly from a one dimensional measurement than a two dimensional measurement, the measure-
ment plots for the following sections will consist only of data acquired with the one dimensional
method (see Chapter 3.4.2). This applies in particular if quantitative values are to be derived
from the figures.

4.1.1 LOS transmission of ’11 collimator prototype

In order to understand the development of the ITER collimator cameras over time, the trans-
mission measurements of the very first build prototype ’11 will be presented in this section. For
all measurements presented here the measurement CS corresponds to the laboratory CS and
the origin is defined in the center of the detector. The measurement of the poloidal transmis-
sion of all four channels including the theoretical transmission can be seen in Figure 4.3. The
theoretical LOS characteristic was calculated according to the equations presented in Chapter
2.2.3.

In order to have an exactly defined LOS, the ’11 ITER bolometer collimator protoype (see
Chapter 2.5.1, Figure 2.10) has been manufactured by high-precision electro-erosion machining
made out of one piece of TZM which corresponds to the Subfigure E of Figure 2.7 in Chapter
2.3. Thus, it contains toroidal subcollimators over the whole length of the camera. The main
design drivers were to obtain a high thermal conductivity and mechanical strength besides
being easy to manufacture and assemble.

However, this prototype proved to suffer significantly from reflections, which can be clearly seen
by the significantly broader LOS than the transmission predicted by the theoretical calculations.
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Figure 4.3: Normalized poloidal transmission function of the ’11 ITER bolometer collimator
protoype [92]. The dashed lines correspond to the measured data, the solid line is the theoretical
calculated transmission (kξ(ξ)).

That implies that the Etendue of each LOS is much larger, too. The channels in this bolometer
camera have been wire eroded over their whole length which creates a flat and very smooth
surface prone to mirror-like reflections. Using this camera in a fusion device to derive the
radiated power the results would be too high. In toroidal orientation, the transmission shows
the same behavior (not shown here, see [92]).

4.1.2 LOS transmission of ’12 collimator prototype

The results from the measurements of the ’11 collimator prototype lead to the development
of the aperture-style ’12 collimator prototype. It is clear that the surface, the material, the
shape and finishing has a major influence on the LOS transmission by reducing or allowing for
reflections. Thus, in order to study the interaction of all these components in detail a modular
design has been developed (see Chapter 2.5.1 for design details and aperture denomination)
allowing to integrate different aperture sizes to obtain different LOS shapes and widths.

A range of dedicated experiments (800+ individual measurements) have been carried out with
this new collimator version during this work: The different aperture configurations have been
compared to each other, the two which different the most (BL0005 and BL0001) will be pre-
sented in the following sections, distinguished between the poloidal and toroidal characteristics.
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Moreover, the influence of the different top plate types, with and without microwave filtering
grid, will be evaluated. Furthermore, the collimator housing has been modified and a test
coating has been applied and evaluated in respect to the transmission changes.

The advantage of these various experiments was to gain experience operating IBOROB over
time and allowing to distinguish between configuration and measurement errors or trustworthy
results. All measurements presented from the measurements of the ’12 collimator prototype
are one dimensional measurements performed with a step size of δξ,θ = 0.05◦ which allows to
detect the smallest transmission differences in the range of the measuring uncertainty.

4.1.2.1 Apertures with a wide viewing cone

Firstly, the measurement results of the large apertures with a wide viewing cone (aperture
version BL0005 with top plate ITERBolo-9) will be presented. Figure 4.4 shows a toroidal plot
and Figure 4.5 a poloidal plot of the transmission measurements.
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Figure 4.4: Normalized toroidal transmission function of a collimator with a wide viewing
cone (BL0005). Different aperture configurations: All five apertures (Aperture12345), only
the first (Aperture1), only the last (Aperture5), a special combination (Aperture15), without
apertures at all (No Aperture) and the theoretical calculation is integrated in the plot.

For the first analysis, only Channel 2 will be analyzed. The other channels have been measured
only to verify the symmetrical design of the collimator. Channel 1 corresponds to Channel 4 and
Channel 2 to Channel 3 (see Chapter 2.2.3), but they are not shown here. They show the same
behavior and deviate only within the context of the measuring accuracy. Here, five different
aperture configurations are compared: A full set (Aperture12345), only the first (Aperture1),
only the last (Aperture5), a special combination (Aperture15) and without any apertures at
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Figure 4.5: Normalized poloidal transmission function of a collimator with a wide viewing
cone (BL0005). Different aperture configurations: All five apertures (Aperture12345), only
the first (Aperture1), only the last (Aperture5), a special combination (Aperture15), without
apertures at all (No Aperture) and the theoretical calculation is integrated in the plot.

all (No Aperture). This allows to study the collimator prototype as a function of number of
apertures. Adding the theoretically expected transmission according to the design (dotted line)
in the plots allows to assess the quality of the LOS definition.

The toroidal LOS of Figure 4.4 shows a triangular shape and virtually no deviation from the
theoretical LOS for different configurations. Even with fewer apertures, no substantial loss of
signal shape is evident. The LOS is sufficiently defined with the top plate only (No Aperture).
For the poloidal transmission a similarly good characteristic, with a minor unsteady signal rise
at ξ = 1.5◦ and ξ = 3.5◦ can be achieved. The flat top of the trapezoidal signal shape between
ξ = 2.15◦ and ξ = 3.15 can not be perfectly attained, the signal shape is still slightly rounded.

With too few (Aperture1) or no apertures, reflections from the remaining channel walls appear
in the signal with a maximum at ξ = 0◦ and ξ = 5.5◦. The reflections appear on both
sides of the signal due to the poloidal symmetry of the camera construction and add in total
≈ 10% more power to the signal. If the diagnostic is operated in this configuration and this
characteristic remains unnoticed during the experimental operation, more radiated power then
actually present will be calculated.

The location of the reflection inside the collimator housing can be estimated: 2.5◦ angular
difference of the reflection to the LOS center corresponds to half the length of the collimator
(Lc = 150 mm) and half of the channel width (Wchannel = 6.5 mm): arctan(3.25 mm

75 mm ) ≈ 2.5◦.
Therefore, this single reflection is located approximately in the middle of the collimator length.
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The reflections don’t appear for the same configuration in the toroidal plot, because the channel
walls are further apart in the toroidal orientation. Similar reflections probably exist for steeper
angles of incidences (which have not been measured here) as well. However, then the light
has to reflect multiple times in between the channel walls to reach the detector which would
dampen its intensity to a value below the threshold of the measurement accuracy.

On the one hand it is trivial to show that too few apertures are not enough to correctly define
the LOS. But on the other hand, the maximum number can not be recommended straightaway,
too. Of particular interest in this context is the aperture setting with the first and the last
aperture (Aperture15). The large reflection on the sides of the signals have disappeared and the
transmission shows less reflections around the border of the main LOS than the configuration
with the full aperture set (Aperture12345). That implies that more apertures not necessarily
result in a better signal, e.g. for a large viewing cone as presented. Here, the best performance
in both orientations is achieved with a careful selected aperture set (Aperture 15).

4.1.2.2 Apertures with a small viewing cone

For a configuration with the small viewing cone (aperture version BL0001 with top plate
ITERBolo-7) Figure 4.6 shows the measured transmission in toroidal orientation and Figure
4.7 in the poloidal orientation. Both orientations have a triangular transmission shape. In the
toroidal orientation, the theoretically expected transmission can be reached only with a full set
of apertures. The other aperture configurations show a much broader signal than desired. The
top plate only configuration (No Aperture) has more than 200% of the intended signal power.
Moreover, the configuration with the first and the last aperture (Aperture15), which has been
considered as good for the wide viewing cone, also adds about 50% to the signal power. All
these settings are not acceptable.

The edge area of the full configuration (Aperture12345) shows still strong reflections and
stretches the transmission symmetrically in both positive and negative orientations. A sig-
nal width over ∆θ = 2◦ can be recognized for transmission values below 10%. However, the
LOS shape gradually improves by adding apertures, but it is also clear that even five apertures
are not sufficient to define the signal properly. The top aperture (Aperture5) seems to narrow
the shape of signal around the top (−0.2◦ < θ < 0.2◦) and apertures which are in the lower or
middle part are influencing the broader LOS shape (−0.5◦ < θ < 0.5◦).

This is as expected, because for (almost) perpendicular incoming radiation (−0.2◦ < θ < 0.2◦)
the top plate defines the maximum possible viewing cone. Under the assumption that the
construction is free of errors and for a straight incidence of light reflections are not relevant
because the radiation falls directly onto the detector. All additional apertures are only necessary
to limit the radiation incoming from other incident angles larger −0.2◦ > θ or θ > 0.2◦.
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Figure 4.6: Normalized toroidal transmission function of a collimator with a small viewing
cone (BL0001). Different aperture configurations: All five apertures (Aperture12345), only
the first (Aperture1), only the last (Aperture5), a special combination (Aperture15), without
apertures at all (No Aperture) and the theoretical calculation is integrated in the plot.

In poloidal orientation (see Figure 4.7), the transmission is less dependent on the different aper-
ture configurations which is similar to the behavior of the wide aperture set. The configuration
without apertures (No Aperture) and the configuration with only the aperture which is the
closest to the detector (Aperture1), are both insufficient to define the LOS shape. The most
important aperture in this setup is the last aperture (Aperture5), because it filters the poloidal
stray light at ξ = 6◦ and ξ = −0.5◦. Alternatively, the special configuration (Aperture15)
would also be acceptable.

Drawback of a full set of apertures (A12345), are the enhanced reflections around the edges
(ξ = 1.4◦ and ξ = 3.7◦) of the main LOS. Moreover, the transmission shows a small modulation
of the signal edges (ξ = 2◦ and ξ = 3.2◦), note the rise and decrease. However, due to its low
intensity it has no serious impact on the diagnostic relevant characteristic.

In conclusion, the small aperture version BL0001 has to use toroidal subcollimators and many
apertures in order to achieve the narrow toroidal LOS width under the condition of the limited
camera length. In poloidal orientation the subcollimators are not needed and more apertures
do not necessarily mean a better LOS. However, it is probable that even more apertures will
be implemented in the future (see collimator design model ’13 in Chapter 2.5.1) combined
with modifications of the apertures which will reduce the additional unwanted signal power, in
particular in poloidal orientation (see Section 4.1.3.4).
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Figure 4.7: Normalized poloidal transmission function of a collimator with a small viewing
cone (BL0001). Different aperture configurations: All five apertures (Aperture12345), only
the first (Aperture1), only the last (Aperture5), a special combination (Aperture15), without
apertures at all (No Aperture) and the theoretical calculation is integrated in the plot.

4.1.3 Optical properties of the of ’12 collimator prototype

Apart from the apertures defining the principal LOS shape, the camera body construction has
also an impact on the LOS characteristics due to facilitating or avoiding reflections towards the
detector. In the following sections different camera parts have been studied, whether and to
what extent they have influence on the LOS transmission.

4.1.3.1 Transmission modulation due to the microwave filtering grid

The top plate version ITERBolo-6 of the ’12 ITER bolometer prototype camera contains a grid
with a thickness of 5 mm in order to filter ECRH stray radiation from the detector. More details
and the necessity for the installation of a microwave grid in the optical path of the bolometer
camera has been explained previously in Chapter 2.5.3.

The measurement of Channel 4 (ξ4
max = −5.15◦) in poloidal orientation with and without

the microwave filtering grid can be seen in Figure 4.8: ITERBolo-9, which has the same top
plate opening dimensions is compared with the top plate ITERBolo-6. Both configurations are
considered as a wide viewing cone. The figure on the left shows the bolometer bridge voltage as
measured and the figure on the right shows the normalized signals. The top plate containing the
microwave filtering grid shows signal variations in form of a continuous amplitude modulation
(−6◦ < ξ < −4◦). About 20% amplitude modulation (from the maximum to the minimum),
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with regard to the global signal amplitude, can be calculated. The modulation can also be
recognized at the edge of the main LOS at poloidal angels left of (−7◦ < ξ < −6◦) or right of
the center (−4◦ < ξ < −3◦), where it can only be noticed as small waves.
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Figure 4.8: Poloidal transmission function of a wide viewing cone equipped with a top
plate with (ITERBolo-6) and without (ITERBolo-9) an integrated microwave filtering grid. A
constant signal modulation introduced by the microwave grid can be identified but the main
trapezoidal signal characteristic is not altered. The figure on the left shows the bolometer
bridge voltage as measured and the figure on the right the normalized signals.

The modulation has a constant frequency during the complete transmission measurement.
There are about 3.5 oscillations per degree. However, it should be mentioned that such a
modulation does not influence the accuracy of the overall measurement system. The bolometer
diagnostic performs a line integrated measurement over the whole LOS and the spatial accu-
racy is defined by the maximum poloidal LOS width (for a camera performing tomography of
a poloidal cross section). The modulation does not influence the orientation of the LOS or
the main characteristic. Only a slight enhancement of the LOS edges can be seen (ξ = 3.7◦

and ξ = 1.3◦). But as they are generating not more than 1% of additional power, they can be
neglected.

However, the absolute bolometer bridge voltage signal shows a difference with respect to
the maximum transmission values. The grid masks half of the aperture entrance and thus
reduces the effective area of incident radiation. Comparing the one dimensional Etendue
(Ei =

∞∫
−∞

Ki(ξ) dξ) by integrating over the voltage values (without unit) ITERBolo-6 amounts
to Ei = 159.6 and ITERBolo-9 to Ei = 77.3. Thus, the microwave grid filters 52% of the light
yield. The differences are due due to the modulation of the signal, in particular at areas of
ξ = −5.8◦ and ξ = −4.5◦.

The decreasing of the maximum light yield is not optimal, because the poloidal opening of
a bolometer camera with a microwave grid has to be twice as large as one without in order
to achieve the same light yield. The decrease was expected, but the Etendue value has to
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be known exactly, otherwise it will result in an systematic error in the calculation of the total
absorbed power. In the case of deriving the orientation of the transmission, this effect has to be
taken into account as well. Instead of taking the maximum of the signal as measure, the signal
main emphasis will have to be calculated from two dimensional measurements. Alternatively,
in order to remove the modulation from the LOS characteristics completely, it could be tried
to place the microwave filtering grid in an aperture closer to the detector, e.g. integrated into
Aperture 1 to reduce the influence.

4.1.3.2 Reflections due to the channel walls

Next, the influence of the channel walls separating the channels is examined. Originally, they
have been introduced to reliably avoid channel cross talk. The fact that channel borders close
and parallel to the channels can have a negative effect could be shown in the figure of the
narrow viewing cone 4.5. In order to check if they are really necessary, the collimator housing
has been modified.
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for apertures

Partly removed

channel walls

All channel 

walls 

removed

Aperture

holes

Removed

channel

walls
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channel
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Figure 4.9: Three different collimator housing versions: Subfigure A shows the collimator
with full channels, only interrupted for the aperture sinks (as shown in Figure 2.11). Subfigure
B shows an interim version with partly removed channel walls and in the last version of the
collimator, Subfigure C, all channel walls have been removed.

Figure 4.9 shows the evolution of the collimator housing. The version on Subfigure A has
continuous channels and corresponds to the one presented in Chapter 2.5.1. In the version
of Subfigure B, the channel borders have been partly removed (from the first to the second
aperture sink). In Subfigure C the channel borders have been completely removed, only about
5 mm long parts towards the top have been left in order to fix the position of the top plate. In
this isometric CAD figure, the remaining material is hidden under the top plate, but it can be
seen in Figure 4.11 of the following section which shows a photo of the collimator.

Figure 4.10 shows the poloidal transmission measurement of the three different collimator hous-
ing versions, here for Channel 2 equipped without any apertures in order to emphasize the re-
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Figure 4.10: Normalized poloidal transmission measurement of Channel 2 of a wide viewing
cone (BL0005). The transmission of three different collimator housing versions of Figure 4.9
is compared. Enhanced reflections can be identified at the edge of the LOS for the collimator
including the channel walls.

flections and to simplify the analysis. For this measurement, the top plate version ITERBolo-8
has been used. It is equipped with a microwave filtering grid, thus the modulations can be seen
again (see Section 4.1.3.1). Here, they do have no impact on the conclusions.

The comparison shows that the channel walls have a negative impact on the transmission by
introducing reflections which significantly broaden the signal. The original version shows two
reflection peaks on both sides of the LOS (ξ = 0◦, ξ = 0.7◦ and ξ = 4.4◦, ξ = 5.1◦), the version
with the partly removed channel walls only one peak (ξ = 0.8◦, ξ = 4.3◦) and with all removed
channel walls no peak.

This behavior can be explained by tracing the radiation beam outside of the main LOS center
(1.4◦ < ξ < 3.6◦). Radiation with an incident angle slightly steeper strikes firstly the channel
wall at the bottom of the collimator (close to the detector). For steeper angles the point of
reflection is moving upward, but only as long as the channel wall exists. In a simplified scheme,
removing a part of the channel border removes the equal amount of reflections.

However, only the channel walls in the middle of the collimator can be removed. Figure 4.12
shows a measurement of Channel 1 (in contrary to Channel 2 shown previously) in the collimator
version with the partly removed channel walls (Subfigure B, Figure 4.9). The same effect can
be observed for an angle of incidence of ξ = 7◦. But on the other side (ξ < 4◦) the radiation
is reflected by the camera housing which has not been modified. Thus, it still shows the two
reflections peaks (ξ = 2.5◦ and ξ = 3.2◦).

Summarized, Channels 2 and 3 benefit from this situation because they can reach a well defined
poloidal LOS characteristic, even without the use of any apertures. Channels 1 and 4 only partly
improved as one side still provides reflecting surfaces. The reason is that the channel wall is
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aligned parallel with respect to the LOS and that the LOS is too close to the wall. If the wall
had a different shape or another angle (see collimator Model ’13), those direct reflections would
not take place.

Furthermore, these parts should avoid flat structures in order to mitigate direct reflections.
If the surface is determined by the manufacturing process, as in our case by the wire erosion
process, a regular structuring of the surface, such as fine grooving or a high roughness, should
be considered to spread the reflections in different orientations. However, for a configuration
with multiple apertures this effect will probably be less significant. Nonetheless, as a general
rule, all parts which are not relevant for defining the LOS, needed for the mechanical stability
or on the basis of other constraints should be removed or minimized.

4.1.3.3 Reflections from the collimator housing

In order to further reduce any generated reflections from the collimator housing an experiment
with an anti-reflective coating has been performed. First aim is to roughen the surface, so that
the radiation is scattered in multiple directions instead of being reflected back in one specific
angle (diffuse reflection distribution instead of specular). Second aim is to enhance the radiation
absorption of the used material in order to remove the scattered radiation completely from the
camera. For ITER, certain ceramic-based coatings for optical components are already foreseen,
e.g. B4C or TiO/Al2O3.

But due to the difficult application and limited access of these coatings, a water-based coating
named AquaDAG R©1, containing a high content of ultra-fine particles of graphite, was applied
to evaluate prospects for the development of future ceramic coatings and to evaluate its general
necessity. Advantage of this coating is that it is water based, therefore it can be easily applied
with a spray gun, also on complex geometries. An image of the two collimator states (with and
without the coating) can be seen in the Figure 4.11.

Usually, this coating is used to generate electrically conducting areas in order to avoid build
up of static areas and provide electrical screening. But at ASDEX Upgrade and JET this
coating has been used successfully in the past for optical components to reduce the scattering
of internal stray light. The spectral performance, the refractive index and wavelength range
of the coating are not known, but as the coating is based on 18% graphite, its characteristic
can be expected to be close to the one of carbon. However, the exact value of the absorption
coefficient is difficult to determine. Moreover, the reflections take place at extremely flat angles
(1◦ − 5◦) where the reflection coefficient strongly depends on the surface roughness.

Figure 4.12 shows the poloidal transmission measurement of Channel 1, before and after the
application of the coating. A wide viewing cone has been used (BL0005) combined with the
ITERBolo-8 top plate and no apertures have been integrated. Thus, a lot of stray light and

1"AquaDAG": Abbreviation for Aqueous Deflocculated Acheson Graphite.
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with AquaDAG coating without coating

aluminimum only

Figure 4.11: Left: Image of collimator coated with graphite based coating AquaDAG. Right:
Uncoated, original aluminium collimator body.

internal reflections are generated which allow a clear comparison. The status of the collimator
corresponds to the partly removed channels version, see Subfigure B in Figure 4.9. Thus, the
reflections are not symmetric (see Section 4.1.3.2).
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Figure 4.12: Normalized poloidal transmission function of a wide viewing cone (BL0005).
Unmodified collimator body and collimator body coated with AquaDAG can be compared.
Enhanced radiation absorption can be identified at the wall reflections areas (0.5◦−1.5◦, 4◦−5◦
and 5.5◦ − 6◦).

The radiation attenuation due to the coating can be seen on both sides of the main LOS
(ξ = 7◦ and 4◦ > ξ > 1◦). An attenuation of roughly 30% was achieved. The differences in the
amplitude of the reflection on each side could be due to the different surface roughness of the
two channel borders. Figure 4.10 shows similar amplitude differences.
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It has been demonstrated that a coating of the collimator can help to absorb a part of the stray
radiation, however, the achieved values are not sufficient. No scattering of the radiation could
be observed, only the absorption coefficient of the material has been changed. The shape of the
reflections have remained the same, mainly specular reflections take place. A future coating
will have to perform much better and should contain larger particles in order to generate a
rough surface finish, thus dispersing the reflections in different orientations (diffuse reflection).
Moreover, the wear resistance of this coating will have to meet the specific conditions of ITER
(see Chapter 1.2). In particular it has to be guaranteed that this coating does not deteriorate
with time. In the end, the decision whether or not to apply a coating has to be taken regarding
the properties of the final collimator design.

4.1.3.4 Reflections inside the apertures

In this section, a closer look on the aperture optical properties and their influence on the
transmission will be taken. The apertures are manufactured via Electric Discharge Machining
(EDM) due to the complex shape, the required accuracy and the difficult processing of such a
hard material as TZM (see Chapter 2.5.1). Because of the nature of the spark erosion of the
EDM process, the final surface characteristics are very smooth. Tracing individual incoming
rays with a CAD program1 suggested that the smooth surfaces inside the apertures, respectively
in-between the subcollimator walls, lead to some of the observed reflections. The standard
aperture thickness of all apertures of the ’12 ITER bolometer prototype is Tapertures = 5 mm.

In order to identify to what extent the aperture thickness contributes to these reflections an
aperture set was modified. Aperture version BL0001 was selected because the reprocessing of
aperture configurations with subcollimators was considered technically delicate and too risky.
The internal material of the aperture was removed which resulted in a "double aperture" in-
tegrated in one original aperture part (see Figure 2.12, Subfigure D of Chapter 2.5.2). This
aperture was then denominated BL7. All five apertures necessary for the collimator have been
adapted.

The measurement results of the toroidal transmission function can be seen in Figure 4.14 and in
poloidal orientation in Figure 4.13 for Channel 3. In each plot the original (unmilled) BL0001
aperture version has been added to the plot for comparison. The areas of interest at the edge of
the LOS are shown in an enlarged window. An improvement of the characteristic, respectively
a reduction of stray light around the edges of the LOS can be identified.

1CATIA V5 R19.
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Figure 4.13: Normalized poloidal transmission function of a wide viewing cone (BL0001) of
Channel 3. Comparison of the normal aperture version and the milled apertures (BL7). The
signal at ξ = −4◦ and ξ = −2◦ shows fewer reflections at the edge of the LOS.
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−6 4

Figure 4.14: Normalized toroidal transmission function of a wide viewing cone (BL0001) of
Channel 3. Comparison of the normal aperture version and the milled apertures (BL7). The
signal at θ = −5◦ and θ = −2◦ shows fewer reflections at the edge of the LOS.

The difference is in the range of a few per cent. In total 5 apertures have been modified
which means 3 mm material per aperture has been removed out of the 5 mm thick apertures
which corresponds to a total of 15 mm material removal. Comparing this number with the
length of the removed channel borders (≈ 145 mm) the fractions as stray light reduction (in %)
correspond: 30%

145 mm '
3−4%
15 mm .

From these measurements it can be concluded that the apertures of the collimator should be as
thin as possible, subject to the requirement of the minimum thickness allowed by the thermal,
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mechanical and manufacturing constraints. Furthermore, every surface which is parallel to the
LOS orientation should be avoided as far as possible.

4.1.4 Influence of beam focus on transmission measurement

In this section, the influence of a different, non parallel beam focus is analyzed. During the
requirements analysis of IBOROB in Chapter 3, the need of a radiation source emitting par-
allel light, respectively with a lowest possible beam divergence has been mentioned. How the
transmission is affected can be seen in Figure 4.15, split into the poloidal orientation on the
left and toroidal orientation on the right. Here, the measurements are not normalized to their
respective maximum. Multiple measurements have been performed from a closed to an open
focus (�1 ≈ 1 mm, �2 ≈ 8 mm, �3 ≈ 18 mm, �4 ≈ 27 mm) and even a diverging laser beam
(�5 ≈ 40 mm), see the legend in the figure. For all measurements of this figure, the large
aperture set (BL0005) with the microwave grid top plate has been used (compare Figure 4.4
and Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.15: Poloidal and toroidal transmission of the bolometer bridge voltage. The laser
focus has been gradually changed from a maximum possible focus to a diverging beam. The
microwave grid modulation in the poloidal orientation gradually disappears for a stronger focus,
in the toroidal orientation mainly the amplitude increases.

The poloidal transmission shows an increase of amplitude the more the laser is focused. This is
due the increased power entering into the collimator camera and is as expected. The modulation
due to the microwave grid gradually disappears with each focus change. Firstly the relative
amplitude of the signal decreases (from �4 to �3), then the identification gets difficult �2 and
finally the characteristics disappears completely (�1) from the signal shape.

This can be explained theoretically: In the IBOROB laboratory setup the distance between
the beam expander lens and top plate is approximately 600 mm, the lens diameter has 27 mm.
Therefore, the beam is fanned out of arctan( 27 mm

600 mm) ≈ 2.5◦. The measurement then corresponds
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to a signal convolution of a 2.5◦ fanned out Gaussian shaped function with the original signal,
as a change of focus does not change the beam profile leaving the beam expander.

The resulting signal is filtered like a first grade low-pass filter and the modulation disappears.
Moreover, the focusing introduces additional reflections at the border of the main LOS which
do not exist for the parallel incident radiation (ξ = 3.7◦). The defocused, respectively diverging
laser beam (�5 ≈ 40 mm) has the largest amplitude modulation.

The toroidal transmission shows the same increase of amplitude. The LOS characteristic is
not altered. The maximum focused laser beam (�1 ≈ 1 mm) shows a new modulation with a
high frequency of ≈ 0.13◦. This is due to the positioning inaccuracy of the robot which is in
the same order of magnitude. Small positioning inaccuracies now have a large impact on the
measured transmission signal.

4.1.5 Influence of beam shift on transmission measurement

The laser beam is supposed to be oriented onto the center of the bolometer aperture. However,
the only possibility to check if the setup is correct is by eye and through the laser protection
glasses which results in a certain degree of uncertainty. Goal of this section, is to investigate
the influence of a constant laser positioning inaccuracy on the transmission measurement

Therefore, multiple one dimensional toroidal measurements of ITERBolo-9 and BL0005 with
a laser beam shifted gradually (1 mm steps) in the toroidal plane have been performed. The
laser was shifted from an offset of ∆tor = −5 mm to ∆tor = 5 mm offset. The bar-graph in
Figure 4.16 shows the maximum transmission values in relation to the different laser offset
positions. The signals are normalized to the maximum transmission value (∆tor = 0 mm). In
parallel, a calculation (simulation) was performed based on the one dimensional convolution of
a Gauss-function (Laser diameter �= 27 mm) having the same offset values with a rectangular
function (Toroidal aperture opening of BL00005 dt = 4 mm) .

The simulation shows a symmetric decrease of the maximum transmission values for both offset
directions, which is as expected. This is in contrast to the measurements, which are displaced to
the left in the bar-graph and correspond approximately to a shift of
∆tor = −0.8 mm. Figure 4.17 shows the normalized transmission measurements from both
extreme values and the center value. Here, the effect on the transmission characteristic can be
analyzed. The trapezoidal signal changes into a form of a breaking wave, for ∆tor = −5 mm
into the positive toroidal orientation and for ∆tor = 5 mm in the negative orientation.

The signal decrease and increase towards its maximum is enhanced on its respective side. Here,
the effect is relatively small, in particular considering that an offset of 5 mm is a worst case
deviation for the ITER prototype measurements conducted in the laboratory. However, for
larger aspect ratios of aperture and laser beam and more difficult measurement environments
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Figure 4.16: The bar-graph shows the transmission values of different laser offset positions.
The signals are normalized to the maximum of the value with no offset (0 mm). The measure-
ments can be compared with a simulation of the laser offset.
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Figure 4.17: One dimensional toroidal transmission measurement with an offset in the
toroidal plane. The plot on the left shows the original trapezoidal characteristic, the transmis-
sion with the offsets are changing to a breaking wave form.

this effect will be enhanced, see the results in the following AUG bolometer measurements, e.g.
Figures 4.23 and 4.24.

The radiation source setup could be improved if the beam expander ratio to the maximum
aperture opening (poloidal and toroidal orientation) would be so large, that inaccuracies of
the laser positioning on the aperture center or the Gaussian beam shape cannot influence the
transmission measurement. A larger beam expander (50x) combined with a more powerful
laser (≈ 1 W) should be sufficient. Alternatively, a laser providing a top-hat beam profile
could be combined with the existing beam expander. More laser power would also improve
the overall signal quality because the DAQ could be operated in its optimal operation range.
For the measurements presented here, the AD converters have been working only within 30%
of their capacity which can be seen in Figure 4.15. The maximum bolometer bridge voltage
Max [Ubolo(�4 ≈ 27mm)] reaches 3 mV for a 10 mV A/D operation range.
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4.2 ASDEX Upgrade bolometer measurements

For demonstrating whether the developed measurement procedures really are suitable for the
operation in a tokamak environment IBOROB was operated in ASDEX Upgrade during a regu-
lar shutdown period to measure the characteristics and orientation of the integrated bolometer
cameras. This section presents the results and integration challenges of this first setup.

4.2.1 Integration of IBOROB in ASDEX Upgrade

Tokamak experiments with the size of ASDEX Upgrade alternate regularly between an experi-
mental campaign and a shutdown phase. During the years 2013-2014 an eight month shutdown
of ASDEX Upgrade took place to perform regular maintenance of the vessel and to conduct
major upgrades. Many scientist want to work with the experiment, therefore the access inside
the vessel in this period is chronologically organized. IBOROB was assigned a time slot of one
day shift and two weeks of night shifts because the whole vessel is blocked for other work due to
the usage of the Class 3B laser source (see Chapter 3.2.2). As a security measure, all remaining
open ports had to be closed or blocked during the operation of IBOROB. Thus, apart from the
first day, the measurements were usually configured in the afternoon and run over night. The
next morning the measurement had to be finished in order not to interfere with other work
being conducted in the vessel. During the day, the robot had to be moved in a parking position
very close to the inner wall not to obstruct other work.

Two persons are needed for the complete installation of the robot including the mounting device.
The LWR is inserted in a special folded position, forming a U-shape in order to fit through the
A-Port. Mounting the LWR in the straight position, which is the standard transport alignment
from the manufacturer is not possible due to space restrictions. A plastic sledge padded with
foam is used to transport the robot through the A-Port, minimizing damage risks and non-
uniform loads on the multiple axis due to protective reasons. This is particular important
because the vessel is too small allowing the straight position which is necessary for the axis
readjustment with the vernier scale of certain axis. A metal floor plate is inserted in the divertor
area thus allows the freedom of movement in the vessel and the manual transport of IBOROB
to its position in the torus. At first, the mounting device is connected to the inner vessel wall,
with a few PFCs being partly removed to allow the access to the screw holes, and then the
LWR is installed.

4.2.2 Determining the optimal position in the experiment

Before inserting such a complex device in the vessel, an extensive testing of the IBOROB
functionality had to be performed in advance. The robot can generate powerful forces, therefore
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it must be ensured at all times that the robot does not damage other components in the
experimental vessel or itself during the operation. The KUKA LWR is very sensitive, any
collision usually causes a complete halt or even a mechanical damage to the brakes or engines
of the robot.

Standard security measures in robotics, such as defining prohibited zones for the TCP or a rep-
resentative point in the center of the payload and limiting axial angles have been implemented
in the control algorithm (see KUKA LWR manual [132]). However, the space is limited to
such an extent in the vessel, that if too stringent security settings were defined in the internal
control algorithms, the robot would be limited too much and would not be able to perform the
measurement task. For instance, the divertor width is only about twice as large as the laser
and beam expander length. Moreover, defining a safe distance from the vessel wall is possible
for the TCP but not for each axis. Thus, it can not be guaranteed that one axis moves in an
unwanted direction while e.g. folding the robot arm (see Chapter 3.3.1).

Finally, the axes limitations strongly depend on each other. A disproportionately complex
trajectory analysis of the many possible solutions would have been necessary to asses all these
parameters [135]. Because the robot will only have to perform a limited amount of movements
(due to the limited amount of cameras) and in order to ensure that everything will work well, the
movements and different available positions have been tested within a spare replica of an octant
of ASDEX Upgrade, which generates a realistic simulation of the vessel internal environment.
For most of the new extensions of the experiment, especially the ones with large geometrical
properties, this is a crucial test for qualification of the engineering feasibility. It consists of an
empty ring representing two sectors of the torus. Depending on the situation, users can add
additional components.

Here, several camera mock-ups have been placed in the test octant including the FAROArm
(see Chapter 3.4.1) and the IBOROB mounting device (see Chapter 3.2.3) simulating a similar
assembly as during the real measurement. The CS calibration procedure has been tested
but also e.g. if the measurement arm reaches all necessary points (camera housing edges of
all bolometer cameras) from one position. In particular the collision-free path and motion
planning, the choice of the axis alignment and the definition of the enfolding direction of the
central axis (A3) have been assessed. All possible "show stoppers" had to be identified early,
since the access periods during the shutdown of ASDEX Upgrade are very limited.

In order to optimally position IBOROB in the limited space between the inner and outer vessel
wall, the following four criteria have to be balanced against each other:

• The accessibility of measurable LOS.

• The measurement of different bolometer cameras.

• The achievable measurement accuracy which depends on the position.

• The degree of freedom of the robot with respect to the measurement area.
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The changeable parameters are:

• The robot can be mounted in between the Sectors 4/5/6 due to the bolometer positions
in Sector 5.

• The four different alignment positions of the robot with the mounting device (90◦ steps).

• The operational distance between laser and bolometer aperture.

• The total effort relating to the necessary experimental time.

As the measurements will have to be conducted within a given period of time, the driving force
behind the choice was mainly to simplify the whole procedure. Based on the above named
issues, a single horizontal alignment of the robot to the left (counter clockwise in the torus)
in Sector 5 has been chosen in order to reduce the complexity for the first setup. A picture
of IBOROB mounted in ASDEX Upgrade aiming on a FHC bolometer camera can be seen on
Figure 4.18. The Figure shows one person (center) programming the remote control software
(see Chapter 3.3.6) and the other person (right) holding the manual control in order to intervene
(with the deadmanshandle) in case the robot shows unplanned behavior. Here, the laptop is
connected via a wireless connection to the network of the experimental vessel which in turn is
connected with the PXI system running the remote control interface.

An installation of IBOROB in Sector 6 would allow a good access of the FLX and FHC cameras
but would provide only a very limited access to the FVC camera. For a position in Sector 4
the situation would be even worse, consisting of the entire loss of access to the FLX camera.
Therefore, the position in Sector 5, radially in front of the FHC camera, is optimal. However,
the FHS camera is excluded for all settings. This camera is located too close to the mounting
position on the inner heat shield and the scanning area wouldn’t be sufficient. A complete
different design of the mounting device would have been necessary to measure this camera.

The advantage of the sidewise mounting on the inner wall is that the central Axis A3 can be
moved across a wide vertical working range, from the divertor to two-thirds of the height of
the vessel. In particular, axis A1 can be used over a much wider movement range (±90◦) than
if the robot had been mounted vertically. Moreover, axis A1 and A5 are mostly perpendicular
to each other, thus optimally aligned to perform a poloidal movement while remaining aligned
on the bolometer aperture. The same applies for axis A2 and A6 for the toroidal orientation.

4.2.3 Motion planning issues

After the choice of the position, the motion planning for each camera has to be developed. Apart
from finding feasible paths inside the confined spaces of the experimental vessel, a rectangular
measurement field has to be defined in advance (see Chapter 3.4.3) for each camera. Then, for
each measurement, the robot has to move from the park position to the start position of the
measurement. However, this movement already involves major axis motions so that this step
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Figure 4.18: Photo of IBOROB operating in ASDEX Upgrade. The laser points on the FHC
camera. Two scientist are in the vessel during the installation procedure, one is supervising the
manual robot control, mainly due to safety reasons, and the other one controls IBOROB via
the remote control interface (see Chapter 3.3.6).

has to be approached gradually or divided into a number of smaller steps in order to avoid
vessel collisions.

Moreover, singularities play a significant role for the motion planning of robotic manipulators.
They are caused by a particular arrangement of robot axes resulting in unpredictable robot
motion or the breakdown of the robot because the control algorithm cannot decide how to
continue the motion. Here, due to an additional constraint of the fixed orientation (poloidal
and toroidal orientation of the end effector with laser and beam expander) and the constant
aiming onto the bolometer aperture, the freedom of the robot is further reduced. Constraint
singularities can appear, which makes it particularly problematic. These configurations must
be avoided for the faultless operation because if a singularity is present in the actual rectangular
measurement field, the kinematic chain degenerates abruptly and a certain position cannot be
passed.

From the main robot motion commands (LIN, PTP, LIN REL, PTP REL [132]), IBOROB was
programmed for the vessel measurements using Point to Point Relative Movements (PTP REL)
movements. This command constrains the internal robot control algorithm as little as possible,
only the start position and the end position at a fixed toroidal or poloidal orientation of the
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laser (and beam expander) is set. The rest is left to the robot control algorithms as a freely
determinable parameter. For instance, the orientation of the laser axis (Z-Axis in the laser
CS, see Figure 3.4) is not constrained, which results in being more fail-safe. However, this can
lead to a slight rotation of the laser axis, but due to the rotationally symmetric laser it does
not have any influence on the measurement signal. Furthermore, proper rectangular scanning
areas cannot be defined exactly (see Figure 4.23), but this has also no implications on the data
evaluation.

An example of the measurement movement is shown in Figure 4.19. It shows the toroidal
and poloidal orientation of the laser and beam expander in the bolometer CS over time. The
data is taken from a section of the movement during the measurement of the FHC camera (see
Chapter 4.2.5). Each poloidal step (δξ = 0.15◦) is followed by a complete toroidal measurement
(∆θ = 30◦). Then the robot moves back to the initial toroidal position. Subsequently multiple
toroidal (one dimensional) measurements of the LOS are recorded. It can be seen, that during
the re-positioning of the robot after each toroidal measurement the poloidal alignment is shortly
not maintained (blue peaks). This is a typical behavior for a PTP movement.
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Figure 4.19: Toroidal and poloidal orientation during the two dimensional measurement of an
ASDEX Upgrade camera. Toroidal (in green on the right axis) and poloidal (in blue on the left
axis) orientation in the bolometer CS versus the time. After each toroidal scan of ∆θ = 30◦, a
poloidal step of δξ = 0.15◦ is performed. The spikes in the poloidal orientation are due to the
PTP re-positioning.

4.2.4 Measurement of global coordinate system alignment

The global alignment of the robot CS in the torus CS has to be absolutely calibrated, in order
to make global statements concerning the in-vessel LOS alignment. Therefore, the method
described in Chapter 3.4.1.2 is applied. The schematic drawing of all involved components can
be seen in Figure 4.20. It shows an isometric view of the vessel. The two large circles on the
right represent the inner vessel wall and the reversed C the Sector 5. All three cameras (FHC,
FLX, FVC), which could be accessed in the area of Sector 5, are indicated. The IBOROB CS is
located in the center of its circular robot foot and the same applies for the FaroArm CS being
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in the center of its circular attachment. The origin of the ASDEX Upgrade CS is defined in the
center of the circular tokamak vessel. All CS are represented by three arrows, the bolometer
cameras, which have multiple apertures, require also multiple CS (compare Figure 2.8).

The calibration movements in order to determine of the orientation of the robot CS are rep-
resented by lines forming a cross (±X,±Y,±Z). The advantage is that the position of these
movements can be freely selected and their exact length is irrelevant. Objective is to derive
the orientation and this can be done by connecting the start and end points of these motions.
Next step is then to derive a CS from these constructed lines. The origin can be determined
from the robot foot position.

ASDEX Upgrade

       CS

ASDEX Upgrade:

inner vessel wall

Sector 5

Sector 6

FaroArm®

 CS

Calibration 

Movement

-X

+X
+Z

-Z

+Y -Y

FVC

FHC

FLX
IBOROB CS

Sector 5 Sector 4

Figure 4.20: Isometric view of absolute CS measurement with FaroCam2Measure Software.
The CS of IBOROB and ASDEX Upgrade are indicated. The housings of the bolometer cameras
FVC, FHC and FLX are shown. Black dots indicate the aperture center.

The FaroArm is connected to the inner heat shield in Sector 6 with a mounting device com-
parable of the one for the robot. The measuring tip can reach all necessary points from this
position. A schematic toroidal view of the relevant Sector 5 boarding Sectors 4 and 6 can be
seen in Figure 4.21. The inner vessel wall is on the right and an A-Port, similar to the one used
to enter the vessel, is on the left. As shown in the previous figure, the position of IBOROB, the
FaroArm and the positions of the measured bolometer cameras are indicated. The approximate
toroidal orientation of the bolometer LOS, as derived from theoretical calculations (see Chapter
2.2.3), are indicated in red. The green line is a measured reflection which will be explained in
Section 4.2.5.1.
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Figure 4.21: Toroidal view of Sectors 4,5 and 6 of ASDEX Upgrade. The positions of
the three measured bolometer cameras FVC(left), FHC(left) and FLX(middle) are indicated
with boxes. IBOROB is mounted via the mounting device (see Chapter 3.2.3) onto the inner
heat shield of the vessel (dotted circle on the right). The theoretical toroidal LOS alignment
is represented by the red lines. The green line connected to the FVC camera indicates the
measured reflection angle. The dotted blue lines indicate the area of Sector 5.

Now, the FaroArm measurement tip is moved manually to all positions which are needed to
calculate the position or orientation. Then, the respective positions (X,Y,Z) of the bolometer
apertures and detectors can be transformed to the robot CS and then transferred to the control
software of IBOROB. The calibration result can be quickly cross checked by pointing the laser
CS to a defined position, such as the aperture center of a bolometer camera. If the laser beam is
not in the center of the aperture, its is likely that a mistake has been made. Here, an evaluation
by eye of the laser center did not show a larger deviation then 1− 2 mm which is in the range
of the absolute positioning accuracy of the KUKA LWR.

The absolute accuracy of a CMM can vary and usually depends on the stability of the mounting
respectively of the amount of force interacting with the measuring arm parts. For our setup in
a tokamak this is not optimal, but still a sufficient volumetric accuracy of 0.1 mm was achieved.
This is in the range of normal operating conditions of the FaroArm in ASDEX Upgrade.

The torus system of ASDEX Upgrade is organized in 16 toroidal sectors each one spanning
over ∆Φsectors = 22.5◦. IBOROB is mounted in the center of Sector 5, which corresponds to
ΦSector5 = 101.25◦ (4 ∗ 22.5◦ + 1/2(22.5◦). The software of the FaroArm calculated the actual
position of IBOROB to be at ΦIBOROB = 101.7◦. Thus, the position of IBOROB deviated
0.45◦ in toroidal orientation from its expected alignment in the vessel CS. All following required
calculations for the coordinate transformations can be done using the features of the FARO
Cam2Measure software.
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4.2.5 Analysis of line of sight characteristics

In this section, the measurement results with IBOROB obtained in the vessel will be discussed.
Figure 4.22 shows a poloidal cross-section of ASDEX Upgrade including the central poloidal
orientation of the LOS. A CAD drawing of IBOROB has been added into the poloidal cross-
section. For better visibility, the robot is shown in a vertical position, instead of the tilted one
as used for the measurements (see Section 4.2.2).

The LOS broadening over its length, respectively the viewing cone, is not shown. It shall be
noticed, that most of the viewing cones are as wide as the spacing between the LOS. Some
channels, which will be mentioned in this work, are additionally numbered in the figure. The
LOS marked in red could be reached with IBOROB, whereby the accessible toroidal angle range
(∆θ) may vary depending on the TCP position. For LOS situated more in the center of the
vessel large toroidal ranges (∆θ ≈ 20◦−35◦) are available, for LOS on the top or in the divertor
only smaller measurement ranges (∆θ ≈ 5− 10◦).

The LOS which are passing close to PFCs can not be measured at all due to the size of the laser
and beam expander. Finally, the accessibility is a trade-off between scanning many LOS or
enabling a broad toroidal scanning range for the specific camera. The following measurement
results will be presented:

• FHC bolometer: Nine channels could be accessed (Channel 16-23). Channel 20 is ex-
pected to be aligned almost horizontally at the poloidal angle of ξCAD = 0.35◦. Therefore,
this channel and the neighboring ones are the most simple to access due to their position
radially in front of the robot. The results can bee seen in Figure 4.23 of Section 4.2.5.3.

• FVC bolometer: Channel 84 is a LOS which looks slightly downward in the direction
of IBOROB and can also be accessed very well. In particular in toroidal orientation a
broad measurement can be achieved (∆θ = 35◦). Figure 4.25 in Section 4.2.5.1 shows the
result.

• FVC bolometer: 14 Channels could be measured within two consecutive measurements:
Channels 73-86, with a poloidal angle from ξstart = −80◦ to ξend = −20◦. See Figure 4.24
in Section 4.2.5.2 for the results.

• FLX bolometer: The camera which observes the divertor is located close to the bottom
of the vessel and was difficult to access. Only the first LOS (Channel 102)- counting from
top to bottom - could be measured completely, the second LOS (Channel 101) could only
be accessed until about the first half of its viewing cone. No results will be presented
because they do not contain additional information.
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Figure 4.22: Diagram of a poloidal cross-section of ASDEX Upgrade with bolometer LOS
merged into one poloidal plane including a CAD drawing of IBOROB mounted on the inner
heat shield via the mounting device. The positions of the three measured bolometer cameras
FVC, FHC and FLX are indicated with boxes. The LOS which were in the measurement range
of IBOROB are marked in red. Additionally, relevant LOS channel numbers are indicated and
a scaling has been added.
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FHC and FVC can be measured with the TCP being in a distance of 300 mm from the camera
pin hole. The FLX camera can only be measured in a very short distance of 130 mm due to
the limited space available in the divertor. Furthermore, due to the limited time available, the
measurement resolution had to be rather low. Therefore, all measurements presented in this
section have been conducted with a robot step size (in poloidal and toroidal orientation) of
δξ,θ = 0.15◦.

The bolometer DAQ at ASDEX Upgrade is usually used during the usual discharge times of
10 s. The developers tested the system during its development only with a data stream length
of 30 s [45]. Performing measurements with a duration of multiple hours revealed an error in
the analog to digital conversion. After a certain time of running the DAQ, the signal shows
jumps at irregular intervals which suggest some kind of bit flipping error or buffer overflow. If
the software created this error or if there was a hardware defect in the electronics could not be
determined during this work. As a result, some acquired samples had strong signal fluctuations
which introduced additional noise in the signal. On some channels it had a strong impact,
others remained nearly unaffected (see Figure 4.25). Therefore, the measurement signals ac-
quired with the ASDEX Upgrade electronics show a lower quality compared to the laboratory
measurements. Additionally, it shall be noted that based on the experience of the ASDEX
Upgrade bolometer operators, the vessel environment always introduced considerably more ex-
ternal noise compared to tests performed in the laboratory. However, the errors acquired here
contribute mostly to a visual deterioration of the signal but don’t compromise the conclusions
based on the LOS assessment.

4.2.5.1 Detection of internal camera relflections

In this section, the detection of internal camera reflections with IBOROB will be discussed using
the measurement result of the FVC camera Channel 84. One reason that the FVC camera has
been selected for this analysis was, because the operators of ASDEX Upgrade were dissatisfied
with the accuracy of that camera in the past, but could not identify the exact source of the
error. Additionally, this channel could be accessed with maximum toroidal range compared to
other channels (∆θ = 30◦, ∆ξ = 5◦).

In Figure 4.23 the two dimensional result of the Channel 84 from the FVC camera is shown
in a contour plot. The expected alignment is ξCAD = −30.6◦ in poloidal orientation and
θCAD = 101.7◦ in toroidal orientation. The measured alignment is ξMEA = −29.8◦ and θMEA =
102.6◦. Thus, it shows an error of θerror = 0.9◦ and ξerror = 1◦ from the intended orientation.
Furthermore, the maximum transmission values are not symmetrically in the center. This is
probably due to a misaligned laser beam - a few mm offset from the center - as shown in
Chapter 4.1.5.

This figure shows the DAQ signals from a single channel. A reflection, also known as a ghost
image, which is defined in optics as an undesired duplicate image near the desired image, can
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Figure 4.23: Contour plot of Channel 84 of the FVC Camera: Internal camera reflection can
be identified. They are generated by the camera housing, which is made of reflective stainless
steel plates.

be identified at a toroidal angular distance of θREF = 12◦. The poloidal orientation of the
reflection is the same.

The reflection has an intensity of ≈ 30% compared to the maximum of the main LOS. It can
be expected that this reflection exists at least in the whole visible spectral range due to the
similar reflection coefficients in this wavelength range. But in order to make assumptions about
its fraction in broader spectral ranges, the specific reflection coefficients of the material, the
surface characteristics of the housing material and the spectral power distribution have to be
known.

The noise, which can be seen in particular in the signal of the main LOS is due to the DAQ
errors. Unpredictable bit-flips are generating high and low signal peaks which are not related
to the transmission characteristic. For lower absolute signal powers, e.g. in the reflection, they
are less perceptible.

However, it is evident that the toroidal definition of the LOS is not as expected. Due to the
curvature of the doughnut-shaped vessel each LOS with such a characteristic will measure an
additional radiated power. When evaluating the signals using tomography, this leads to a
misinterpretation of the radiation profile. In this context it shall be noted, that it is unwanted
to have LOS looking in the toroidal flow direction of the plasma when performing tomography
of a poloidal (!) cross-section. Also the effective length of the LOS is extended by 10-15% which
results in even more light yield on the detector. The direction of this reflection is also indicated
as a dotted green line in the toroidal cross-sectional view in Figure 4.21.
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Following conclusions can be drawn: Firstly, due to the similar design of the ASDEX Upgrade
cameras, it can be expected that the other LOS suffer from the same reflections in toroidal
orientation. Secondly, this may also cover the poloidal orientation for LOS at the edge of
the camera housing, depending on the specific camera geometries. Such reflections are not
acceptable if the diagnostic should provide reliable data. A broadening of the transmission
by 0.5◦ such as identified in the ’12 ITER colllimator prototype deteriorates the measurement
accuracy too, but it would be possible to integrate such a characteristic in the reconstruction
alogrithm. However, for a reflection which deviates 12◦ from the intended alignment - due to the
symmetric housing probably in both toroidal orientations (for Channel 84 ≈ θ = 90◦) - a post
processing or filtering of the data, even with exact knowledge of the experimental parameters,
is almost impossible. Under the assumption of a worst case scenario (depending on the type of
experiment conducted in the vessel) this channel could generate measurements several factors
above the real value.

In Chapter 2.4.1, the ASDEX Upgrade bolometer camera design has been explained. The
camera housing is made from stainless steel plates. In general, metals have a considerable high
reflectivity in the visible and NIR spectrum which means that any radiation in this wavelength
range will lead to increased stray light. Depending on the geometric conditions, this can lead to
reflections in the housing comparable to the reflections due to the channel walls measured from
the ITER prototype (see Section 4.1.3.2). Therefore, most of the cameras at ASDEX Upgrade
had to be modified. They have been upgraded with custom grooved plate with a rough surface
inside the camera housing in order to scatter and disperse the reflected radiation.

4.2.5.2 Absolute measurement of poloidal line of sight arangement

In the following, the absolute measurement of multiple LOS of the FVC camera will be pre-
sented. The result consists of two separate measurements which have been merged into one
data set. During the first (1) measurement Channels 73-81 were measured and in the second
(2) measurement, Channels 81-86. The measurements were performed in the two dimensional
measurement mode with ξ(1)

start = −80◦, ξ(1)
end = −40◦, ξ(2)

start = −45◦, ξ(2)
end = −20◦,∆θ = 10◦.

Then, the two dimensionally acquired data has been integrated in toroidal orientation to gen-
erate a projection onto the poloidal plane, similar to the one dimensional measurement results
shown from the ITER bolometer prototypes. The measurement result can be seen on Figure
4.24. For a better identification the LOS are marked with different colours and the legend
on the top identifies the corresponding channel numbers. Additionally, the expected poloidal
LOS alignment from the CAD is indicated with + signs at a value of 50% of the normalized
transmissions.

When comparing the orientation of the measurement, it should be noted that Channels 73-76,
77-80, 81-84, respectively and 85-88 are each part of a four channel detector. Thus, slightly
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larger gaps between the LOS can be identified between the Channels 76-77 and 84-85 in compar-
ison to the other gaps. The FVC camera consists of multiple trapezoidal camera parts, which
are separated by additional supports (see image of construction design of the FHC camera in
Figure 2.8) for each adjacent four channel detector. Depending on the type of the support, the
border between both camera parts can result in a larger gap, here between Channel 80 and 81.

In order to evaluate the alignment of each LOS quantitatively, the center (of gravity) is cal-
culated by integrating each LOS over its signal shape: ξMEA = 1

WLOS

∑
kξ(ξ) · ξ, with WLOS

being the (scalar) total transmission of all the transmission values of each LOS. Here, only
transmission values above 20% have been taken into account in order to minimize the influence
of the noise. The results are summarized in table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Comparison of measured and theoretically expected poloidal orientation of the FVC
bolometer camera of ASDEX Upgrade. During the first (1) measurement Channels 73-81 were
measured and in the second (2) measurement, Channels 81-86. See Chapter 3.5.2 concerning
the measurement uncertainty.

FVC 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
ξCAD −76.74◦ −72.72◦ −68.70◦ −64.70◦ −59.94◦ −55.94◦ −51.92◦ −47.90◦
ξMEA −77.21◦ −73.18◦ −69.08◦ −65.06◦ −60.42◦ −56.40◦ −52.32◦ −48.23◦

FVC 81 (1) 81 (2) 82 83 84 85 86
ξCAD −42.63◦ −42.63◦ −38.63◦ −34.62◦ −30.59◦ −25.83◦ −21.82◦
ξMEA −41.88◦ −41.81◦ −37.71◦ −33.65◦ −29.60◦ −25.04◦ −21.04◦

Comparing the measured absolute poloidal orientation of the LOS (ξMEA) to the expected
values (ξCAD), a maximum difference of 0.99◦ (Channel 84) can be observed and a minimum
difference of 0.33◦ (Channel 80). The LOS of the Channels 73-80 equally deviate in the negative
poloidal direction, for Channels 81-86 they deviate in the positive direction. It is likely that the
size of the supports between Channel 80-81 do not exactly correspond to the CAD parameters
of the camera design. However, it has to be admitted, that this is a difficult task due to the
manual assembly of the camera and supports in the vessel.

But the relative poloidal spacings between each channel within a detector are constant and
within the scope of this measurement accuracy. The expected distance between each channel is
4.0◦. The measured distances are 4.03◦ for (Channel 73-74), 4.1◦ for (Channel 74-75) and 4.02◦

for (Channel 75-76). These relative values depend only on the detector cover manufacturing
accuracy (component can be seen in Figure 2.1 F) and as this component is machined in one
piece, it is unlikely to have a large variance in between the four detector openings.

From the measurement of Channel 81, which has been measured twice, the accuracy of the
measurement procedure can be cross checked. The measurements have been done during two
different nights, thus the robot has been moved in the park position in between. Moreover, the
axis of the robot have been oriented in complete different positions, which can be considered as
a worst-case scenario for the absolute position accuracy of the robot. However, the difference
between both measurements is very small: ξChannel81(1)

CAD − ξChannel81(2)
CAD = 0.07◦.
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Another effect that needs to be discussed in this context is that the LOS shape form the first
measurement (Channels 73-81) shows a steeper rise of the transmission than the descent. In
contradiction to the second measurement, which shows the opposite: A steeper descend than
rise of the signal, in particular for Channels 83-86 (Channel 83 has been excluded for this
analysis due to the strong noise). This effect is caused from a constant horizontal shift of the
laser center in respect to the pin hole and has been explained in Chapter 4.1.5.

The ASDEX Upgrade bolometer cameras are particularly vulnerable to that effect because
the poloidal pin hole width of the ASDEX Upgrade bolometers is larger than the average
ITER bolometer apertures. As explained in Chapter 3.2.2, the beam expander generates a
beam output of a diameter �las = 27 mm. For a poloidal aperture width of 5 mm, positioning
inaccuracies will modify the signal shape. However, the center of gravity of each LOS is not
affected strongly.

4.2.5.3 Two dimensional measurement of line of sight distribution

Figure 4.25 shows a contour plot of a single two dimensional measurement of the FHC cam-
era Channels 16-23. This measurement was conducted with a toroidal and poloidal resolution of
δξ,θ = 0.15◦ and a scanning area of ∆ξ = 30◦ and ∆θ = 12◦ acquiring
∆ξ∗∆θ
(0.15◦)2 = 16 000 samples within 5 h. Each channel is marked in the plot. Channels 16, 17,
21, 22, 23 and 24 are fully operational and are used for the evaluation. No bolometer bridge
voltage could be measured from Channel 18, respectively no calibration data could be obtained
from the LabVIEW program, which suggests that the detector meander is broken. Channels
19 and 20 are strongly perturbed by bit flipping errors of the bolometer DAQ, thus only signals
above relative values of 50% have been added to the plot for this channels.

Dotted lines were integrated into the plot to indicate the theoretically expected poloidal ori-
entation (ξCAD) of the detector and camera alignment, exemplary for Channels 17 and 23. All
FHC camera channels are supposed to be toroidally aligned at θCAD = 108◦. A comparison
of the toroidal orientation from the measurement with the expected one shows a rather good
agreement for the Channels 21-24. However, the Channels 16-20 show a constantly increasing
deviation from θminerror = 0.5◦ to θmaxerror = 2.5◦ from the expected orientation. In this camera,
Channels 24-21, Channels 20-17 and Channels 16-12 are grouped in independent detector hold-
ers within the camera. Therefore, a small inclination of a few degrees of the four channel
detector mounted inside the camera could be responsible for these different deviations.

Finally, only the sum of all influencing parameters can be measured. A dedicated analy-
sis, e.g. separating the individual error sources as performed with the ITER prototypes in the
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Figure 4.25: Contour plot of the calibration measurement of the FHC bolometer camera.
Channels 16 - 24 are plotted in the torus CS. Channel 18 is broken. The DAQ in Channels
19 and 20 suffered from many bit errors, thus only values above 50 are plotted. The expected
orientations in toroidal and poloidal direction of Channels 17 and 23 are indicated as well.
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laboratory, is not possible when performing vessel measurements. A horizontal tilt of the whole
camera would only explain an equal misalignment of every channel (see Chapter 2.4 explaining
the ASDEX Upgrade camera design). Here, it is probably a combined error of an inaccurately
aligned detector within the camera and the camera itself.

Concerning the poloidal orientation, the divergence has a constant value ξerror ≈ 1.8◦, which
can be assigned to a horizontal tilt of the camera. Table 4.3 shows a summary of the exact
values of theoretically expected and measured orientation. Again, only transmission values
above 20% (values with light blue in the contour plot) have been taken into account (values
above 50% for Channel 19 and 20) for the center of gravity calculations.

Table 4.3: Comparision of measured (ξMEA, θMEA) and theoretically expected orientation
(ξCAD, θCAD = 108◦ for all channels) of the FHC bolometer camera Channels 16-24 of ASDEX
Upgrade. The measured Etendue (EtMEA) is normalized to Channel 24 and can be compared
to the expected value (EtCAD). See Chapter 3.5.2 concerning the measurement uncertainty.

FHC 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
ξCAD −14.24◦ −10.67◦ −7.23◦ −3.79◦ −0.35◦ 3.22◦ 6.65◦ 10.10◦ 13.53◦
ξMEA −12.47◦ −8.91◦ −2.08◦ 1.67◦ 4.94◦ 8.42◦ 11.97◦ 15.24◦
θMEA 110.5◦ 109.9◦ 109.3◦ 109.1◦ 108.5◦ 108.2◦ 108◦ 107.9◦
EtCAD 0.863 0.892 0.927 0.948 0.955 0.970 0.992 1 0.992
EtMEA 0.668 0.705 0.922 0.964 1

From this data, the Etendue of each channel has been calculated by integrating over all trans-
mission values of each respective channel (see Chapter 2.2.3). The reason that the Etendue
values are different, is due to different tilt angles of the detector towards the aperture pin hole
and due to their different positions in the camera housing affecting the effective aperture size
(see Figure 2.7 B).

The challenge for the analysis is, that the measured channels have a different noise level which
significantly influences the results when integrating the data. Channel 23 has a much better
signal quality then the other channels, which thus results in a much higher Etenude, therefore
it was excluded from this calculation. Here, the Etendue values have been normalized to the
maximum value of Channel 24 because it has the maximum theoretical Etendue1 (EtCAD =
0.992) from the remaining channels. Comparing the values in the Table 4.3, it can be seen that
the measured Etendue represent the theoretical values well, in particular the differences between
adjacent channels (2-3%), taking into account the variations of the noise levels. Channel 21,
22 and 24 show the largest Etendue and Channel 16 and 17 show a slight decrease which can
also be seen comparing the differences of the geometrical size of the LOS in the plot.

Considering the LOS shape, two differences of the expected characteristics can be recognized:
Firstly, the LOS maximums are systematically dislocated in the positive poloidal orientation
which suggests that the laser beam was not accurately positioned on the pinhole aperture open-

1A normalization to Channel 22 results in values differing by 1%
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ing (see Chapter 3.2.2), just as the measurement presented in the previous chapter. Secondly,
due to the two dimensional visualization as a contour plot, it can be seen that the toroidal
width is decreasing in negative poloidal direction forming a trapezoidal shape.

For the bolometer cameras of ASDEX Upgrade can be concluded that the LOS alignment
shows deviations in the range of several degrees. This result should be taken as an input value
for accuracy considerations regarding the installation of future vessel components. Concerning
most diagnostics in a tokamak experiment, the deviations in toroidal orientation are only a
minor problem. The impact on the measured quantities (for bolometry the radiated power)
will be rather small due to the toroidal symmetry of the vessel. But the deviations in poloidal
orientation affect the spatial accuracy of e.g tomography, thus have to be taken into account
for the future.

4.3 Implications for the bolometer diagnostic of ITER

Misaligned LOS in poloidal or toroidal orientation of 1◦ − 3◦ are not a serious problem for a
medium-size tokamak like ASDEX Upgrade. Certainly, it is difficult to deduce plasma physical
phenomena from inaccurate tomographic reconstructions, but the diagnostic is still performing
in terms of providing a representation of the total radiated power. However, if this error is
extrapolated towards ITER, note that the size of the vessel is increased by a factor of four
compared to ASDEX Upgrade, the negative impact of these deviations concerning the spatial
resolution of the diagnostic would be intensified. A poloidal misalignment of 3◦ for a camera
LOS with a length of up to seven meters looking from the top into the divertor would lead to
a misalignment of 36 cm. This means that the reconstructed radiation profile would contain
significantly blurred areas because the size of radiating structures is usually in the order of
5 − 10 cm. In particular, misaligned LOS monitoring areas with strong gradients, such as the
area around the X-point, would not be resolved properly.

Furthermore, due to the installation constraints of the bolometer cameras in the ITER vessel
(see Chapter 1.3.1), the main problem will be a shadowing effect from the BMs. Undetected
misalignments could result in a LOS with a channel Etendu of merely half the expected value
or in the worst case being completely obscured. This cannot be accepted for a diagnostic
which is intended to provide data for the basic machine protection. If partly shadowed LOS
remain unidentified the accuracy for the ITER plasma control system will not be reached and
dependable tomographic reconstructions will not be possible.

Therefore, there are two options: Either the overall installation accuracy of the ITER compo-
nents will be one order of magnitude better than that of ASDEX Upgrade (0.1◦−0.2◦ instead of
2◦−3◦) or a similar LOS measurement system will have to be developed for ITER. Considering
that ITER will still be an physics experiment and not a power plant, which means that the
vessel will be modified on a regular basis, the latter is highly recommended.
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Essential requirements for a LOS measurement system for ITER

A LOS measurement system for ITER would be more complex in several dimensions compared
to IBOROB operating in ASDEX Upgrade in particular considering the challenges posed by
the harsh ITER environment. Firstly, it will be difficult to procure a manipulator directly
from the industry which tolerates the radiation environment conditions in the vessel after D-T
operation. Thus, a dedicated development will be necessary [137]. Secondly, due to the toroidal
distribution of the cameras in the vessel, the whole circular vessel needs to be accessed. This
means that the manipulator will have to be able to move independently between different
sectors.

A manipulator similar to the Articulated Inspection Arm [138] robot used at Tore Supra1 or
the 10 metre long articulated boom called MASCOT at JET used for the in-vessel inspection
[139] would be a good example. If a dedicated system cannot be realized, the LOS measure-
ment device could be integrated on a RH system for ITER already being under development.
The In Vessel Viewing System (IVVS) [140], which is an articulated inspection arm with the
objective to perform inspection tasks and gather metrology data within a certain spatial ac-
curacy, could be further enhanced to perform this task. Another possibility would be to use
the in-vessel transporter of the ITER blanket module maintenance system. This transporter
is composed of a vehicle and a rail and could be used as a carrier system for an attached LOS
calibration manipulator. Because of the larger vessel size, the calibration movements could
then be performed at a larger distance from the detector enhancing the angular accuracy of the
transmission measurements. Therefore, the absolute position accuracy requirements of such a
manipulator could be lower than for ASDEX Upgrade. However, the accessible positions could
be limited by the capabilities of the transporter.

1Tore Supra is a French superconducting tokamak, situated at the nuclear research center of Cadarache
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5. Summary and outlook

The research performed in this work consisted of two main tasks: First, the development of an
automated measurement system, which allows to measure the LOS characteristics and align-
ment of bolometer cameras in order to assess and optimize the LOS transmission of different
bolometer collimator prototypes currently under development for ITER. Secondly, to prove
that the developed measurement device is capable to determine the geometric LOS properties
in situ in a tokamak environment with sufficient precision by demonstrating its operation in
ASDEX Upgrade.

The developed measurement system named IBOROB is based on a seven axis KUKA lightweight
robot with a mounted laser and beam expander serving as radiation source. The required re-
mote control software was realized in a LabVIEW program and allows the real-time monitoring
of all processes. It includes the control of the bolometer DAQ, the triggering of the laser and
the motion planning of the robot. Several mechanical mounting devices have been manufac-
tured to allow an installation in the laboratory or directly in the experimental vessel. In a
fully automated process, the system can determine the two-dimensional transmission function
of a bolometer camera at a very high resolution. The results can be interpreted directly, no
post processing of the data is needed, the LOS transmission is the direct output from the
measurement device. In a global CS, such as the tokamak CS, an external CMM device is
required to calibrate the system. Depending on the external constraints, the camera charac-
teristic and alignment can be assessed with a sufficient angular uncertainty of ∆ ≈ 0.1 − 0.2◦

which corresponds to the angular accuracy needed for the alignment of the ITER bolometer
components.

IBOROB was first thoroughly tested in a fixed laboratory setup by evaluating its accuracy
and developing calibration procedures for its components. Then, the transmission of the ITER
collimator camera prototypes was measured, which are currently in the stage of development
at IPP. The main objective was to identify the driving design components influencing the LOS
characteristics and to validate the design parameters of the camera, in particular to verify how
well the theoretically desired transmission can be reached under ITER boundary conditions. In
this work, two exemplary camera aperture designs have been built and analyzed with respect
to their transmission characteristics.
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The first prototype collimator design (Model ’11) consisted of channels which were wire eroded
over their whole length. This design ensured superior thermal properties advantageous for an
operation in ITER, however, the transmission measurements showed that the LOS resulted in
being almost twice as large as described by theoretical calculations. Due to the very smooth
surface of the channel walls an excessive amount of reflections was generated which broadened
the LOS.

Thus, an improved ITER collimator prototype camera version (Model ’12) was developed which
could be equipped with multiple apertures reducing the potential reflective surfaces. As a re-
sult, the transmission characteristics improved. But particular aperture configurations with
the objective of achieving extremely narrow LOS widths (∆θFWHM ≈ 0.6◦) did still not reach
the target properties adding about 30% additional stray light. However, the advantage of the
new modular design was that each part of the camera could be be inspected individually by
comparing different configurations with each other. A measurement campaign was carried out
in order to identify each component of the camera having a negative impact on the transmission
characteristics. As a result, reflections due to the integrated channel borders in the collimator
housing, reflections from the housing itself and reflections inside the apertures have been dis-
covered. Moreover, a signal modulation induced by a necessary microwave filtering grid in the
top plate of the collimator could be identified. Finally, all major optical effects influencing the
LOS transmission of the bolometer camera design could be determined and characterized. The
results have been summarized, measures necessary for the prevention of stray light were derived
and a concept for a significantly improved camera design (Model ’13) could be developed.

Furthermore, in order to qualify IBOROB as an in situ compatible device being able to operate
in a tokamak environment, the device was deployed within a regular maintenance shutdown for
the first time in the tokamak ASDEX Upgrade. The alignment and characteristics of multiple
LOS from different cameras at different positions of the vessel have been measured. Thus, the
accuracy of the camera assembly, the installation and the final orientation in the vessel could
be compared with the design values.

It was found that some LOS are deviating up to 2◦-3◦ from their theoretically expected align-
ment because of tolerances in the camera construction or inaccuracies during the installation.
LOS deviations in the toroidal orientation in this magnitude are not a major problem for
ASDEX Upgrade due to the toroidal symmetry of a tokamak experiment. However, deviations
in poloidal orientation are definitely influencing the spatial accuracy of the bolometer diagnostic
and have to be incorporated in the tomographic reconstruction algorithms.

In addition, a systematic problem with the design of the ASDEX Upgrade camera housings has
been identified. Measurements covering a wide toroidal range measured a ghost signal under
an angle of incidence of 12◦ with respect to the principal toroidal orientation. The camera
construction is being based on plain stainless steel plates and due to the housing geometry it
is possible that incident radiation is reflected and reaches the detector. Thus, it is no longer
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guaranteed that each channel measures the radiation only along its designated orientation which
leads to not acceptable errors of the derivation of the total radiated power. To improve the
cameras, all affected housings are now being modified with grooved surface plates clamped on
the inside wall of the camera housing with the aim to diffuse and scatter back radiation from
unwanted angles of incidence.

As a result of this work, IBOROB is currently being operated as a standard measurement
device at IPP assessing each development step or modification of the ITER prototype camera.
The assessment of a bolometer camera intended to be used in the stellarator fusion experiment
W7-X is planned for the future. Moreover, the bolometer diagnostic in ASDEX Upgrade will be
upgraded with a new collimator camera in the divertor region during the next vessel shutdown
which would be another task for IBOROB to check if the design properties of this new camera
correspond to the requirements.

Challenges for the future development of the bolometer cameras

In this work, the optical properties of two ITER bolometer camera prototypes (Model ’11
and ’12) have been examined. From these outcomes, a new camera prototype was designed
(Model ’13). Many optical properties of the bolometer cameras are now well understood and the
interpretation and analysis of the transmission measurements with IBOROB has been pushed
to the limits of what is feasible. However, camera configurations with a narrow viewing cone
still have room for improvement concerning the stray light reduction. The final objective would
be to obtain a camera with stray light near the noise limit of the diagnostic, a few percent
above would also be acceptable. But IBOROB’s main task is to evaluate the current state of
the camera. The separation and localization of the individual internal optical effects between
the camera components is complex and time demanding. Multiple measurements have to be
compared with each other to determine the internal sequence of the reflections in the camera.
Moreover, it has to be taken into account that the manufacturing and modification of several
prototypes is costly.

Therefore, as a proposal for future studies and in order to gain more knowledge about the
transmission characteristic of the bolometer cameras which can not be assessed with IBOROB,
it would be advisable to perform optical simulations of the transmission measurements with
Monte Carlo ray tracing (MCRT) based methods. All simulations have the inherent disadvan-
tage that they strongly depend on the boundary conditions, such as the optical absorption and
scattering properties of the camera housing and aperture material.

Here, the results from IBOROB are essential to estimate these parameters by comparing MCRT
calculations with corresponding transmission measurements. Once a certain parameter range
has been deduced, further modification of the camera design parameters can be performed in
order to calculate an optimized configuration. For instance, it could be calculated how much
power each aperture is absorbing in the collimator in order to indicate its importance in the
camera. Finally, a theoretical model of the camera could be developed allowing the optimization
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of the transmission with respect to each camera component. In the end, both approaches,
MCRT simulations and the measurements with IBOROB, would efficiently complement each
other.
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